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STEEL LOGGING TUG OVERBOARD

Religious Emphasis

FRIDAY AT GENERAL FOOD5

Week Stressed At

SHIPYARD FOR CENTRAL AAAINE

Bates Co'lege

General Foods Shipyard will
launch a 44 foot six inch steel log
going tug for Central Maine Power
Ormpany at 1.30 p. m. Friday.
The new craft will be christened
the Big Squaw and will have a beam
of ’2 feet and will draw five feet
ol water.
Power will be supplied by a D'30' Caterp liar diesel engine deve'oping 120 horsepower. Equip
ment will include a 300 pound Dan
forth anchor and hand winch.
Berthing facilities for a crew of
four and a small galley equipped
with a Shipmate coal stove, lockers
and sink, have been provided.
The craft will be trucked overland
to Indian Pond, where Centra!
Maine has a big power developement. It will be used to move rafts
of logs in the enlarged lake and
will be handled by the Kennebec
Log Driving Company.
Two 27 footers, the Little Squaw
and the Papoose are under con
struction at the yard and will be
used in the same area.

Religious Emphasis Week at
Bates College, Lewiston, 'ponsored
biennially by the student Christian
Association, will be held Feb. 17
'8 and 19. Chs:rman Meredith
Handspicker, ‘54 Malden, Mass., an
nounced today.
Unifeid by the ’heme "Religious
Witness n ‘he CcUege Community,”
the Emphasis Week will bring to
the campus feur main speakers ac
tive in religious work in churches
and universities. Major addresses
are planned for the Wednesday
and Friday morning chapel as
semblies. with panel discussions and
informal talks scheduled during the
three days for interested students.
Discussion groups in the dormi
tories, led by the guest speaker and
Bates faculty, will be held Thursdayevening.
Alternating biennially with Politi
cal Emphasis Week, the purpose of
the Week is to focus attention on
the place of religion in the life of
the individual and of society. Com
mittee members working with
Handspicker on the activities are
Bill Hobbs, ‘54. Springfield. Mass,
Dawn Mausert, ‘56. Bennington. Vt
Margaret Sharpe, '56. Chatham.
New Jersey; Carol Hollister. ‘56.
Roxbury. Conn., and King Hempci. ‘54, Swampscott, Mass.
James V. Miller, Jr., assistant
professor of religion at Bates, is
serving as faculty advisor for Re
ligious Emphasis Week.

These craft art powered with
D-311 Caterpillar disels of 38 horse
power. Each will have a beam of
ight feet nine inches and will draw
three feet eight inches of water.
In constrast to the larger Big
Squaw, which has a cabin and crew
uarters, the smaller boats will be
■en a"d w 11 have only an enq ne box and a stick steerer.
Scheduled to be started as soon
as the Big Squaw is out of the plate
hops is;, a 35 footer for Great Norhern Paper Company, which is
o be delivered in April.
The steel craft, also a logging
operations tug, will have a deam
Rf nine feet 10 inches and a draft
of four feet. Power will be supplied
by a Lathrop diesel of 100 horse
power and will have a trunk cabin
forward.
Designer cf all of the tugs is
Geerd Hendel of Camden who des’gned the first such tugs built for
Great Northern. Central Maine
and the Brown Company of Berlin,
N. H.

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FOR
KNOWLTON ST. SCHOOL TO BE

BOUGHT BY RECREATION COUNCIL
Representatives of 17 Camden or hold the fund of $431.51 Intact was
ganizations attending a meeting of defeated. 9 to 7, with the following
the War Recreation Council Thurs organizations voting "No”— YMCA
day evening at the Camden Town American Legion. American Legion
Office, reversed their decision of Auxiliary, Megunticook Grange
March, 1953 to keep intact a fund Business Men's Club, I. O. O. F..
of $43151 in the treasury, and in Lions Club, Oongregat’orial Church,
stead to use this money to purchase Methodist Chur h; and those vot
playground equipment for child ing “Yes”, the Servicemen’s Can
ren at the Knowlton school Recre teen, H. S. Orchestra, Rotary Club,
ation Area "when and if this ath Garden Club, Neighborhood leaders.
letic field is made suitable," and a Masonic Blue Lodge, Chamber of
master plan completed for its fu Commerce.
Representatives of the above or
ture developement. This money has
been ln the treasury of the Council ganizations who attended the meet
since 1944. when the War Recrea ing were: Frank Leonard, Albert
tion group became inactive. Robert Mathieson, Gertrude Freeman and
Laite. elected Chairman in 1953. Alice Merchant: Darius Joy, Jr..
John Leach. Roy Morang. Roy Burpresded at the meeting.
Three new officers were elected chell, Mrs. Forrest Magee; Edna
by the Council, Chairman, Willis Ames, Roger Caldrewood, Allen
Hodson, Treasurer, Allen Torrey, ) Torrey, Bessie Bowers, Alice Hanand Secretary. Roy Morang. and will j sen, Lawrence Hopkins, Robert
comprise a committee of three to | La:te and Betty Foxwell.
sele t and pur base playground
equipment when the recreation area Warren Town
is in proper condition for its in
Meeting Is
stallation.
Considerable discussion preceded
Postponed
the vote to dispose of the fund.
Charles Lowe, Chairman of the
The annual town meeting is
Camden School Board, described postponed one week, from March 1
the work that has been done by to March 8. as the town reports
volunteers to clear the land from will not be received from the
alders at the Knowlton Street printer in time for the usual first
Athletic field, and the desire of the Monday in March.
former superintendent, Mr Grant,
Even though money will not
and the board that a master plan
could be made for orderly develop •rake ycu happy, it is a fact that
you can be Just as unhappy without
ment of this area.
A roll-call vote on the motion to lt.

Selective Service Calls Six For February

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF

Five men frem the county, two of them volunte rs, left for mill ary' service Monday afternoon from
the office of the Knox County Selective Service Board. They were to report to Fort Williams In Cape Eliza
beth the following dav for induction and transfer fo at Army training center. Seated above, left to right,
Ra’-h I. Pomerov, 20. of 39 Tillson Avenue. Rockland and Robert A. Curtis, 18, of 2 Main
Street, Thomaston, a volunteer. Standing are: Bent ev M. Watts, 20, 11 Beechwoods Street, Thomaston!
Douglas W. Crute, 26. of Cashing; Richard A. Morris. 20, Tenant's Harbor, and Linwood M. Campbell. 17.
Jl Franklin Street, Rockland, a volunteer.
Photo by Cullen

SUPERIOR COURT CEREMONIES

Carl Moran Heads

ADMIT FIVE TO CITIZENSHIP-

Howard Crockett

1954 IN CAMDEN BLUEPRINTED

Legion Trustees

AUTO CASE DUE FOR RE-TRIAL

To Again Direct

BY COMPOSITE GROUP

At a recent meet’ng. the Winsow-Holbrook-Merritt Post. Ameri
can Legion of Rockland changed its
organization to include a board of
trustees of seven men.
Ele:ted to this board were E
"lari Mcran and Ralph Smith to
serve until May 1956. Dr. Robert
Meehan and R. Lou’s Cates to serve
until May 1955. and Ernest Ga
mage. Harold Kaler, and Lawrence
Hamlin to ser e until May, 1954.
The board of trustees was autho
rized to elect its own officers and
at its first meeting elected E Carl
Moran as chairman. Dr. Robert
.Meehan as vice chairman, and Har
old Kaler as secretary.

A review of recreational activities also to have a supervisor who is a
Warren Minstrels
for 1954 was given Thursday even- men ber of the school staff, who
Directors of the Warren Lions ng at the Camden Town Office by will co-ordir.ate adult sports as well
Club lined up committees for the
as children’s activities at this area.
members of the Recreation Coun
spring minstrel show, at a direc
Willis Hodson of the Megunti
tors’ meeting held Monday night cil sponsored by the Camden- cook Fsh & Game Association
with Henry Laukka.
Howard Rockport Chamber of Commerce called attention to the Picnic Area
Crockett again will direct the This followed the meeting of the at the former deer park area at
show, dates of the presentation ! War Recreation Council that night, Molyneaux Bridge, which is open to
set for April, 7, 8 and 9, at Town on which many of the same organ the public. The Senior and Junior
Hall. This will be the club’s third izations were represented, with Fshlng Derby and the winter Ice
Robert Laite ser-.ing as Chairman Fish’ng Derby were very successful.
annual show.
Chester Wallace, president of for both Councils.
Roy Mcrcng described the very
Iawrence Hopkins. Pres’dent of hi :'i’y successful Little League Day,
the club, was named genera’, chair
man.
Oiher oommittees are: the Chamber, explained that the and pro-ress made by the Little
George Ingraham, curtain; Charles function of h s organization was to League and Pony League, and emKigal. Fred Webel, Harold Drewett help co-ordinate efforts of the prasi-ed the need for two baseball
and B. J. Pellicani tickets; Paul varied recreation greups.
fle'd-s at the Knowlton Street athFrank Leonard reported for the etlc field area.
Dillaway, Stanley Judkins, and
Chester Brooks, publicity.
Y.M.C.A. that roller-skating, on a
A report from Mrs. Florence Mil
Leland Overlook, George Rogers. self-supporting basis, had been add- lington and Darius Joy, Jr., fcr the
and Richard Butler, seating and ! od to their activities at the “Y;" ■ PTA which has sponsored the Skat
lighting; Edgar Lemke, Leroy Me-! that during the past year, much ing Rink on Elm street, brought out
Cluskey, and Miles Leach, future work had been done on the build the need for co-ordination of this
bookings; B F. Podkowa, rehearsal ings. and now emphasis would be committee with the tewn officials.
director; and Henry Laukka, deco plaed on the activities.
It was suggested that two meet
rations; Stanley Robinson, Merrill
Charles Lowe, representing the ings of the Ccuncil be called: one
Payson, Chester and Vernal Wal Camden schools, said that it was in the fail to discuss efforts of win
lace. and Louis Pecci, program.
hoped to have a full-time recrea ter recreational groups; and anThose interested to Join the tion program this summer at the I other in the spring, ln regard to
choru3. are requested to contact Knowlton Street athletic field and summer activities.
Chester Wallace or Henry Laukka.
Wilson Carter
100
85
185
Sometimes success comes to the Rockland Shooters
man who ge‘s busy and answers
947
Have Little Trouble Total
his own prayers.
Rockland's next shoulder match

RINGS

When only the
Best will do...

Hurry te the

Factory Store

Is slated for Feb. 18 at the Belfast
range.
••

Twenty-four rifle enthusiasts
matched their shooting abilities at
the Rockland range Tuesday in a
shoulder to shoulder match between
Hyde Windlass and the Rockland
Rifle and Pistol Club.
Rockland came within two points
of matching their all time high
shoulder match score of 949.
The five high scorers for each
team and their comparative scores
were:

Paying cash for one’s wants is a
good way to break the habit of
wanting too much.
Contented in life is the person
who keeps his balance—personally
and financially.

Hyde Windlass

Pr.

OH. Total

Wilbur Loveltt
Bob Besaw
Jeff Snyder
Joe McAloney
Frank Hall

THOMASTON

Records

Rockland

BIG CLEARANCE SALE

Don Brown
Mary Brown
Don Huntley
Verna Jones

The traverse Jury of Knox SupeChristina Ferrera, native of
r or Court reports at 9.30 th s Canada, resident of Owl’s Head.
Eileen Moore Cheshire, native of
morning.
Scheduled as its first
England, resident of South Cush
case is one wh: h has previously
ing.
been heard and been through the
Alfred August Kar'son, native
'aw court a"d returned for re-trial. of F.nland, resident of Rockland.
The case Is a civil suit by WilHermine Eckert, native of Ger
am Stearns of Park street in many, resident of Union.
Rockland
against
William W.
Smith a'so of Rockland, for negli
AVORITF POEM
gence In an auto accident.
In the original suit, Stearns
If I had my life to live again. I
hav
n ade a rule to read
sought damages for injuries result
ing from his being struck in front some pcetrq and lister to tome
n
at .• ast once a week. Tht
of his Park street home by a car
>r
Ustea lg ,
ot
operated by Sm th on July 20. 1952.‘ happi. - as—Charles Darwin.
In the first trial Judge Sullivan
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
of Superior Court directed a ver
Chi'll of the boundless prairie,
dict for Smith.
son of the virgin soil,
Stearns took exception to the Heir to the bearing of burdens.
League of Women
verdict and appealed to the Maine
brother to them that toil;
Voters Will Hold
Law Court for a dec’sion The court God and nature together shaped
him to lead in the van,
reviewed the evidence in May of
In the stress of the wildest
Vital Session
1653 and reversed the verdict origi
weather.when the nation need
ed a man.
‘The league Looks at The Con nally directed.
Divorce cases were being heard Eyes of a smouldering fire, heart
stitution" will be the subject under
discuss’on when the League of Wo by Justice Randolph A. Weatherof a lion at bay.
men Voters of Rockland meet on bee in his chambers during the Patience to plan for tomorrow,
valor to serve for today;
Monday at 230 p. m. at the home Uay Wednesday.
Mournful and mirthful and tender,
'f Mrs. Charles Whitmore, 294 j *t 230 p. m„ naturalization
quick as a flash with a Jest.
Broadway.
j ceremonies were conducted and
Hiding with gibe and great laugh
The program will be in the form r've persons admitted to cltizenter the ache that was dull ln
his breast!
of a panel with Mrs. Manuel Car- ship. The new citizens are:
John Fernandes, native of Por- Met were the man and the hourrillo as chairman. Other panel
man who was strong for the
members will be Mrs. Christopher tugal, resident of Warren.
shock—
Roberts, Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy,
Fierce were the lightnings un
Mrs. Emily Paber, Mrs. Lyford
leased; in the midst, he stood
Thirty Fire
Ames, Mrs. Howard Stackpole. Mrs.
fast as a rock.
Comrade he was and commander,
Ruth Rockwell,
Miss Dorothy Alarms In Month
he who was bom for the time,
Lawry and Mrs. Ernest Buswell.
Iron in council and action, simple,
Members are privileged and urged With $25 Loss
aloof and sublime.
to bring guests, and representatives
Following is the report of City Swift slip the years from their
from Robert Hybels’ class in Pro
tether, centuries pass like a
Manager Farnsworh as submitted
blems of Democracy will be special
breath.
to the City Council at the monthly
guests of the afternoon.
Only some lives are immortal,
challenging
darkness
snd
Tea will be served following the meeting held Monday evening.
A very low fire loss, a high
death.
oanel by Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood.
automobile damage total from ac Hearn from the stuff of the
Hospitality Chairman, and her
martyrs, write in the star
cidents within the city and a
•ommittee. President. Mrs. Horatio
dust his name.
sharp
increase
in
the
welfare
rolls
2owan, has called a Board Meeting
Glowing, untarnished, transoendis noted.
ent, high on the records of
on Monday at 1.30 p m.
fame.
Tax Collection Department
—By Margaret E. Ssngster
Tax
Collector reports
Science has taught man he®, to The
-■ontrol most of the elements, but $10344.73 oollected for the month
of
January.
which
Includes
hot how to control his temper.
We SELL, SERVICE AND
$2,521.77 in excise tax. 1952 tax
liens amounted to $446.92. Also,
RECOMMEND
OPENING
taxes outstanding, $54,45291.

DANCE

939

Total

Pr. O H. Total
93
193
100
100
92
192
91
191
100
86
186
100

ACORN GRANGE HALL

ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF
Florence Ranges

South Cushing

February 13
8.30-12.00

TOP— SARATOGA SET
Diamond Ring
S175JM
Bride's Circlet
75.00
BOTTOM—BRIDAL SET
Diamond Ring
$100.00
Wedding Ring
$8.25

Save At Factor} Prices

Each ring a masterpiece — each
guaranteed and registered by
Artcantd* and by ns. Beloved by
brides for more than 100 years.
•Trade mark reg. Prices Incl. Fed. Tax
Rings enlarged to show detail

At seen in LIFE and LOOK
Tuna in LANNY ROSS radio show
Sunday* on Mutuxl

STORE HOURS:

OFFICE HELP

White Enamel
Dual Oven
Oil and Gas Range
Only $199.95

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

WHILE THEY LAST

GOOD PAY
INSURANCE BENEFITS

4 Oil Lids
4 Gas Burners

40 HOUR WEEK

Now Bake With Oil Or Gas

- WANTED -

SIJlLiKA
9 V Jiwnui 9

Friday-Saturday, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

H. H. CRIE & CO.
328 MAIN ST.

17-18

w-it

ROCKLAND
17-18

Department

The City Clerk reports eight city
licenses and 120 state licenses is
sued, 69 recordings of vital sta
tistics, and 127 miscellaneous re
cordings.
There were also 33
copies of recordings issued. City
fees amounted to $193.75 and state
fees to $338.
,
Legal Department

DONATIONS 50c
18-19

The City Attorney reports one
(Continued on Page Three)

MAYTAG
Wringer Washers

Automatic Washan
Dryers

Gas Rangos

KELVINATOR

THE DINNER-DANCE
OF THE ELKS AND THE EMBLEM CLUB
UI-A— —

Sinks and Cabinets

POSTPONED

MAGIC CHEF

STONINGTON

Through Courtesy To the Finnish-American

FURNITURE CO.

Polio Dance To Be Held Friday, Feb. 12 and the

Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
352 Main SL TeL 988 Rockland

R.H.S. Kippy Karnival To Be Held Saturday, Feb. 13

18-lt

-------

ffOiw nCaTQrw

SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY NIGHT, FEB. IS

Large Drip Tray

Apply In Person

Monday-Thursday, 9 A. M. to 5 F. M.

In Rockland Municipal Court the boats beside each other, alWednesday morning, the complaint though unable to see the actual colagainst Charles Thompson of Ma- lislon at that distance. He also
tlnlcus brought by Norris R. Young, stated that later Thompson came
also of Matinlcus as the result of a over near his own boat and stayed
lobster boat collision on Feb. 1 was nearby for several minutes before
d smtssed.
shouting a threat and leaving.
Norris R Young, the complainant.
Testifying in his own defense,
testified that Thompson’s boat ap- Thompson stated that he had no
preached him as he was hauling intention of ramming and merely
raps southwest of Matinicus Rock desired to inquire from Young if
on Feb. 1. He said that after he had any idea who had been cutcircling
and shouting threats ting his gear
Thompson brought his boat against
He said that he came up on the
his, causing damage to the rail and windward side of Young’s boat and
deck planking ln addition to pos- that the wind and sea forced the
sible hull damage. Young further boats together. He estimated the
stated that he did not see Kenneth wind strength at the time as being
Ames who later testified to being about 15 miles per hour and that
aboard Thompson’s boat at the a three foot chop was running,
time of the collision.
: Kenneth Ames, of Matinicus,
Chief Boatswain M. O. Wright of stated that he had gone with
the Coast Guard stated that upon Thompson that morning to check
being questioned by him Thompson his own traps since some had been
admitted going alongside Young’s recently cut and that he was aboard
boat and indicated he would be at the time of the collision. He
willing to pay for the damages stated that he was forward on the
caused.
engine box at the time and did not
Chief Wright expressed the hear any abusive language or
opinion that considering wind and threats until after the collision,
sea conditions at the time the act
After hearing testimony, Judge
of trying to go alongside Yeung’s Dwinal ruled that the state had
craft was one of negligence and. not established beyond reasonable
carelessness.
doubt that the collision was the reBrad Young, brother of the com- suit of wilful, wanton and malicious
plalnant, told of being about three- operation of a motor boat and disfourths of a mile away and seeing missed the case.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR

DIAMOND

AU THIS WEEK

Volume 109, Number 18

MATINICUS CASE DISMISSAL

arved

Time's e-Wustin'—

ttuG par fru
t2 50 nix months

MALICIOUS INTENT RESULTS IN

Beating Bath

— ANNOUNCEMENT —

TWELVE PAGES—Sc COPT

18*U

Chas. E. Stackpole

Page Twa
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The Influence Of

Bennett and Ruth Ellen Williams.
Mrs. Haze! Dyer entertained the
children with games, after which
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
refreshments were served, and
Correspondent
each guest received a favor. Mrs.
Norman Johnson, Mrs. Harold
Mrs. Ethel Nickerson has been Philbrook, Mrs. Ernest Philbrook
the guest this week of her daugh and Mrs. Herbert Conway were
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. the mothers present.
Church Notices
Sherman Greene at Rockland.
The Sunday services Peb. 14 at
Fotfrteen members of Ocean
Bound Rebekah Lodge, with Mrs
Church wiU
wilh the
Nellie Robinson and Mrs. Flora Sunday Sch001 m€eting at 10 a’ ra’
Brown as leaders, enjoyed a Mys Morning worship at 11 o'clock
tery Ride Monday night. The des when the pastor. Rev. W. S. Stacktination proved to be the home of house will preach on the subject
Mr. and Mrs. Howard MacFarland "Burdens.” The Youth Fellow
at Crockett's River, and who were ship will meet at 6 o'clock. Eve
a most hospitable host and hes- ning service at 7 o'clock when the
t-ass. Tne evening was merrily pastor and the choir will present
passed with cards and games and 31 inteiesting program with the
a picnic lunch enjoyed.
i tltle "Seven Duck« In Mud<iT
Water.”
Harold Wiggin of Union, Supt. ‘
___________
of Schools has been in town this
Sodial Security
week for a brief stay.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

VINALHAVEN

■ditor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Boy Scouting Is

EDITORIAL

Wholesome
Two South Dakota school teach
ers, concerned about keeping their
sons and their playmates out of
mischief over 20 years ago, turned
to Boy Scouting as the answer to
their problem.
Today their sons, former Scouts,
have made big names for them
selves In atomic science. Their story
is made public during Boy Scout
Week. Peb 7 to 13, because that
observance is dedicated to honor
the hundreds of thousands of men
who share their time and talents
with the youth of America in devot
ed leadership service.
School Superintendent Tuve and
School Principal Lawrence knew
that their little town did not offer
much in the way of recreational
facilities. They felt that if their
teaching efforts were to be success
ful they would need to find new in
terests for the town's boys.
They organized a Troop and be
came its leaders. But getting the
boys into Scout uniform was not
enough. They had to find some
thing that would capture thenfancy and keep them interested.
First they tackled the ever-present
problem of finances.
Mr* Tuve and Mr. Lawrence
helped the Scouts stage a minstrel
show. They bought w-ireless equip
ment with the proceeds. Pew per
sons understood the mystery of this
new device. The boys took it up
with a will, beccir.e rad o “hams”
and talked to persons in nearby
states as well as far-cff countries.
The Scout pro.ect awakened the in
terest of the educators’ sons in
electronics and later physics.
Dr. Merle Tuve and a former
classmate from the University of
Minnesota, Dr. Lawrence Hafstad,
now work together at the Carnege
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism.
Together they perfected the vari
able timing device—the prcxlmity
fuse. They were the first persons
to demonstrate atcmic fission.
The other former Scout, Ernest
Lawrence, is now in charge of
atomic research at the University
of California. A winner of a Nobel
prize, it was he who invented the
cyclotron.

LINCOLN TRIUMPHANT

Of all the great figures in American history, Abraham
Lincoln almost alone, comes unscathed through the years—
triumphant over scandal mongers, debunkers and the equi
vocations and plain, unvarnished lies of a million enemies.
His rise from the obscurity of a farm laborer to the
highest position in the land made him the all-time idol of
the common man, but by the same token, brought him- the
green-eyed enmity of those who felt themselves superior
to this ungainly man of the soil. Though he lost caste with
those he would have for friends, he won In the long pull.
In his debates with Stephen A. Douglass, darling of the
men of wealth and great Influence, he lost his fight for the
coveted seat in the Senate, yet he so won the respect and
admiration of the common people that he was victorious in
the greater battle for the Presidency.
His dreadful decision over the freeing of the slaves,
which plunged the Nation Into the war between the States,
brought to Lincoln the greatest calumnj' ever to be the lot
of any American, and r-ghtly or wrongly, made the name
of Lincoln anathema, even In the North. Yet history has
given him its blessing over the passing generations and
proven his heart-breaking course was the only one that
could have saved the nation.
.
On Good Friday night in 1864, the bullet of a fanatic
assassin cost Abraham Lincoln his life, yet in losing his final
pawn, he won the ultimate victory, a place in the all-time
heart of the American people, and a niche in the history
of this nation which has never been challenged thus far, and
in all probability, never will be.
Lincoln—Triumphant over Pate and Pear and a million
bitter enemies.

WALDOBORO
THE PAY OF A SCOUTMASTER

MRS. RENA CROWELL
•
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
Clare Ripley of Portland spent
the weekend with Mrs. Ripliey at
the home of her mother, Mrs. Ethel
Weeks.
Mrs. Verna Orff has been a guest
of Mrs. Esther Gross.
Mrs. Kenneth Weston will enter
tain the Bridge Club Thursday eve
ning at her home on Jefferson
street,
Mr. and Mrs. Kervin Deymore
were in Portland Thursday.
Wilmot E-avs and Mrs. Marjorie
Miller and children were in Ran
dolph Tuesday.
Mrs. Ruth Hlnkley was in Dama
riscotta Saturday.

The reason some folks never give
to charity until it hurts is because
it hurts first.

"To the best Scoutmaster in the world—”. This senti
ment, penned in the wandering, not too-mature hand of a
boy, reached Scoutmaster Harold Whitehill Monday, and
constitutes one of the few rich rewards destined to come to
him and fellow Scoutmasters for year upon year of selfless
devotion to the boys of their communities.
There Is no pecuniary return to this group of earnest
men. but their pay is in the form of the deep affection of
the boys entrusted to their guidance, and in the soulsatisfying knowledge that the Great Scoutmaster above can
say of them “Well Done.”
It is altogether fitting and proper that once in the course
of a busy year, the citizens of the United States should pause
and express their approval of the splendid institution of Boy
Scouting. It is also eminently right and fair that we of this
community should take occasion to express our appreciation
of veteran Scoutmaster Whitehill and his fellows, and pledge
to them our continuous support.

Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Conway Executive Tells
were guests last week of Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Conway and Mr. and Of Benefits
Mrs. Raymond Smith at WaterA year and a half of work that
town. Mass. Mr. Conway had the
pleasure of attending a meeting at counts toward social security proW.lmington. Mass., of the Rotary- viies monthly benefits only in case
Club of which he was a former i the worker reaches 65 or dies bemem'oer and had served as presi- fore July, 1954 George M. Field
dent.
| manager of the Augusta Social seThe monthly meeting of the curlty office, pointed out today.
Field says that some people
Elizabeth Hutchison Bib.e Class
was held Tuesday afternoon at the have teen led to believe that a year
home of the president, Mrs. Car and a half of covered work are a'l
rie Bennett. After the business that anyone needs to get benefit
meeting the afteroonn was de payments under social security.
He emphasized that the length of
voted to sewing patchwork.
Dr. Patrick Quinn, assistant pro time one must work to become in
fessor at Wellesley College, visited sured is determined by the worker's
Professor and Mrs. Edwin Honig date of birth.
“To become insured and stay in
the past week.
sured,” Field declared, “The per
Mrs. Norma Lloyd was hostess
son must continue in work covered
to “Just Us Girls,” Thursday
by the law at least one 'out of
night at her home on Carver
every two years after 1950 (or alter
street. Lunch was served by the
reaching age 21, if later) and up
hostess and a congenial social eve
to time of retirement or death.” Ch
ning with sewing and other forms
as he explained, the person must
of handwork.
have social security credit for
Given Party On Birthday
enough covered employment before
At the Nursery School of Mrs. 1951 .to make up the difference.
Morgan Sutliffe, Donna Kalioch, Social security credit for work be
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald fore 1951 may be added to credits
Kalioch, was given a party Mon gained in covered employment or
day by Mrs. Sutliffe and her self-employment after 1950 to give
schoolmates to celebrate her filth the worker the required amount,
birthday. The time passed merrily
Field says another widespread
with games and stories and sing- misunderstanding is the meaning of
ing “Happy Birthday” to Donna, the average monthly earnings on
Refreshments of ice cream and which social security benefit payndivioual birthday cakes were meats are based. "Some people,"
served. Present were Vicki Lou he says, “believe that their average
Dyer, Forrest Sprague, Carol Al- earnings are determined by using
1-ey, Sandy Nelson. Gene Guilford, only the years in which they were
Carol Philbrook, Kristine Winslow, engaged in work covered by the
Helene Johnson, Susie Oalderwood law." He says that all years after
1950, from age 21 to age 65, are
and Guy Johnson.
I counted in arriving at the monthly
Vickie’s Birthday
average. Periods of non-employ
Vickie Lou Dyer celebrated her ment. or early retirement from selffourth birthday at her home Feb.
employment will cut down the
7 with a party. Her birthday
amount of. the average monthly
cake was pink trimmed with green
earnings and may cause old-age
rosettes and four pink candles.
and survivors benefit payments to
She received many gifts from her
be less than the insured worker or
little friends. Those present were hls dependent familv eJfpected>
ICarol Fhi.brook, Timothy DyEt.
they had not been informed them
Donna Kalioch, Beverly and Donna selves.
Hansen, Linda and Hazel Canary.
Nathan Hall.
Katie Hamilton.
The worst thing a man can fall
Diane Philbrook, Linda and Mari into is a rut.
lyn Johnson, Cynthia and Pamela
Oonway, Mary Tolman, June Ben- Advertise In The Courier-Gazette

WE HAVE A DOUBLE INTEREST

Stock-Up Now with AAP’s

FEBRUARY
STOREWIDE

■MTW
February is a short month but A&P Is

making

Come Save

CALL

AND

IRS FLORENCE C* LDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

The Senior Class of Union High
School will serve a public supper
Saturday, Peb. 13 at the Masonic
dining rooms, benefits to help de
fray expense of the annual class
trip to New York.
Mrs Betty Howard entertained
the Christmas Club Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. Varraret Gleason enter
tains the Friendly B Club Thursd.iy e ening
Local s hools will close Friday
Peb. 12, for a week’s vacation.

LET OS

Community Club Meeta

WE DO AU THIS:
•
•
•
•

Tune Up Engine
Inspect and Adjust Brakes
Adjust for Fast Starts
Examine Oil Filter
Winter lubricotion
Check Electrical
System
• Test Heater,
Defroster
• Clean and Adjust
Carburetor

W
0

The Woman's Community Club
met Tuesday evening at the Metho
dist vestry, with an attendance of
60 members and guests. Mrs. Chris
tine Barker, chairman of program
introduced Dr. Edward Morse of
Camden who gave an Interesting
lecture and showed films which
were taken in 1947, In which he ac
companied
Commander
Donald
MaoMillan to Greenland on the
"Bowdoin.” A short business meet
ing preceded the program.
Se
veral announcements were made of
coming events. Club voted to con
1R-U tribute towards the Heart Crusade.
At the close of the program, the
hestesses for evening served sand
wiches, cake and coffee.

Miller s Garage Inc
Desoto — Plymouth

?5 3 I

Rank n Street

PCX Kf AND

Nazarene Church Notice*
The Boys’ Caravan of the Union
Church of' the Nazarene will meet
at the parsonage Thursday at 3

p. m. Prayer meeting will be held
at the parsonage on Thursday at
"30 p. m. S rv’ces for Sunday Peb
14 at the Church of the Nazarene,
will be as follows: Sunday School
at 10 a. m.; morning worship at 11
а. m.; young people’s meeting at
б. 15 p. m., and the evening serv
ice at 7 p m. The sermon topic
fcr the morning service will be
The Argument of the Lord.” At
the evening service the topic will
be ‘‘All Your Needs Supplied.”

Past Masters’ Night
Union Lodge AF&AM observed
oast masters' night Thursday with
the Master Mason .Degree being
onferred on Paul Leonard, 21
oungest son of Clarence Leonard
this being the fifth son he has
raised to this degree, beginning in
December, 1944. when Clarence. Jr.,
received the Master Mason Degree
Since that time Howard was raised
In April, 1946; Henry, March, 1947;
and Robert, February, 1951.
Past masters filling the chairs
with Mr. Leonard were: George
Layr, senior warden; Ernest Cun
ningham. Junior Warden; Howard
Hawes, treasurer; William Gleason,
secretary; Walter Burgess. Chap
lain;
Roland
Gushee,
Senior
Deacon; Philip Morine, Junior
Deacon; Aldeverd Robbins, Senior
Steward; Karl Johnson. Junior
Steward; Linwood Hilt, Marshal;
Beverdy Burns, Tyler.
Clarence Leonard. Sr., was master
in Union Lodge. AF&AM in 1925
and since has served two terms as
District Deputy Grand Master of
District 7 of Masonic Lodges.
Life’s-best companion is
conscience.

a good

Club
*7 ftC
Sirloin, T-Bone
Steaks Porterhouse,
LB / /

Mild and Mellow-Popular Blend

SUPER-RIGHT

Smoked Picnics

89

8 O'clock Coffee

SHORT SHANK

Fat Salt Pork

DRY BACK

OVEN-

to 59<

Lamb Legs

READY

Jane. Parker Heart Shaped layers .

Ea89c

Sweetheart Cake

Jane Parker Valentine Treat
Rich and 6 IN
Flavorful SIZE

Layer Cake

READY-TO-COOK, TO tROIL

Chickens

OR FRY -

aC

JJ

FANCY PLUMP

3 INCH SHORT RIBS

7 INCH CUT

Rib Roast
Chuck

teS

7 INCH CUT WITH

Rib Roast

r

TO 2’

READY-TO-COOK

Large Fowl

NO SHORT RIBS

LB

ZAC
lB
69
IB

BONELESS

POT ROAST

BONE

in

Jane Parker Heart Shaped Valentine

Coffee Cake

ea29c

treat

Guarantee Valentine Decorated
I LB

Chocolates

BOX

ZAC
69'

Florida—Sweet and Juicy

Grapefruit

LCTIULC
Carrots

Peach, Pineapple or Apricot

Preserves

79c

3

39

5

ORANGES
I attiira

4

fiorida-size72'»

1 LB 1 OZ
CANS

Green Peas 2

nyC
27'

9 lARGt 9Q c
2

fresh western

X° 25c

MEDIUM

snow white

29

pkg

.................
17c
«*
IBS

MEDIUM SIZE

Bananas

Beef, Chicken or Turkey
Dine SWANSONS A 8 OZ
■ 165
FROZEN
0 PKGS

AA

|
1 .Uw

Gerber's Strained

AyC

4%OZ
CANS 0/

4

Baby Foods

Swanson's Frozen Chicken

09

Breasts

ib!6c

YELLOW RIPE

White House — Non-fat

DRY MILK
White Bread

1 LB

SOLIDS

Drumsticks

pxol

03

15'/jOZAlC

CAN

FOOD

41

A 1 IB rtlC
4 cans//

FOOD

■

BOX

Raised Donuts

dOZ29

Squash Pie

49

43

"each

JAne barker

74c

FRESH BUTTER
Ched-O-Bit

AGED

(B65c

2X85‘

Che™

27‘

box

sunshine

Nabisco Ritz Crackers

3b

Nabisco Vanilla Wafers

25

Bouillon Cubes SX'X 3.7', 23‘

AAC

1 LB
4 cans//
A

FOOD

Wilson's Pork
I2°Z
CAN

LUNCHEON
MEAT

OQZ

Ann Pago Tomato Soup 41

Spaghetti

EX'

ANN PAGE

12 OZ J|C

Chopped Beef

CAN

41

■»

CANS

1 lB 45c
orc

COLDSTREAM

CAN “<*

7oz

CAN

ZQC

1 IB 4 OZ
CAN
“»

B&M Beef Stew

Green Peas

2X23'

2 CANS

PREPARED

Pink Salmon

39

15VaOZ

A&P White Meat Tuna

Wilson's

10OZ

NIFTY BRAND

6 PKGS

arc
»*

Broccoli Spears^X 5 '°,£ 99c

Wilson's *

5OZ AlC
JAR

Ham Salad

Jl

Libby's Vienna Sausage

EliiM

7'/aOZ AlC

nun

JAR

41

19

ca°n

Our Own Tea Bags
Plain or Raspberry
marsh-

ICC

Jane Parker Potato Chips

Ann Pago Banns

MALLOW

A AC

00

I LB 1 02
LOAF

JANE PARKER

Sharp Cheddar Cheese

100% Horsemeat
DOG

PKG

Silverbrook Creamery

Swanson's Frozen Chicken

A

..-<7

cehos23

U SN0) 3 lBS 31c

Baldwin Apples

AAushrOOmS

27

for

• HEADS

CALIFORNIA-CRISP

Pascal Celery
Iona Brand

BAaa.
IVlOr

aft

70c

LB / /

Super-Right Heavy Steer-89c to 93c lb yr. ago

AS ADVERTISED!

Cab

(

. . come save at AAP.

ONE LOW PRICE ONLY

Very Economical

J
z
i? ty

value*

find

prices extra-scon-

Rnnctc
Rump'Top
l\UU JIJ orFace
Bottom Round

SUPER-RIGHT MEATS

14-tf

YiV i ^l
MIP1

You'!1
.

.

by

very

Super-Right Heavy Steer-85c to 95c lb yr. ago

Krispy Crackers

MARITIME OIL CO.

1

month.

to come see

Uniform in Quality

FUEL OIL

lacks

Do it today!

Calo
UNION

this

day

extra-plentiful .

1371 — for Heat Packed

RANGE

it

omical. Result? It will really pay you

vOlO

In the passing of Edwin A. Moore of Portland The
Courier-Gazette has a double interest.
Not only was Mr. Moore a top-flight newspaper man, and
as such, admired and respected by us, but he was the father
of James A. Moore of this City, long time local representa
tive of the Portland Press Herald, and a valued friend of
this newspaper and Its editor-publisher.
Father and son were unusually close, and to the bereaved
son goes our sympathy.

days

up for the

making your dollars go *».rther

PKMOf 39c

2ja.69c

Preserves
Ann Page Mayonnaise

QT JAR

59'

Chicken-of-the-Sea

Tuna Fish

'feel Peen wirh Protein tee
Prink More Milk!

7OZ

XT

Chicken-of-the-Sea

Tuna Fish

A7C

CAN 0/

7OZ

meat

CAN

AAC
07

good health. Milk—with its abundance
of essential proteins—is your one best

food for pep and energy. But you need

it every day to feel your best, at least

La Choy

BEEF with VEGETABLE

Chop Suey

65c

(Oil MAINE MILK

whole family rarin' to go.

A PM

very best food budget value.

It’s your

Zoo never outgrow year aeed Far wilk

CHICKEN with RICE
CHICKEN with NOODLE

three glasses of it So remember to buy
enough milk every day to keep your

Try these delicious Heinz all-family favorites
. . . they're brimming over with real old-fash
ioned flavor and goodness.

No need to hunt for the secret of

PPMKg)
6UMCS0F

HEINZ CONDENSED SOUPS

YOUR CHOICE11 OZ A AC

2

CANS

STOCK-UP

00
NOWI

La Choy

Bean Sprouts
Floko Pit Crust Mix
Flohorn Muffin Mix
Cuplets
PtAKO CUP CAKE

1 LB 2 OZ | r C
CAN

10

MIX

10 OZ PKG | f
” «««1
11* OZ FKC J

Pricti shown in this ad guaranteed through Saturday,
February 13 and effective •" this community 4 vicinity.

, amiiic.-i

wan muuii

hmci

I OH

»$uper Markets

Timdoy-Thundoy-Soturdoy
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30 Fire Alarms

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
I Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor is final !
Feb. 11—The Rockland Extension
Association will meet In the
American Legion Home.
Feb. 12—Finnish and American
Polio Dance, Community Bldg.
Feb. 12—W.C.TU. will meet with
the Misses Young, 100 North
Main St.
Peb. 14-19—Youth Gospel Crusade
Meetings at the First Baptist
Church each night.
Peb. 19 — Women’s Educational
Club meets in Famsw’orth Mu
seum.
Feb. 19—Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69
Beech street.
Feb. 21-22—The 41st Annual East
ern Dog Show. Mechanics Bldg.,
Boston.
Feb. 22—At the Littlefield Memo
rial Church, Rockland, mid
winter meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association

GENERAL FOODS ADD OCEAN AND

(Continued From Page One)

SQUALL TO ROCKLAND FLEET AND

ordinance written, one City Coun
SELLS BREAKER TO BOSTON
Steamboat Yarns makes port an cil meeting attended, eight legal
issue early this week and will be i opinions rendered, and three other
General Foods Shipyard has ; tial of the Rockland fleet, and
hereafter scheduled on Thursdays items of legal work.
under repairs, two 145 foot steel I gives it larger boats which can
Captain Look Is at the middle winPolice Department
trawlers whiclf will Join the Rock- work in winter weather on the
dow today with a fascinating
There were 24 arrests during the land fleet as soon as work is com Grand Banks.
yam of World War I. Landing is
As Rockland gained two big
month, two being for assault; six
pleted.
made on Page Twelve
boats. Gloucester lost three of its
for drunkenness; one, larceny rob
The Ocean and Squall recently- craft which were sold to Nova
bery; 11. traffic violations and
One Year Ago —Frederic H. Bird Is
four other effenses. Convictions arrived at the shipyard for genera! Scotia interests this week. They
named by Gov. Cross to State
were rendered in all cases but overhaul. They had been in Ger were the Feiecia, Mary and Jose
Liquor Commission—Harold W.
one.
many for several years and were phine and the Benjamin C. All
Look became president of Maine
Accidents numbered. Iff, 13 of returned to General Foods owner are in the 90 to 100 foot class.
Seafoods Festival Corporation—
which were motor vehicle: one, ship a few weeks ago. being towed
With the coming of the two large
Richard Howard of Warren seri
other collision; one. pedestrian; across the North Atlantic to Bos trawlers to Rockland, a smaller vet
ously injured in woods accident—
two,
miscellaneous.
Property ton.
eran of the local fleet departed.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Conant cele
damage amounted to $6330.
Wednesday afternoon, ownership
The Ocean will soon go into
brated golden wedding— Warren
Twenty-two doors were found service with the Rockland fleet. of the trawler Breaker was trans
P. T. A. dedicated auditorium con
' unlocked at night in the business The Squall will be at the shipyard ferred from General Foods to Bos
structed by members—Joseph W,
section and 120 investigationsi several weeks while a new main ton Bonnie Fisheries Inc., of Bos
Robinson was again called upon to
were made. There were 177 park- I engine is being installed. Yard ton. The Breaker is to be renamed
head Knox County Defense Bond
ing violations. 63 being meter and , Manager Carl Jensen said Wed- the Boston Bonnie
drive—Fred Varricchio was made
114 other, for a total of 177; 148 neSday that a new 900 horsepower
The Breaker sailed for Boston at
Eagle Scout—Miss Joan Talbot
paid, 29 were issued courtesy’ 1 General Motors diesel has been 3 p. m. Wednesday and will be im
named D. A. R. candidate—Rock
tickets.
i ordered for the craft.
mediately made ready for service
land High Schools Kippy Kamiout of that port under her new
Fire
Department
The
Ocean
and
the
Squall
will
val all set to go.—
There were 30 alarms during j lnC!Xase considerably the poten- | ownership.

A representative from the Social
Security Administration office in
Augusta will be at the Rockland
Post Office Building, Second Floor,
on Feb. 15 from 12.30 to 2.30 p. m.
Residents of Rockland and near-bytowns who wish to file claims for
federal Old-Age and Survivors In
surance or obtain information,
should call upon this representa
tive who is in the Rockland Post
Office Building, Second F.oor, every
Monday.

Page Three

ret Chase Smith and Frederick G.
Payne, the Chamber committee,
headed by Robert W. Hudson and
City Councilors, had asked that
$15000 appropriated by the CAA
for an elaborate terminal building
be changed to help make much
needed runway repairs.
Federal officials informed the
local group that the change could
not be made as such funds were
held to the purpose for which they
were appropriated by law.

the month with 26 fires; 2d of
these were in buildings, two in C-C PLANS BARGAIN DAYS NEXT
THE WEATHER
rubbish, and two in vehicles on the
One of the burdens borne by the
stg-eet. There were five emer WEEK—NEW LIGHT ON FEDERAL
readers of this newspaper is that
gency calls.
its renowned weather expert is
Causes of the fires in buildings AIRPORT FUNDS REVEALED
perforce double hatcht (an Oliver
were as follows: Nine chimney
Otis word) as editor. Some time
Chamber of Commerce direetc-s, local scene are Invited to join the
fires; one by combustibles near
since this character, in preparing
meeting
at the Thorndike Hotel committee, according to Mr. Mo
heater; seven from oil burners:
to write the Lincoln editorial
ran.
one. children with matches; two Tuesday evening, voted expansion
found on page two of this issue,
In a brief talk. Mr. Moran
from defective electric appliances; of the national affairs committee pointed to several proposals to go
spent several hours seeking un
one miscellaneous cause. Fire loss which E. Carl Moran heads. An
usual
angles
concerning
the
before Congress which could be
marty-red president, but when he
.......... ....... - invitation to Chamber m mb.rs felt on the local level, if put Into
Walter D. Hall. Md. is on a vaca- , Who wish to participate in a study force.
came to write, turned to a discus
He commented that it
A bank note from the old Ship tion in Florida.
sion, dating back to Anna E
■ 0[ national events as related to the would be distinctly to the advant- |
Coughlin in 1911. To salvage the Builders Bank of Rockland is de
age of the city to have prior
Arcana Ledge Knights of Pythias
estimated at $25.
lost hours of research one item sired by E. Burnell Overlock, prinknowledge of bills and plans In
|
cipal
of
Lincoln
Memorial
High
of Thomaston, with the Pythian
Fifty-six inspections were car- the making in order to be pre
can be used, noting that while
Lincoln was the 16th president, he School of Lonsdale. R. L. Mr. Over Sisters will hold a joint installation rje(j out m 14 different classes of pared to avail ourselve of their
buildings.
was the first of the lot not born lock has an extensive collection of on Friday, Feb. 12.
benefits.
in one of the 13 original (colony) bills issued by ancient banks and
The united States Chamber of
Building Inspection
i is particularly anxious to secure one
Miss Dorothy L. Roberts of
States.
Three permits were Issued dur Commerce, of which the Rockland
That will suffice for today’s of the bank named above. Anyone Boston is a weekend guest of her ing the month. One was for an Chamber is a member, keeps local
weather discussion, but we might having such a bank note, should cousin, Miss Marian E. Starrett adiditon to dwelling; one. remod chambers Informed on national
add that this Is the first ideal communicate directly with Mr. at tlie Spear Apartments.
eling of store front; and one, hen affairs almost dally.
March day this month, with the Overlock. Such bills are in exis
Mrs. Ruth Hoch, chairman of
Mrs. Horace Benner, 97 Lime house. Total value, $8560.
thermometer registering 20 above tence for one was recently displayed
the Merchants’ Committee, report
Public
Works
rock
street,
has
received
word
of
and feeling 20 below, while at The Courier-Gazette office.
Catch basins required a great ed a surplus of $171 from the
the arrival of a grandson in Iowa
the sun feels as warm as a long
deal of attention during the month Christmas lighting fund, plus $630
BORN
City.
Iowa,
born
to
Dr.
and
Mrs.
defunct haddock.
Hudson—At Knox Hospital. Feb. Evan Peterson Jr. (Barbara Carver due to the many changes in tem worth of decorations purchased
, this year. The total fund was
| 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hudperature; 131 man hours
of Rockland).
Rehearsal of the Congregational : son of West Rockport, a son.
| $3000. the great part of which went
used this way.
Peterson—At Iowa City, Iowa.
Junior Choir have been cancelled
During the earlier part of the to pay tor labor and rental of
Mrs Margaret Ford, a teacher in
Feb. 2. to Dr. and Mrs. Evan Petuntil February 26.
1 erson, Jr. (Barbara Carver of the Knowlton Street grade school month, bushes were cut on a equipment.
She commented that it was her
! Rockland), a son—Eric.
at Camden, will attend the meet- i number of rural roads and ditches
An addition to the city ordi
Glidden—At Knox Hospital. Feb. ing of the American Association of [ cleared. Also, gravel patching was aim to eventually purchase all
nances to permit the establishing 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Richard GlidSchool Administrators to be held In carried out when required as the equipment and thereby greatly
of city streets was presented to ! den of Thomaston, a daughter.
reduce the annual cost. Also, she
Mills—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 9. Atlantic City, N. J., next week. Mrs. season was too late for tar patch
the City Council Monday evening
to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Mills of Ford has been active in the De ing. This latter, required 011 man said, several permanent hangars
and passed in first reading. A Thomaston, a son
were installed on buildings, which
partment of Classroom Teachers, a hours.
second reading aild public hearing
Godfrey—At Knox Hospital, Peb.
have a valpe of $300.
Snow
plowing
required
979
man
division of the A.A3.A
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph God
is set for Monday. March 8.
Secretary Ralph Bartlett report
hours
operating
over
a
total
of
200
frey of Ingraham Hill, a son.
IN MEMORIAM
miles of streets and roads. Three ed that 74 merchants of the city are
Members of the boys and girls’
In memory of Senio Hill, who hundred cubic yards of snow was to participate in Bargain Days to be
DIED
basketball teams and the cheer
French—At Thomaston. Feb. 9, died Feb. 8. 1927.
! removed from the business sec held in the city Thursday. Friday
leading squad at the South School Miss Anna B. French. Funeral Someday when the shining gates
tion. Between storms, winter sand and Saturday Feb. 18, 19 and 20.
unfold
were honored at the recent meet services Friday at 2 p. m. at the
For us to enter the city of gold. ’ was hauled and treated with salt. | Several prizes have been estab
Davis
Funeral
Home.
Thomaston.
ing of the South School P.T.A.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offi We will find at the gates
The usual sidewalk plowing was lished, tops of which is a television
when it was voted to give a ban ciating.
Interment in Village To welcome us there
oone with 30 miles being covered. set with a retail value of nearly
An angel wondrously fair.
quet at the school in the near fu cemetery.
$400. These prizes will be awarded
Mother and sister. I Sidewalk sanding was done on ,
ture for these groups.
Yattaw—At Rockport, Feb. 9. 10* It
shoppers
in the 74 stores through
I a total of 7000 feet of sidewalk,
Frank Henry Yattaw, age 78 years.
tickets presented with purchases of
CARD OF THANKS
in
addition
to
intersections
Funeral
services
Friday,
2
p.
m.
Just Arrived: Master Sheers and
I wish to thank Dr. Lawry, Jr.
$1 or more.
Pure Silk Shantung DreAses in from Rockport Baptist Church. Dr. Weisman, Dr. Donald Brown grades, etc., which required 351
Rev. Carl Small officiating. En
man
hours.
Ruads Discussed
one and two-piece models. Bur- tombment
in
Mountain View and all the nur.-es for their kind
The skating pond required con
Continuation of activities on the
ness and exceEent care while a pa
dell’s Dress fSicp.
18-It Cemetery in Camden.
siderable work the early part of part of the Chamber in organizing
Shadie—At Rockland. Feb. 5. tient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Mary Douglas. ! the month in raising the ioe level Chambers of Commerce and busi
Remaining winter coats greatly Samuel Boynton Shadie, age 68
Simonton’s Corner.
18" It i and completing the repairs on the ness people along the coast Into a
Interment
in Achorn
reduced. Lucien K. Green & Son. years.
j building used by skaters.
16 School Street, City.
17-18 Cemetery.
group which will seek adequate
highways in the Coastal Area was
Public Welfare
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
I The welfare load increased from approved.
Men’s group meets Wednesday
a total of 64 at the beginning nf
Airport Report Made
and 8unday, OAR. Hall, Lime- | TOO LATE TO OLASSIFY
■ the month to 121 at the end of the
It was determined that a recent
rock St 8 p. m. Women's group
SIX months old Kitten, all
month ro a net increase of 57. Of adverse ruling on the part of a
meets weekly.
For information white, lost in vicinity of Dunton
these, 20 persons are chargeable Civil Aeronautics Commission of
If found please Tel.
concerning either group, address avenue.
to the state, 23 to other towns, and ficial as to the change of aJioted
217-M,
MRS.
PERLEY
MILLER.
P. O. Box 711 Rockland. Me.
|
78 to the city.
a.rport building funds to runway
________________________18-It
M-th-U
There is one insitutional case, repaiis might be without founda
EXPERIENCED Clam Shockers
12 inmates at City Farm, and 158 tion.
wan-ed.
Apply
ROCKLAND
I children receiving AD C.
18-20
Working with Senators MargaRICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION SHELIIF.'SH CO.
TWO Waitresses wanted, must
Sales ami Service
be over 21 years old. steady work,
All Work and Parts Guaranteed salary, $20 per week plus meals
THOMASTON
and bonus. Apply In Person only.
TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151 CILOVHRIEAF GRILL, 37 Main
CONTINUING
129-T&Th-tl St., Belfast._________________ 18-20
STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of
OAPONETTES tor sale Come
THROUGH
up and pick out your Sunday
ROLAND A. GENTHNER
GAME PARTY
Dinner, 35c per lb, live wt. IRV
ING
SMITH,
190
Pleasant
St.
SERVICE STATION - • - GARAGE
EVERY FRIDAY
THIS WEEK
Tel. 1101-M.
18-20
26 NEW CONTY RD.
ROCKLAND
At 7.M P. M.
GERMAN Shepherd Puppies for
TOWER ROOM
sale, AKC registered. Excellent
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Many
type for pet or watchdog. C. J.
Auspices Knights •( Columbus
16-TA-Th-tf rURFFS, Washington. Tel. 16-21.
18-19
Real Bargains
4S3S3eSSS3SS«3t3t3tS63tSSMtSWSSSSSBSW»

j

mammal

<

BURPEE
Funeral Home

People who have recently
moved here are invited to
visit our modern funeral
home and secure answers
to any questions they may
wish to ask.

Established 18S0
AMBULANCE SERVICE

TEL. 396
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
12-tf

IJbvisFiiwhhiHomis

For Men and Boys

YOU HAVE TO SEE

Rib Lamb Chops

TO BELIEVE

Loin lamb Chops

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT OTRSR^
ROCKLAND. MAINI

1-tf

Camden Street
Texaco Station
175 CAMDEN ST. ROCKLAND
Howard Simmons, Prop.
TEXACO GAS and PRODUCTS
Lubrication - Washing
Tire Service
Prompt, Courteous Service
7 A. M. to • P. M. Daily
17* IB

Best Center Cuts

lt-It

THE Bl’Y OF THE WEEK!!

AT

SMOKED

Ib.

PERRY’S SHOULDERS
—Short Shank. Lean. Be Economical. When you buv a shoulder
ask us Io cut for you some slices from the center—Truly won
derful with eggs—

FRESH GROUND
WESTERN BEEF

HAMBURG

2 lbs. 63c

MINCED HAM
Your

BEEF LIVER
FRANKFORTS

FANCY BRISKET
Cured the Way You Like It

CORNED BEEF
STEWING OYSTERS

pt. 75c

SMOKED FILLETS

Ib. 39c

Lettuce

CODFISH CAKES

Crisp

Head

15c

ORANGES

tin 16c

Cello

Spinach

Bag

Beet Greens

2 lbs. 29c

Carrots

10c
doz. 39c

HERE’S VALVE—11!

nc

TOMATOES

27.

2 cello pkgs. 25c

23(

TRY IT TODAY!

Fresh Creamery

OLEO

peck 29c

NEW Jl’ICY
FLORIDA

Cleaned Ready For Your Kettle—
Just Cook and Serve

yfyyP-

Ib. 49c

SAVE MORE IN ’54 — IT’S PERRY’S —
MAINE
POTATOES
GRADED
YELLOW
BANANAS
RIPE

GORTON’S

Special 5c Off
Label

Ib.

Choice

Blue Bonnet

BUTTER

lb. 29c

Ib. 75c

to

2 tins 29c

Garden Peas

46Ti^

Tomato Juice

29c

Corned Beef Hash 2 tins 55c

Corned Beef

12t,°t

49c

Fruit Cocktail

‘*Ti^

27c

Made with

m&quick 41c
STOCK UP NOW!

4 jars 35c

Baby Food

COTT’S

Pancake Syrup

Franco-American Spaghetti 2 tins 29c
Perry's Coffee
Ib. 89c
■Wax Beans
■Evaporated Milk
1 Soldier Beans

12 oz. bottle 29c

2 tins 25c

gej Raspberry Syrup FREE!!!

4 tins 49c
2 Ib. bag 35c
1 Campbell Veg.-Beef Soup 2 tins 33c

Bulk Dates
Kraft Cheez-Whiz

16 OZ.

PREMIUM

PEERLESS FLOUR

25 Ib. sack $1.79

R. & R. CHICKEN

ANGEL FOOD MIX, Pillsbury's
LAND-O-LAKES DRY MILK

CRACKER JACKS

DIAMOND WAX PAPER

PKG.

27c

CRACKERS

FLAKO

FLAKORN

Pie Crust

Muffin Mix

pkg. 19c

pkg. 19c

Ib. 23c

Macaroni, Cook's

NABISCO

------------------------------

tin 69c

pkg. 55c

1 Ib. pkg. 39c

6 for 25c

125 ft. roll 23c

RED CAP AMMONIA

qt. 15c

RED CAP BLEACH

qt. 15c

Ige. jar 57c
Ib. pkg. 19cj

SWANSDOWN

White, Yellow. Devil’s Food

CAKE

PRg-

MIXES
SCOn TISSUE

3 rolls 3

SUGAR AND CINNAMON

jar 1

pkg. 21

HOT ROLL MIX, Pillsbury's

AT OUR BAKERY DEPART.

ANGEL CAKE
LARGE SIZE
CRUSHED WHEAT BREAD

loaf 21

NOODLES with TUNA ™,'T

29.

KARO SYRUP,

24

PINK SALMON

Boneless Chuck

49c

Lean, Boneless Brisket

nor biis'

SO SHOP AND SAVE

2 tins 45,

tall tin 45,

Pork Chops

Pot Roast or Stew Beef

u*

YOU KNOW HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO SAVE PENNIES THESE DAYS-AND SO DO WE!!!

BAKED BEANS “

Veal Chops

Hamburg, lean, all beef

REAL SAVINGS

Tbnnies te Do Trklc*

DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW tin 43,
Fresh Native Fowl

;sskS88

We leach Your

ROCKLAND, ME.

Fresh Beef Liver

Furnishings

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

S7'R

In Clothing and

This Week For

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

oamijj

UPPER PARK ST.

z

Shop Gregory's

THE NEW

SMA-fatLL'S
WzaZ S

A study of CAA laws, regula- ' In passing the budget, directotj
tions and directives revealed to a , did not earmark funds for specif
committeeman reporting, that there projects but left it open in ord,
is no law forbidding such a charge that changes might be made whie
In fact, no regulation of the CAA; would benefit the Chamber.
but only a directive. Such direc-,
Chairman John Pomeroy observe
tives have been reversed, with the j
that
the industrial committeaid of members of Congress in the
which he heads, was active
past, it was observed.
The situation is now again under working closely with the Maine Dt
study by Mrs. Smith and Payne.
velopement Commission He com
An annual budget was studied mented that there are projects un.
and approved and totaled $9.065 40. der close study at this time.

Corned Beef

The high quality meats you buy Veal Legs
at SMALL'S are well worth every
, .
,
penny spent for them. You can SirlOlB Steak
he sure of top quality by
,r Porterhouse
your selections from our displays *
“
ronernouse
e< premium cots at meat!
Steak

45c

LIKE PINEAPPLE JUICE? Then come In and have a taste of
the best—Libby’s Pineapple Juice!!! FREE SAMPLING FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY—STOCK UP TOO!!
46 Oi. Tin

Pineapple Juice

31c

Pineapple Juice

2 tins 29c

Na. 2 Tin

Pineapple Juice

2 tins 19<
__ _

.

lt-lt
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REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, i. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

I LOST AND FOUND

SAUER Kraut by the pound for
sale, one gallon jar. 2 gallon pail.
2’4 gallon pail or keg. 3'z. 6 and
14 gallon Kegs, sauer kraut Juice,
vegetable
salad,
pickles
and
squash. HAROLD A. DEANE. 486
Old County Road.
133-Thtf
THE Best In Second Hand
Items. We sell anything for you
at a 10*1 commission. Wanted
women’s clothes rixe 42 and up.
We repair.
UPTONS THRIFT
SHOP. 66 Washington St.. Cam
den
17*19
30 FT Lobster Boat for sale,
excellent condition throughout.
Mercury engine. Marine conversion,
1 pr. old. AU equipped for hauling.
Boat now lobstering at Matinicus.
Sale price $1200 cash.
INDE
PENDENT LOBSTER CO. Tel.
303 Rcck’and.
17-16
TABLE Model DeLavai Separa
tor for sale. A-l condition. $10: ’<
size Iron Bed, spring and clean
mattress, $10; full size 4-poster
bed and spring, $10; boy’s full-size
J. C. Higgins Bicycle, like new,
$30; Studio Couch. $10; two SmaU
Rockers, 75c each; Bureau, $8:
Square Stand, $1. These are onehome, all clean articles and real
bargains. Ca'l at 130 Tho aston
St. MRS EERNICE WILLIAMS
17*19
GOOD-Sized Work Horse for
sale; work single or double. WM.
DONOHUE. Owl’s Head.
16*18
tOOD. clean 1940 Ford tontruck for sale, a new radiator,
three new tires and three spares.
Pr Ice $750. Also good wood sawing
machine, best in the city. Price
$150 TEL 507-R.
16-18:
EASY Spin-Drier-fw-isale 2 I
years old, excellent condition.
Warren 44-4
_TEL.
_________________________
16-18
LARGE Circulating Estate Heatrola for sale; like new. Heats 7
rooms efficiently.
See at 41
PLEASANT ST
17-18
FOR SALE

FOR the best Aluminum Com
bination Storm Doors and Screens,
and Aluminum Combination Win
dows, on the market at any price.
Cash or terms.
E.T. LONG. 113
Camden St Tel. 1503 .
4tf
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11
Park 8t.___________________ 142 tf
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
Windows, for sale. Eagle plcher,
triple tilde, self storing. Guaran
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gay St. Tel.
441-J.____________________________ 118tf
BABY Parrakeets. Pull line of
parrakeet foods
and
mineral
health grit. GRACES GARDENS
Mr* Charles A Swift, 9 Booker
8t Thomaston Tel 374
77tf
Venelian Blinds—Window Shades
All Colors and Styles
and estimates
_Free Installation
__
Tel 939 UNITED H^me RTTPPI X i
CO.. 579 Main St.. City
ltf

TO LET
THREE-Room furn. Apt. to let,
kitchenette and bath, heated.
adults only. TEL. 519-J.
18*20
FIVE-Room and bath, upstairs
Apt. to let. TEL. 163-M.
17*19
Heated Apts, to let. MRS A
W. MORTON. 60 Main St, Thom
aston.
17*19
____
,
UNFURNISHED three-room Apt.1
to let. Stoves and elec refrigera
tor. TEL. Rockland 1013-R.
____________________ 17-19

GRAY bob-tailed Cat lost. Tout
white paws, white on chest and
one side of face. Suitable reward
if returned or CALL Temple
2-9540. Friendship, Maine.
18 23

WANTED
I will care for children in my
home days. $5 00 a week. See MRS
ROBINSON, 84 Crescent St.
18-20
RTWinnwram
Machine
StitchEXPERIENCED Machine stiten

T

8VODDY SHOE.
18-lt
Union Sts.
EXCEILENT Opportunity for
man or woman to call on farmers
in Knox County. Some making
over $50 a day. Full or part time.
Write or wire for free proposition.
McNlESS CO., Dept. C, Candler
Bldg., Baltimore, 2, Md.
17*20

Big hall with linen closet. Cen»tnt cellar. Timken oil heat,
steam; 2-car garage, new wiring
throughout. Sunporch is newly
shingled. This house should meet
FHA requirements. $16,000.
Two small houses in Rockville,
$2500 each. Outstanding buys.
JAMES S. COUSENS.
EXPERIENCED Tree Man want
Licensed Real Estate Broker,
ed, straight time, year round wrork 170 Maverick Street,
Tel. 1538
for man who can qualify as fore
' ___________________
18-lt
man. Good pay and other bene
Centrally located in best neigh
fits. Local work. CALL Camden
785 for interview
17-22 borhood with nice kitchen, sun.
_______
porch, flush and lavatory on first
APPLICATIONS now being ac- foor, three sleening rooms and
cepted for sa.espeople. Part or bath on second floor. Landscaped
ful. time. Elevator girl wanted |
with garage and garden space,
immediately. SENTER-CRANE
SENTER-CRANE'S
__ j _u.L
S j in „i~,
nice neighborhood
with 4,
17-19 rooms, hardwood floors and fire
INTERNATIONAL
Harvester place on 1st floor. Three rooms
Company. World's Largest Manu and bath on 2d floor.
The popular size home of 6
facturer of Farm Machinery,
offers business opportunity to rooms, bath and central heat. Well
energetic sales and serj-ice outlet arranged with pleasant sunny
Newly decorated inside
ln vicinity of Rockland or Thom- i r0<?ims
aston. For further information ind out'
write C. D. WAKEMAN. 36 Divi- 1 On a iarge !ot a house of 8
sion St.. Bangor, or telephone ,
rs wh.ch may be used as
Bangor 3037
17*19 single or double. Two kitchens.
two Ilush toilets. Four rooms for
I each tenant, $4200
A modern kitchen, a modern
j bath, a modern living room,
CROSS
modem heat and a nice sunporch.
i A total of 6 rooms and in good rePHARMACY
| pair,
| One of the best in town with
large pine panelled playroom
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
with fireplace, pine panelled den.
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
, lovely kitchen, attractive dining
' and living room; IS, bathrooms:
TEL 1204
four sleeping rooms; landscaped
grounds, nice views, several acres
373 MAIN STREET
of land, young orchard, combina
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tion garage and bam.
92-Th-tf|
About 6 acres of land with an
__i attractive 7 room house and bath,
—---------------------------------—— ! attached barn. Lovely views of
CELLARS to clean or other odd : hil's and lake. $5500.
jobs wanted. $1 per hour, best of ! Some of the above will meet
references. TEL. 1395-J after 4; Federal
Housing
requirements
P, nv.
___________________ 18*20 ] which means you may get F.H.A.
WOMAN wanted for cooking ™
payl^"t of
and kitchen work. TEL. 468-M I ?° 0 Wlth-20 years 10 pay balan«€
By such financing the market for
16-18 I your house is broadened by the
CLAMS wanted. Top prices, ability of more purchasers to buy.
SIMS’ LOBSTER POUND, Spruce I Such mortgages may be processed
Head
128tf ' through
'
this office.
See F. H. WOOD. Court House.
IF you want the best auto body
18-20
and fender work, come to ROWL
ING'S GARAGE, 778 MaiD Street,
COTTAGE-Style House, seven
Rockland
47tf rooms and bath, for sale. All on
IRON, Steel. Metal, Rags and one floor. Hot and cold running
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR water, acre of land. On Beech
DON & SON, 6 Leland St Tel. Hill Road, Rockport. EDWARD
17*19
123-W.
»8tf MIRANDA.
DONT discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refinishing: 48 Masonic St
Tel
1106-M
ltf

Picture Framing

CROSS

___________________________________ 17tf

SINGLE House to let. 5 RockC
land St. SHAFTER TeL 1002

_________
__ 12tf
FOUR-Room Modern Apartment to let. with garage, Adults
preferred. TEL. 710.
9tf
FURNISHED Apts, to let, North-

end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
ST- In Fereort
itf
HEALeD and unheated furn.
ApU. to let V. F OTUDLEY, 77
Park St Tela 9060 and 1234 tf

cMon^ays hardwood floors throughout Small

H

THREE-Rm. and one rm. furn.
Apt. to let. Hot water, 28 Beech
St__ TEL. 1116-W
17-19
UNFURN. four-room Apt. to
let. Heated, thermostatic control.
Elec. kit. range and refrig. Hot
water, all you can use. Flush;
<8 00 per week; 4 Rankin St. over
CARRS STORE. Tel. 25.

ATTRACTIVE furn. Apt to let,
heated, cent, location. Accommo
date 2 or 3 adults. References.
TEL. 1620.
16-lg
FTVE-Room Apt. with bath to
let 11 Limerock St. TEL. 1098-J
_ _________________________ 16*18
SIX-Room single House on Bel
videre St., Rockland for sale, land
■tarts 20 feet back of Bee Line Ga
rage. and runs clear through to
Pleasant Street, almost a whole
street of land, the price is right
and will take a mortgage for part,
this place would make someone a
good home. HAROLD B KALER
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
_____
14-19
TWO room, unfurn. Apt to let,
priv bath, priv end. kit. utilities,
clean, matured adults, references:
87 N. MAIN ST.. 2d floor.
17tf

TEL.
1336

82 Limerock St.
Rockland. Me.

TEL
1139

25-Th-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
Motor Tone Up, General Re
pair Work. Electric and Acetylene
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Accessorleo, Regular and Premium
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel.
Experienced Men On Both
Repair Work and Welding.
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Ine.
26 New County Rd.
Rockland
George W. Gay, Manager
Sales and Service

TeL 336

ltf

Lincolnville Center: 3 or 4 bed
room, Cape-type home and 40
acres, much of it excellent blue
berry land which provides sub
stantial income. Central heat, lowtaxes. Black road less than two
miles from center. Small hen
house and bam, $500 down, about
$45 monthly.
Camden: With capacity for 4000
broilers and all equipment to make
extra income with Uttle work and
investment; 3% acres, 8-room
home.
About $500 down, $50
month; $7500 is total price.
Camden:
Attractive
modern
river-front cottage for year-round
use. Terms.
Camden:
Best
neighborhood.
6-room home, modem, automatic
j hot water heating system. About
; $1500 down.
You get important tax benefits
when You own the property.
PAUL S. HURLBURT,
Real Estate and Insurance Service
57 HIGH STREET
TEL. 2651

Whitehall realty co.
CAMDEN

•

17-18

IN Friendship Village, 8 room
House for sale, central hot water
heating Barn and garage, nearly
an acre of land DR. RICHARD
WATERMAN
129tf

CHARLES L BICKNELL, II
Real Estate Broker

SANITARY SERVICE
Cesspools and Septic Tanks Cleaned
TELEPHONE 1647
By Machine. No Mess. No Odor.
88 SUMMER 8T.
ROCKLAND
Tel. Rockland 1314
Rentals
Appraisals
Dial Old Orchard S2051
Listings Wanted Anywhere la
Dial Augusta 33634
Xaax County
7 Day Service
7-tf
17-22

READ THE ADS
THF TIMFS f

JAMES S. COUSENS

Cottages, Lota
176 MAVERICK ST.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49
Modern Ways of Preparing Vegetales will be the topic for the meet
ing tonight i Feb 11 > of the evening
division in the Warren Extension
Association, to be held at the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary Hall. It will
be presented by the foods leader.
Mrs. Wanda Erkkila.
Judy
Robinson.
six-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Robinson is a patient at the Child
ren’s Hospital, in Boston.
Robert Littehale, who has been a
patient at the Knox County Gen
eral Hospital, in R. kland. the past
three weeks, is now convelescing at
the home of his mother. Mrs. Jennie
Overlock. Wadsworth Street. Thom
aston
Raymond Borneman is ill at his
home, following a heart attack.
The White Oak Grange card
party will be held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell. Sat
urday night.
Mrs. M. S. Hahn is surgical pa
tient at the Knox County General
Hospital, Rockland
Feted on Her Birthday
Karen Erickson daughter of Mr
and Mrs Carl Erickson, was fetec
Sunday afternoon at a party mark
ing her fourth birthday anniversary,
which was given at the home of her
maternal grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy H. Norwdod. Present
were her parents, two brothers
Mark and Carl Erickson, Jr., Mr
and Mrs. Ernest Benner. Mrs. Emma
Norwood. Mrs. Donald Kenniston
and daughters. Gloria, and Kath
leen, Mr and Mrs. Harry Stred
and family. Kr’stin, ar.d Harry Stred
3rd, all of Warren, and Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Davis and daughter
Lorelie of Pleasant Point, Cushing.
A doll topped the four tier birth
day cake made by Karen’s mother,
the frosting on the cake, forming
the ruffles to the doll’s gown.

APPLETON
Church Notes
At the Appleton Baptist Church,
Sunday Shcol for all ages at 10.00
o’clock, followed by the Morning
Worship Service at 1100 o'clock.
The topic for the morning is ‘‘What
Is a Church Member?" At 6.30 In
the evening the young people meet
for their fellowship groups The
evening service includes an oldfashioned hymn sing, led by Royce
Miller, special music, and a message
from the Word of God. The topic
for the evening message is. "Why
Bother with Church" The time of
this meeting is 7.30 p. m.
Thursday evening prayer meet
ing will be held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Keating. We
are making a study of the book of
Revelation. The Rev. Donald J.
Ryder welcomes all to attend the
services of the church.

WEST ROCKPORT
Mr and Mrs. Keith Crockett at
tended the musical concert at Com
munity Building in
Rockland,
Thursday. They also attended the
25th wedding anniversary of Mr.
and, Mrs. Olarence Carr in Rockand Sunday evening.
Mrs. Walter Anderson was in
Massachusetts last week to attend
the funeral of her father, Maynard
Porter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hamalainen
of Rockland spent Tuesday evening
with Mr and Mrs. David Mamalainen.
Mr and Mrs. William Counce
were dinner guest Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs Oliver Counce. Sunday
evening the Oliver Counce family

Happy Is The Day
When Backache
Goes Away....
N aggi ng backache, loss of pep and energy,
headache.-, and dizziness may be due to slow
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
kidney function is very important to good
health. When some everyday condition, such
as stress and strain, causes this important
f unction to slow down, many folks suffer nag
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
cause get t ing up nights or f requent passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over 50 years. It’s amazing how many times
Doan’s give happy relief from these discom
forts— help the 15 milesof kidney tubes and fil
ters flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills today!

MAINE

Manjuremeiit
C L FENDERSON & SON

Don ! gamble with fire —

the odas are against you 1

Southend: 2 apartments, up and
down, flush In both, no centra!
heating, verv valuable lot of land,
houve needs some repair work.
Could, be made into 2 very attrac
tive apartments with lovely view
of water. If you want a real buy.
come in and talk with me on this
one: 4 rooms up and 5 down.
We have a new listing just on
the outskirts of the city, a duplex
with 6 rooms and separate garage
for each side. One side completely
re-decorated with new forced hot
air furnace with humidifier, elec
tric hot water heater. All plumb
ing copper tubing, modern kit
chen, completely new bath. Other
side has complete new bath, all
copper tubing in plumbing, hot
water, 1-pipe coal furnace, which
oould be converted to oil. House
newly shingled, cellar in excellent
~nJ tion Each side has 3 bed
rooms. Plenty of land for gardens
for both families. An outstanding
value at $9500. If you want an ex
cellent home and have one side
pay for the house, this is your
opportunity.
Central: 6-room house, newlypainted and shingled, large lot of
land. Brand new garage, fine cel
lar. oil heat, modern bath and
kitchen, excellent condition, fine
place for children.
In one of best residential sec
tions of city. 6-room house. Down
stairs, long living room with firepIace' Oak
modern
dining
room
fl00rs kitchen,
, polished.

TEL. 1538
;■
e»-tf

EGGS & CHICKS
d iFMENTS RED-ROCK BL ACK
PULLETS have proved higniy
profitable for
commercial
egg Droducers.
Healthy, quick
growing, heavy laying, reasonable
in pr.ee. Maine-US. Approved.
Pulloruni Clean. Also Reds. Barred
Rocks, White Leghorns.' White
Rocks lor eggs—other breeds for
meat.
Write today for prices.
CLEMENTS
CHICKS.
INC..
Route 33. Winterport, Maine. B
BABY Chicks: We have recently
added 15,000 egg capacity to our
hatchery to help meet the great
increase in demand for our chicks.
A lew more orders for our sex-link
pullets can be accepted for last
of February, March and April.
Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
White Rocks, straight run 16c.
No tremors in our chicks during 14
years in business Sold out on
black pullets until Feb. 20. WIL
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
boro. Tel 91-2
152-18

UNION SCHOOL NOTES

PURCHASE STREET SCHOOL
Grade 4—Mr*. Pendleton
The

month of February

brings

birthdays to Gail Rowling and San
dra Randall. Just imagine! In our
room we have a boy. Russell Fish
who has had only two birthdays in
his life. Of course you have guessed
the reason—he was born on Feb.
ae.

We are proud to say that our
room came through with a generous
contribution for the March of
Dimes.
Two boys from another room,
Kenneth Sylvester and Ronald Linscott. brought ifi their pet white
mice to show us.
Sharon Bickford, Genie Dow, and
Maitland Pine created a likeness of
he northern sky on the bulletin
board. It showed the Big Dipper
and Cassiopeia.
A young pigeon begged admit
tance to our room one cold day and
the children wrote stories about his
visit for an English lesson. There
were many excellent ones, but I
have chosen one written by Mar
garet Dow to tell the story to you.
“Smoky”

I saw a bird outside the schoolhouse window. He was cold and
-ired. Our teacher opened the winlow and the bird flew in. He
'lapped his wings in my face and
ve all screamed.
He flew upon the shelf up back.
Vhile he was there, some of the
hildren fed him and I named him
Smoky.
Pretty soon it was time to go
home. After we were on the bus,
ur teacher took a stick and lifted
Smoky out of the window but he
vouldn't stay, so one of the boys
ook him home.
Grade 4—Mrs. Bangs

Ruth Loker, Norman Kalioch,
Ronald Linscott, and James Seavey
rought View-master and films to
orrelate with our school subjects.
Eugene Colson has been transfered to McLain School.
On Friday morning, Rosalie Curtis
read an interesting story to correl
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Woodcock in Thomaston.
Edwin Lermond is confined to
his home by the mumps. Robert
and Barbara Ladd are also ill.
Miss Doris Richards was supper
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Thorndike.
Mrs. Alice Tolman who has been
in with a sprained ankle is able
to be out again.
Lynda Hudson returned to school
Monday after being absent because
of illness.
Others who have been on the
sick list are Keith, Amy and John
Crockett. Robert and Donald Ham
alainen and Norma Lermond.
The Tuesday Club met this week
with Mrs Charlotte Davis, Mrs.
Ethel Counce as co-hostess.
The Junior choir sang several
selections at the morning service
last Sunday.

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of
South Waldoboro were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Chase and two sons of Chamberlain
were afternoon visitors of the Winchenbach's.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah were
in Alma Tuesday to attend funeral
services of his grandmother, Mrs.
William Humason
Capt. Neal Mills, has returned
to Norfolk. Va., after spending a
furlough with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Mills.
Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw is em
ployed in the Deposots Trust Co.
Raymond Creamer of Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Chase of Manchest
er. N. H., and Rml/c Urban Borne
man of Boston spent the weekend
with Miss Agnes Creamer and at
tended the funeral services Sun
day of Miss Edith Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah and
two daughters spent Saturday
evening with her mother in Sheepscot.
Mrs. Cyrus Holmes of Portland
spent the weekend with her son
ar.d family, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Holmes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Winchenbach
of Augusta spent the weekend with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Winchenbach.
Clayton Verney of Sheepscot who

- AUCTION LEGION HALL - UNION,

ML

Saturday, Feb. 13
6.36 r. M.
SOME OF THE VERY BEST
Fire beautiful kitchen seta, 2 ar
more bedroom suites, mattresses,
bed springs, new modern sofa,
china closet, bureaus, steel beds,
chairs and other furniture, usual
dishes and household items. A
refrigerator likely, some new
Items at random. Better attend
this sale as It is the last Sat.
Sale at Legion Hall until Sat.,
March 6.
PER ORDER: TONY
HARVEY GURNEY, Ai
Wit

Grade One—Mrs. Cramer

ate with our study of the planets ln
We have had lota of fun building
science class.
a snow fort ln back of the school.
Our times and places reading
We like our hot lunches very
group found this week's movie on much.
Guatemala especially valuable.
We like to have Mrs. Cramer
Grade 5—Miss Bertha Lace
read stories to us. It is fun.
Eugene Hertubise has not been
Johnnie Upham has a new baby
absent since school started in Sep sister.
Grades One and Two—Mrs. Hawes
tember.
Bonnie Rich is a patient at Knox
Joseph Gallant brought a valentine
box to school. It was beautifully Hospital. We miss her.
We all enjoy the hot lunchesi A
decorated.
David Achorn is chairman of the new chart in our room says, "I ate
Valentine's Day program. Velita all my lunch." A secretary at each
Thornton is in charge of the deco of our three tables checks the trays
as we finish. Those receiving stars
rations.
«
Robert Brewer is celebrating his every day have been Anita Carroll,
Carol Miller. Bruce Hilt, Kendall
birthday this month.
Whitney, Kenneth Lucas. Sherwood
Grade 5—Miss Clark
Hilt. Elsie Norwood, Henry Hodg
Birthdays this month are being
kins. Jr., and Anthony Taylor.
celebrated by Barbara Flanders,
We have been learning about
Ronald Fowles, and Donna Mitchell. Eskimos this month. It isn’t so
The following pupils were selected
cold here after all.
as room helpers for this week:
We are proud of our picture dic
Patricia Vose. chairman; John tionaries. which are nearly finished.
Stratton. Bonny Thurston. Willard This week we have worked on the
Carter. Allan Graham and Donna vowels, a, e, i. o, u. Each week we
Mitchell.
have voted on the best page of each
Mailmen for our Valentine's group, for a cover page. Now the
party will be Judith Atheam, Don pages have been returned and each
ald Carter. Judy Dickson. Linda one is putting his together in al
Robinson, and Dana Winchenbach. phabetical order.
A new electric punch board
Grade 6—Miss Arrington
Gloria Colpritt and Lorraine Rob makes fun in our room. Find the
inson have charge of our February right answer and the light comes
on.
Bulletin Board.
Jacqueline Rapose brought in a Grades II and III—Mrs. Starrett
Jimmie Blake has been to Newcoconut from Miami. Fla
Diane Morse and Jacqueline Ra York City to see his father.
Linda Collins and Cheryl Hawes
pose made a very pretty valentine
have had birthdays.
box for our room.
Wayne Cunningham and Jeanie
Those celebrating birthdays this
month are Barbara French. Pamela Cramer have been sick.
Judy Beverage has a new baby
Hubbard, Arlene Mansfield and
brother.
Barry Ellis.
Grades III and IV------ Mrs. Farris

Grade 6—Mrs. Chapman

A program in commeration of
Lincoln's birthday is to be given
Friday morning before school closes
for a week's vacation.
One of the class member's has
made a very pretty Valentine box
for the boys and girls to enjoy.
Birthdays are being observed by
Karen Beal and Walter Wooster this
month.

Carleton Ingerson has brought
in many fine books. These came
from the Young Readers' Club of
America. We are especially inter
ested in the one about the Erie
Canal, us we have been studying
about canals.
Judith and Jimmie Howard gave
interesting talks about a trip they

took several weeks ago. They visi
ted the Central Maine's waterpower
project at Indian Pond.
Catherine Ouyette brought ln a
handkerchief that came from
Mexico. It was made from a cactus
plant.
Johnnie
Oould
and
Dexter
Leach have brought books that
have helped us a great deal in our
work.
The Fourth Grade has made flag
books. These showed flags used byAmerica in the old days.
We have been enjoying our
Weather Unit. Our latest report
given showed that our days are 52
minutes longer than the shortest
day of the year.
Grades V and VI—Mrs. Heath

We are enjoying the hot lunch
program. These lunches are pre
pared and served by Mrs. Doughty
and Mrs. Guyette.
Shirley Upham has been ill.
Juanita Hunt and Irville Ken
nedy have been ill.
Mrs. Heath has been on play
ground duty this week
The Sixth Grade girls are plan
ning a Valentine party for the last
week of school.
Freddie Collins had a birthday
this month.
Norma Bennett has been to Con
necticut.
Last week was test week. Rank
cards have been passed out.
In our reading quiz, Freddie Col
lins was high scorer with 75. The
highest possible score was 77.
Pupils on the "A" honor roll are:
Grade 5. Sandra Calderwood
Grade 6, Howard Butler. Freddie
Collins, Roy Gould, Juanita Hunt,
and Judy Payson.
Pupils receiving all A’s and B’s:
Grade 5. Loraine Soule, David Sim
mons. Lorna Messer, Stephen
Knight, Stephen Jacobs, Teddy
Goff. Eleanor Dirion. Lyle Cramer.
Grade 6, Gloria Tolman. Priscilla
Pease, Norma Marriner. Helen
Lindquist. Lincoln Hawes. Brenda
Hart. Howard Carver.
Norma Marriner has tap danced
for us several times.

Martin and George Fay.
Miss Loa Lee Wiley was a week
recently returned from Korea visited end guest of relatives at Portland.
Saturday with his sister, Mrs. Ken
Mrs. Phyllis Chadwick is super
neth Krah.
f
visor at the local telephone ex
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz were change succeeding Mrs. Lucy King
in Damariscotta last Thursday.

Clyde are visiting her brother Jo
seph Gifford at Round Pond.
Miss Celia Piper has returned to
the Island after being at her home
at Addison for several days, due to
illness.
A "Valentine Party" will be held
Cynthia Celebrates Birthday
at the school house Friday, every
Miss Cynthia Wilson, daughter
TENANT’S HARBOR
one is invited
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wilson,
Mrs. Marilyn Korpinen is recov
celebrated her fifth birthday on
ering from a fall which she received Feb. 4 by entertaining several
Read The Onurler-Oazetta
at her home recently.
,
young friends. Games were played
ORDINANCE NOTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dowling and refreshments of sandwiches,
Notice is hereby given that the
left Saturday for New York for an cake and ice cream were served. following ordinance had its firs!
indefinite stay.
Present were Cynthia and Judy reading at the regular meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins Smith. Joseph and Josephine Cool- of the City Council held February
of Kittery were in town Monday to broth, and Cynthia's brother Law 8. 1954 and hearing thereon wil!
attend funeral services for Mrs. rence and twin sisters, Joyce and be held in the City Council Room
on March 8. 1954 at 7:30 P. M
Mary Monaghan.
Janice.
The Council cf the City of Rock
Mrs. George Fay. Mrs. Donald
land herebv ordains:
Field and children motored to Lew
\Mfc’NT'MFNT TO CHAPTER 24
LOUDVILLE
OF THE REVISED ORDINANCES
iston Sunday.
• USE OF STREETS)
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and son
Mrs. Wallace McLaughlin has re
Chapter 24 of the Revised Ordi
John
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mrs.
turned from several days' visit with
nances is herebv amended by add
Mr. and Mrs. Archie McLaughlin Prior's mother and sister. Mrs. John ing the following sections.
Anderson and Mrs. Helen Spear at Sec. 201: No Street or Way shall be
and family at Boothbay.
laid out and accepted as a pub
Scout Troop 246 attended Scout East Union.
lic street or way except in ac
List Saturday all the children
Rally held at Waldoboro Feb. 6
cordance with the provisions of
participating in three events, win gathered at the home of Mrs. Ken
this Ordinance.
ning fourth and fifth places in two neth Gifford where sliding was en 8ec 202: No street or way less
than 50 feet wide shall be laid
events. Attending were Edward joyed.
out and accepted by the City
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and son
Thorbjornsen, Robert Singer. Billy
Council as a public street or
Anderson, Billy Turner, Arthur John were supper guest of Mr. and
way. Provided, however, that
Turner. George Fay, Noble Dorrie, Mrs. Charles Gifford, Saturday.
the Council may accept a lesser
accompanied by leaders, Norman
Mrs. Nellie Poland and son
width when the 50 foot street
is impracticable.
Sec. 203: A petition for the laying
out and acceptance of a pub'ic
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
street or way shall be submitted
(Answer In Next Issue)
to the City Council upon a form
prescribed by the Director of
4
6
i
Public Works.
Such petition
IO
7
1
5
9
1
shall be accompanied by plan in
triplicate drawn, to a scale of
II
12
lb
40 feet to I inch and shall show
the itreet or way to be accepted
lb
and the names of the abutting
lb
15
14
17
owners thereon.
Sec. 2C4: Uoon receipt of said pe
id
ll
19
tition it shall be referred to the
•City Manager and the Planning
£4
Board for investigation, report
2b
ii
25
and recommendation Notice shall
be given and a public hearing
1
30
17
29
shall be held as provided for ln
the case of the passing of ordi
1 41
nances.
32
Sec. 205: The City Oouncil may
designate such improvements or
35
34
33
changes In accordance with
C.iailer "9 Article 5 as It con
41
i7
40
3tt
siders neces ary or desirable be
42
Jfe
fore accepting any such street
or way. and may refuse to accept
Hi
m4
45
any such street or way until
such improvements or changes
§6
4b
4b
47
have been completed.
Sec. 205: Upon acceptance of any
street or way. one copy of the
1
51
51
M 54
p an thereof shall be filed ln the
office of the City Clerk.
55
Sec. 207: Whenever the Council
5b
shall take any land for a public
street or way without the con
sent of the owners, it shall pro
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ceed as provided for in the Re
1-Existing
44- Flow of the waves
12-Pair of matched
vised Statutes of Maine.
45- Very
6-Wtt
horses
OERiALD U MARGESON,
, 1-Sun-god of ancient
16- Beseech
4<-Coneumed
Egyptians
18-lt
City Clerk
48-Compact
17- Flnishes
13- Species of lyric poem
14- A month (abbr.)
15- Above
18- A vegetable
19- 8tannum (abbr.)
28-Moved rapidly
21- Opera (abbr.)
22- llneven
24-Yellowieh-red
26- A newer (abbr.)
27- Adherent
26-Pert with for a price
31- Surface extent

32- Astttta
33- Diminutive suffix
35- Corner
36- Youth
3S-6etnfles
40-Edgc

43-The (8p-)

50- The whole
51- Wait upon
53-Drunken carouaal
55— Drill
56- Loek of hair

VERTICAL
1- Singing voice
2- Alter the form of
3- M isch ievoue child
4- Negetive
5- African antelope
6- Pronoun
7- Above
S-Kitchen fool
8- Greelan roofed
theater

22-Ventured

24- Thir, strips of wood
25- An epoch (pi.)
26- A shade tree
28-Allow
30-Falsehood
$4- Relieve
35- Aftrrnoon parties
36- Smellest
37- Modlfy
39-Look after
41- lslands (Poet.)
42- Worm-eating
mammals
47-Epoch

46-Lair

49-8uperlative auffis
$O-Exlat
52-Six
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ment that appeared in the columns' Mrs. Dorothy Whitney Wotton Of
of the Thomaston Register during Rockland. Donald's widow, Ava
1825 were the following: Twilled Boardman Whitney, lives on GleaWHICH LEE MORSE TAKES HiS
Levantine, marine mantles, (cloth s'bn street, while Richard Is engaged
READERS TO A FAMOUS HOUSE
not marble), cashimere shawls, in Forestry work in Maryland. Ellis
boots and shoes, books, gloves and Prince married Allda Whitney,
rockery, paper hangings, paints Both died years ago. They left a
r..d oils, West India goods and gro- j daughter. Mrs. Bertha York,
eries, rum, brandy, gin, whiskey., Eiii* was an athletic young man.
London Brown stout, Lisbon and To have seen him and Gecrge
Malaga wines. Mrs. Susan Singhi Mero batting a ball from Main
who lived at the Shore Village as street across to Gleason and back
tockland was then called, the would have done you good. I beliughter of Martin Ulmer, once . lieve that it was In 1895 that these
:ade a trip to Thomaston of which boys along with Ralph Whitney,
she told my father when I was a Percy Bartlett, Albert Copeland,
■mall boy. She said that she Dux McDonald, Roy Newhall,
walked over the old Marsh Road Prank Robinson, Allie McFarland,
when she was a young miss and Ted Wlncapaw and a few others
ught a complete outfit at Kee- were members of a football team
n’s store, goods for dress stock- aid p'aved a series of games with
-j and shoes with metal buckles a Rockland team composed of such
aid that she was happy cn the super-men as Billy Spear, Louie
c o: r ttw.i o.i :hat pleasant Black.iirto i, All B'ack, Alan Bird
-;..g morning but cn her home- Bcr M Loan and Getrge Stewart,
ard way she literally, "walked on I well remember the last came on
sir,
Thanl agiving Day at the Broad'I I have
have beer,
been told
told that
that it
it was in ’«)' Grounds in the rain, and were
The Famous Hildreth mansion o i Mill River in Thomaston
one of the Keegan buildings that those grounds muddy? As I re
Crick Hill West
built the "Hildreth Mansion" as a Cornelius Hanrahan, an Irish im member, Thomaston won and I
didn't speak aloud tor a week. Men
In this paper the homes on the home for himself and his family. migrant boy, spent his first night
in Maine, with all his earthly pos were men in those days—bold as
The
Gilleys
owned
it
later
and
sold
north side of Main street west
sessions either on his back or in a lions and hard as nails.
;t to Peabody.
ward from Mill River will be con
I would like to believe that two
large colored handkerchief.
Later the land on the eastern
Before his death he became such teams could be organized now.
sidered. with due effort to avoid side of Pleasant to the place, was
repetition of what was written in acquired by Timothy Fogg, who was wealthy and I have never heard it, *?ul F don't expect to see them,
suggested that he got one cent disNext comes the James Stackpole
the Tarbcx paper of the houses a merchant in the Waldo building.
honestly. My father has told me I house, built before 1810 as were the
the
large
building
southeast
of
the
standing in 1819.
that Mr. Hanrahan was a man of i Prince and Hallowell houses. This
bridge. He also had kilns and a
The Wheaton house nearest thesuperior mind, careful and shrewd i house was owned in 1843 by Debowharf and served the town as se
bridge has been described. After
but absolutely square. When Rock- ■:ah. daughter of Hezekiah Prince
lectman. He was stynetimes asso
the death of James Dexter
land, or East Thomaston, as it was j and widow of Jonathan Cilley, a
ciated with Abner Knowles a law
first named was separated from th? ‘ brilliant attorney, who had been
Wheaton, his only child Lavinia
yer Timothy Fogg built the large )ld town. Hanrahan was a;ross.thc i speaker of the Maine House of
Judith Mason Wheaton, born
ret of build.r.gs now owned by Mrs
street in Rockland while his neig’- ■ Representatives and who,, while
when her father was 67 and her Belle Brown on Pleasant street.
bors the Dohertys, Fitzgeralds and congressman from this district was
mother 44, lived here until her
Later a id for many years this Spears were still in Thomaston . killeti in a duel in Bladensburg near
death in the 1889's. I remem
was the property of the Gilley fam This was on the other Pleasant j Washington, D. C., Feb. 24, 1838.
ber seeing her once at the home of
ily. Cap: Lewis Gilley bought it street partly in Rockland and part-! Ea’on devotes several pages to the
my great uncle who was her sec
about 1850. After the captain's !y in our town.
affair and to the funeral ceremo
ond cousin. She was very small
death, William Gilley owned it and
and seemed to be frightfully old
Well to go back to Thomaston nies at Washington and here in
Lis cousin Miss An: Greggs lived
Since then I have learned that ' re fo- many years. William and the Keegan place. When John town. His monument, surmounted
she wasn’t 55 when she died. Gilley usual’;,- spent a part of each Ruggles who was later United b a marble urn is in Elm Grove
S.ates Senator, took unto himself a Cemetery. Cilley seemed a noble,
After her death the house was summer there.
wife, the two set up housekeeper opr ght man, who was badgered
sold to William Whitney -who lived
During the past few years until
into the due! after at first refusing.
here through the 90s. He had two his death my good friend Frank in the Keegan house. Afterwards
His friends believed he was delibit
was
rented.
Only
last
week
Ike
daughters. Ava and Bertha.
Brown with his wife made their
cmtely provoked and “murdered."
Later Guy Robbins. Sr lived home here, until a fall from a lad Young our oldest rock teamster
Cilley left two sans who became
old
me
that
he
was
born
there
8?
here and if was here that his w.fe qer while repairing the roof, proved
d stingufthed in their country'*
years
ago.
I
can't
make
him
was burned to death from the fire fatal Frank was a goed, kind, up
-ervice. Gifted and upright men
started bv an exploding kerosene right man and could turn off more eem that old but some who know they won their reputations by
htn.
inrinuate
that
he
modestly
lamp if T rememoer rightly. Bcr- work than any man of his size whe
faithful brilliant service and not in
card Young and his family live ever li zed. In fact eteti larger men trims a few years off his real age. efforts -toward their own self ag
Isaac really should know best.
there row.
could not keep up with him.
When I first remember it. the old grandizement. Greenleaf Cilley was
The land between this Wheaton
The last house in Pleasant street
store
was used by Webb Counce ar Ccinr. ander of the U. 8. Monitor
house and Pleasant street down a’ built by Colonel Halsty Healey
Caatskill in the Civil War. Jona
through the years has been the who was very prominent in town in annex to his store. One of the than P Cilley was a graduate of
landings
was
moved
over
to
thobject of so many real esta e ; rffalr* for many years. He had a
Bowdoin and had a law office in
Linnell yard and used as a stab'
iranc ictions that it is very hard s'.cre at Mill River, built vessels
I'homas on, until the outbreak of
‘
have
been
told
that
ar.otheburned a little time and held varito deal with it efficiently.
he Civil War when he become caplailding
was
moved
up
to
the
James Stackpole bought theious .'fires both in town and mili
tain of Co. B, of the First Maine
Prince
place.
Cavalry. He was wounded twice
'and up to what was, later tit? tary affairs. He had 16 children
The Southworth or Hallowei’ )"d at the c'oss cf the war was
Lou-.toe land in 1811 far $73. In c. nag them -,v. j sea captains, ard
o'ace has been quite fully dealt
1814 he cold it to William Rob : v'-ral of the daughters married with. As I remember It in the 92- brigadier-general. For many years
prominent men in town. In 1875
be was a fami iar figure on the
inson for $400. Evidently a house
his son William S. D. Healey, an Irs. Emily Hallowell lived there. ttreets of Rockland with his mili
had been .built, for two years
A high fence painted white sur tary cape and well kept beard.
undertaker lived there.
aitr when the property cr a part
At some later day, probably in rounded the yard. In fact all th;
The two brothers together wrote
f it w :s sold lo Charles Starrett1
£he 1880s, Artemas Allen bought the bouses had white fences in those
ihe tailor, it v-as stated in the place and raised his family here. days. Later Capt. William Hallo- the Gamble Genealogy which was
first published in The Courier-Ga
red that the house was included.
. „.y,0
m Portland wa' veil moved here. Ilfs wife wa- zette and later privately published
Here Starrett reared his children the oldest boy to grow up. Little \lice, daughter of Frank Gonia. Hit
in book form.
lie of whom was David Starrett., ...sti.i i as run over and killed by a three children grew up here. Stella
A Correction
It was later owned and occupied ' easy wagon on Main street at tlse wife of Orett Robinson. Lois, wife
In the recent article on the south
by Emily Tuttle, wife of the uhc- foot of Pleasant, at some time in if Kenrick Baker of Brockton
lOgrapher and grandmother of | tp ’8Cs. Lewis was next to Frank Mass, and Frank who lives up bt de of the hill, it was s'ated er
Sharlee Tuttle, and still later was and Artemas 2d, was the youngest he Mall and is a supervisor o' roneously that the Capt. Albert
owned
by
Thomas
Newbert.
Th? oldest daughter often tai dens in the Sea and Shore Fish- Watts house was owned by Mr.
Konelik. The house is occupied by
ytandfather
of
Herbert
and ! a 'ed Saisie married Ed Smalley ries Commission.
The next place built probably ir. this gentleman and his family. It
ieorge Newbert and their sister T remember her as an unusual'y
is the property of Mrs. Nora Ross.
In 1815 Thomas McLellan a
tiful young woman, who died 791 or in, the next year by oi e
A Voice From The West
brother-in-law of William Robin
11 Iren, Wilson, whr Iryant, has been the home of the
son had bought the land where tcs ever Waldoboro way, Chester Prince family for 140 years cr more
A letter recently received from
the Armata tenements now sta. d vho lives in the Allen house and Hezekiah the first Prince was a Fred Andrews of Denver, Colo., in
eader in the community and the forms me that Capt. Dennis An
And in ,1817 he bought' a pie r Ada who b-’came Mrs. Albert Wal
milder cf his own career. He came drews, a former owner of the Dr.
tom Wheaton so that in 1820 Me a-e tu.d died man)- years ago.
York
State
and Stacey house, now owned by Ran
dian and Starrett owned all the
Kate Allen, now Mrs. Dyer, live' com New
land between the Wheaton home at the home place. The youngest topped at the meadows with the dall Jones, was a brother of Fred's
and Pleasant street. This Starret! daughter, Marceline Stone lives in 'ohnan family, for whom he built father and that he was washed
verboard from the Schooner Grace
house has been removed or tori town a d is prominent in the Pv- i house on what is now Lake Ave
.ue
Andrews, r.arred after the captain’s
down in recent years.
th an S’Eterhcod
The large house next west of th;
This house was burned that ver; .iaugh.er. He further state* that
As before s'ated. Timothy Fog?
' = father. Capt. Obed Andrews
.Vheaton house and now owned b; •ad a quired property at the cor
car, and he built another on th
Malcolm Watts certainly is old. but :er of Pleasant and Main streets ame site which was long used as t sailed, the Grace Andrews, as well
much cf its history is “Shrouded i. Taber: Dodge and Otis Edgerto: tavern. I believe that this is stil i. the Barkentine Levi S. Andrew*.
the mists of uncertain’y."
had a rabine.: maker’s shop there standing. Then he went to Soutl M' y of us remember Capt. Obed.
When Squire Hezekiah Princ i d the late Richard Starr, grand- Thomaston where he married Isa I knew him well when he lived in
died about 1843, he owned part of 'a her of Dr Lucy Spear, learned bslla Coombs. Later he moved to Gienmere or Turkey Cove in 8t.
an office building east of the Star 'a s trade there. Fogg sold the lot Seal Harbor now Spruce Head and George.
Fred states that he knew all of
rett house and west of the Wheatm to Rufus Counce, a native cf South later still to Saint George where he
House. In the will or papers of a
as first selectman in 1873, the firs □a/is fitarreV’s sous. He wrote in
arren v ho built the srt of build
ministration this house is described
ear of ha town’s existence. Dur part as fo’lows: “In 1908, after I
-s at the corner, long the res:
as on the land belonging to John ence and store cf the late Barna- ing this time he built vessels and .ame to Denver, Fred Starrett came
Ruggles, and John O'Brien or per tnbas Webb-Counce. who sold gro- houses, burned lime and engaged ir here from Rochester, N. Y.' and
sons unknown. The legal paper aeries, grain, fertilizers and farm any honest enterprise at hand. In w as general secretary of the Y. M.
states further that the building ..nplements. William Gray was the most of these he was successful but C. A. when it opened a branch
contained a store above the base clerk. Gray was a tall, handsome once when he bought a vessel ful’ building that year. Fred, however,
ment. I believe that this must be ::tan and aiwavs lmmatulate, eve. if lime and tcok it to ore of ’he staved here only a couple of years
the house. I do know that this when he had been handling grain large cities ‘o sell it, this proved a and then went further west to the
house was owned by one Kaler and or fertilizers. I could never under
plc-te failure. He moved t< coast I have been in contact from
later owned and occupied by Jesse
and h.w hr managed it. He wer Thomaston In the Erst de ade of time to time with Hal 8'arrett, a
Peabody and family. Dr . A. W he father of Ernest Gray, deput
' ITh en rrv a d botght the son of Fred s who now lives in San
Peabody is the only member of the heriff under Sheriffs Lvdwick and big house on the hill. He ha < 'Francisco and who has called on
Peabody family now in town.
Pease and his sisters. Mrs. Mary three sons. Hezekiah Jr. who lived the firm with which I have been
Jesse Peabody was a blacksmith
ordan of Rockland. Mrs. Clifford in what we know as the John connected for over 50 year*.”
and had for his shop the small old Dc.inison of South Thomaston and .lanlev house on Main street The, firm Is Davis Brother, Inc.
building east of the bridge and be -Irs. Young of Union.
Christopher, who occupied the Wholesale Drugg'sts.
low the present level of the stree'
Above Pleasant street stood a home place and Capt George
He was a very stout man, even cor house and a large building, erected Prince, who was a sea captain an
pulent, but having unusual physica' by Hezekiah Prince for Rev. Job business man and who published
strength and courage. He was .Vaihburn, a shoemaker, who be several historical works. Among
Chief of Police many years. He came, first a deacon and later an Hezekiah’* daughters were Isabella,
Your shade trees are constantly
lived In the house already men ordained
Baptist
clergyman. wife of John H. B. Starr and Debo
being weakened by lee and
tioned until Jie bought the so-called Washburn served at the Old rah. wife of Jonathan Cilley.
winter winds.
Hildreth mansion near the pond on Church on the H1U, which the BapSixty years ago this large house
Weakened and dangerous limbo
the road west of the bridge, whersts had acquired and later at the on the hill was the home of Chris
and trees can be removed ar
braced properly to insure yen
Mrs. Florence Benner now lives I '.ewer church up-town. Tartx-x topher, then an elderly man who
against costly accidents.
believe Mrs. Benner bought, it front said that WSshbum, for a time served as school agent and called
For inspection of your tree* at
the Peabody heirs or from the per lived at the Southworth or Hallo on the schools when 1 was a little
absolutelv NO OBLIGATION
son who purchased it from them.
well house. He lived until the 18706 boy, and his grandchildren Ellis
Abel Hildreth was born in 1795 a very efficient pastor, revered by and Hattie, the handsome woman Call or Write:
and was left by his father with those he served. It was in 1812 whom we knew as Hattie Whitney
The Goodridge
James D. Wheaton, by whom h< that James Wheaton sold the lot wife of Ralph Whitney the drug
was brought up. He was a carpen o Prince and Washburn.
gist. Here the three Whitney chil
Tree Service
ter and joiner. He built the first
This house and store wpre sold dren grew up, Mrs. Bernice WhitROCKPORT,
BOX
328
toll bridge over the river near th- iter to Patrick Keegan. In the nev Hogan of St. Petersburg. Don
TEL. 2129
foot of Wadsworth street. He lef
■>riod between 1830 and 1840 he ald Whitney, now deceased who
nine children, but so far as I know- kept a store here. Among the arti was prominent in local affairs and :
18-M
no descendants live here now He cle* offered for sale In an advertise- who held several town offices, and j

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK IN
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RIB ROAST
STEAKS LAMB FORES
Choice 7" Cut
Corn Fed Heavy
Steer Beef

LB

OVEN READY

CHICKENS

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED

Porterhouse,

T-Bone,

79*

Club or N. Y. Sirloin.
CHOICE

;■ 33‘

NORTHERN BROAD-BREASTED—8 TO 14-LB AVG

- 69c

TURKEYS
YOUNG, PLUMP, MEATY

FOWL

DOWN 10c LB FROM YEAR ACO

LB

READY TO COOK

FRESH YOUNG PORK TO ROAST

SHOULDERS

ROASTS
CHUCK

LB

2 =s 83‘

HAMBURG

FOR OVEN OR
POT ROAST

LEAN, ECONOMICAL DOWN 29c LB FROM YEAR AGO

BEEF LIVER

BONELESS

BONE IN

LB

FRESHLY GROUND LEAN BEEF

49* »69*

> 39c

FINAST ALL BEEF

FRANKFURTS

55c

LB

SEA FOODS
fymih cauSt V&fehMeA

HADDOCK

whole fresh

4 -«IT

Grapefruit

OYSTERS

PLUMP FOR STEWING

Florida babi juice

Oranges

...»

HADDOCK FILLETS

Florida, Juicy, Good Size

2 c^° 23c STRING BEANS

Carrots
Large Solid Heads

SPINACH

29

Iceberg Lettuce 2
New, Crisp, Solid Heads

6

Cabbage

m IO-OZ

POTATOES

FRENCH FRIED

POTATOES

MASHED

2
2

can
31*

PRUDE‘

.

29' ROAST BEEF HASH

33'

25* HERB-OX

|AC
lO

PKG
OF 12

DURKEE

BRILLS

COCOANUT ’r«°c 30'^17‘

SPANISH RICE

EDUCATOR

700 TISSUES IN BOX

19*

35'KLEENEX

3>°«»49*

LA CHOY CHINESE FOODS

REGULAR or DRIP GRIND

16-OZ
CAN

BEAN SPROUTS

c-

IN AST SECTIONS

AQt
/V

2 r4$ 39' CORN
CORN Bict HASH

WAFFLES
DOWNYFIAKF

CRAX
1 LB
BAG

CAN

CHINESE DINNER

i

rC
• □

|
4

9 J oz utaftC
X CANS *7

CHOW MEIN NOODLES

16-OZ jgC

ORANGE & GRAPEFRUIT

9 GZ
PKGS

PRUOEN :
pwjoenc

POTATO CHIPS4,&°l

RICH FULL BODIED

COPLEY

19‘

BEEF or CHICKEN CUBES

89c

KYBO

PKG

4I‘ TUNA

CODFISH CAKES

MILD and MELLOW

RICHMOND

49c

BREAS1 O' CHICKEN

OOWNYELAKt

BROWNIES

/ PKGS

10-OZ
PKGS

*x*

FINE COFFEES

33c

14-OZ
PKGS

SWEET, TENDER

BEARDSLEY

Save With FIRST NATIONAL

79

REGULAR or
FRENCH CUT.

LEAF or CHOPPED

c-° 25‘ GARDEN PEAS

BREAKFAST SUGGESTIONS

PT

12-OZ
CTN

Andy Boy Pascal

Celery

39c

SLICED
IN SUGAR

STRAWBERRIES

Topped and Wbihed

LB

FROZEN FOODS

29‘

DOZ

GOOD SIZE

19c

LB

NOODLE, SAUCE

PKG

3-OZ ,0C
EOT IV

SOY SAUCE

FINAST EXTRA LARGE

PRUNES

*7ec

REGULAR or 5-M1NUTE

1-LB 12-OZ
PKG

CREAM OF WHEAT
MIRABEL PURE

Nabisco

1 LB
JAR

ORANGE MARMALADE

OREO CREAM

Pea, Yellow Eye or Red Kidney

Wiik .

Finest Baked Beans 2 L<^°' 43c

HOMELAND

1 LB
CAN

79c

Marvo

S,? 25‘

SANDWICH

WEEK'S BEST BUYS!

Shortening

/

TEA BAGS

Sweet—King Phillip or Bay State

Mixed Pickles

CTN OF

16 SACS

1 7' -

CTN OF
48 BAGS I

DANGEROUS
TREES!

Richmond Cut Wax or Green

2

String Beans

\5Vi-0l

CANS

Made from Whole Ripe Tomotoes

Finast Ketchup

2

14-OZ
BOTS

2

Finast, Whole Segments, in Heavy Syrup

2

Grapefruit

« SWEET RYE BREAD SS

WHITE BREAD

Finast, Fancy, Extra Heavy Syrup

Fruit Cocktail

RcJz&uf. Vcduel!

16-OZ
CANS

»u«n

BREAD •(TTY ALMN S COUNTRY STYLE
. DEVIL'S FUDGE ROLL
31 GOLD CAKE
JOAN CAROL

Bo^ 15‘

X* 15C
I -IB 6-OZ
LOAF

EACH
EACH

Prices Elective at First National Super Markets In This Vicinity

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

19e

41 C
29‘

»

OOwMeOiU
I UOKKJp I nuriOOy-XI i ui
uuy
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BOY SCOUTS OF 28 YEARS AGO
There are men in the picture above who now have children in the
Rockland school system who are approaching the age of their dads
when this photo was taken. Louis Venezia ot the Rockiand Photo Studio
set up his panorama camera on Lincoln Street to photograph a special
outing or parade of some kind which included Scouts and their leaders.
The date on the photograph is May 8, 1926.
Also, the four and one-half foot long picture contains a large group
of girls, plus a decorated auto or two. This section of the picture may
be run in the future so that Rockland housewives and mothers of Rock
land's school population may see how they looked as schoolgirls.
The structure In the background is Rockland High School in the
days when it was newly remodelled and when Phil Jones was coaching
Rockland athletes.
Scouting is still strong in Rockland, as it was that spring day nearly
28 years ago. In fact, there may be mure troops and activity today, with
some of the Scouts pictured now being leaders of the movement.
Can you find yourself or an acquaintance?

THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

Th“ PTA meeting scheduled for
Thursday, Feb. 18, has been post
pones to Thursday, Feb 25.
The Knights of Pythia* and the
Pythian Sisters will held a Joint
installation, Friday at
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen of
Hartford, Vt., have purchased the
Danforth house on Eeechwood
street.
Mrs. Stanley Richards is a pa
tient at Knex Hospital.
Mrs. Douglass Mills is a patient
at Knex Hospital. Her daughter
Peggy is staying with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Mills, ar.d her son. Douglass,
2nd, is with his grandmother, Mrs.
Frank Richards.
Mrs. Peryl Robinson's fifth and
sixth grades of the Green Street
Schcol have donated $2 to the Po
lio Fund.
Mrs. Harold Putnam and Arnold
Bryant, co-chairmen of the Thomsaton polio drive, have announced
that $852.17 has been collected at
this time. Of this amount $522 was
gathered on the Mother’s March.
This is $240 over last year’s total.
Miss Hilda George and Mrs. May
Newbert are co-chairmen from

HEAD^UARTERS

LIGHT BULBS
Over Fifty Sizes In Stock

From Smn!l 6 Watt to

300 Watt wi h Mogul Base
Regular Frosted
Three Way
Decorative
Colored

Rough Service
Show Case
Oven
Refrigerator
Lumiline
Heat Lamps
Sun Lamp
Flood Light
Spot Light
Fluorescent
ClrcHne

BITLARY
MRS. LIDA REED
Mrs. Lida Reed, 76, wife of Wil
liam E. Reed, of Camden died
Feb. 8 in that town. She was born
Sept. 2, 1877 in Russell, N. Y.,
daughter of Elgin and Emma
(Cooper) Hamilton.
She was a member of the Congregational Church, The Monday Club
and Camden Hospital Auxiliary.
Surviving besides the husband are
a son Edgar W. Reed of Bessemer,
------------------- !

Calif., a daughter, Mrs. Katherine
Spear of Camden and four grand
children.
*
Funeral services were held Wednesday from the Laite Funeral
Home, Rev. Roy Burchell officiating
and interment was in Oak Hill
Cemetery.

Richard Collins Baker, and by four
grandchildren.
Throughout her life she often rec
ollected her girlhood in Rockland
and her girlhood friends, telling of
trips up Megunticook, to Owl's
Head and Cooper's Beach, of her
riding the first pneumatic-tired bi
cycle in town, of the many humor
ADRIA G. DAILEY
ous Incidents of sledding and sail
Adria G. Dailey, 64, died Feb. 5 ing and school, and stories,of her
in Camden. Bern at Greenbush ) Hewett and Gay relatives She and
Aug. 3, 1883. she was the daughter her mother before her had sub
of Leslie and Ida (Hall) Gross and scribed to The Courier-Gazette
Mad resided in Camden the past 33 since the earliest days of its pub; years.
' lication. For 60 years, she had thus
She was employed at the Hughes cherished the memories of her naWoolen Mill and was a member of. the city and its people.
the American Legion. Auxiliary [
-----------------Surviving are a son. Leslie L. Porter SAMVEL BOYNTON SHADIE
of Camden, a brother Winslow O.' Funeral services were held Mon-

after a career ln education that
took her to several states of the
Union she came back here to spend
her last days. She was the daugh
ter of Peter Aagesen, a Dane who
fled to this country when he saw
his homeland, Schleswig-Holstein,
torn from Denmark by the might of
Prussia. Her mother was Lucy (?)
Robinson, a native of Wiley’s Cor
ner in the town of St. George. Her
mother died of consumption soon
after Katherine was born, and her
father, ten years later, married
Abbie Walters of Thomaston, who
was teaching the Spruce Head vil
lage school at the time. The rela
tions between Katherine and her
stepmother were always cordial and
amiable.

larged the room ln which she »as
born by extending two walls and
making picture windows looking
out on to the sea. She planted a
flower and vegetable garden and
took immense pleasure in their cul
tivation. She entered into village
activities and for a number of years
was the Secretary of the Spruce
Head Union Chapel Association.
She helped with the church work in
the village and was active in keep
ing the church itself in good repair.
She was a great novel reader.
Dickens she never tired of, and she
read aloud from his great scenes in
tones her friends will never forget.
She once told me that she read
Charlotte Bronte’s "Jane Eyre"
through once a year. I suspect
that it was the classroom atmos
phere and the relation of teacher to
pupil that made the book so attrac
tive. She had the ability to lose
herself in the world the novelist
created; hence she lived a rich life
in imagination.
Above all else it was her person
ality that her Intimate friends en
joyed most. She had learned to
live on the sunny side of the street
and her radiance made the day
brighter for the friends she met in
passing. "What a wonderful wife

She was educated in the Thomas
ton schools and the Gorham Nor
mal School. Feeling the need of
higher education she attended Co
lumbia University Teachers' Col
lege and later the New York Uni
versity Department of Education.
The efficiency of her teaching
methods soon attracted attention
and she was enticed to take many
positions in her chosen profession.
She was made Supervisor of Ele
mentary Education in Hartford,
Conn., and rural superintendent of
Schools in Vermont. From there
she went West and became a teach
}
er of English at Southwest Missouri
College. Like so many other New
Englanders she felt the call of the
Eastern seaboard once more and
came East to be the supervisor of
Elementary Education in Bloom
field, N. J.—a post which she filled
with marked distinction until the
time of her retirement in 1942.
In that year she came back to
Spruce Head and purchased her
father’s original home. She en

and the other by Mrs. Millie Saari. Mnor« of Auburn, a sister Mrs. Vir- day for Samuel Boynton Shadie,
Flinch was enjoyed during the eve- ?^hia Ingraham and a granddaugh- 68. from his late home. 36 Camden
Thomaston of the Finnish-Ameri ning and Judy received nice gifts, , ^er* -drs. Sylvia Lane, both of Cam- , street. Rev. James Dagino of the
can dance to benefit Polio, at the Those attending were Irene Saari, den.
Littlefield Memorial Church officiCommunity Building, Friday eve Betty Lane, and Laurel Stone.
Funeral services were held Mon- ating. Interment was in Achorn
ning, Feb. 12.
day from the Laite Funeral Home, cemetery.
Reports of Various Groups
The Pine Cone Troop of Girl
Rev. J. G P. Sherburne officiating ! Deceased was born in Rockland
The annual meeting of the Fed
Scouts will meet Monday. Feb. 22,
erated Church was held Tuesday Interment was in Mountain View July 6, 1885, son of Michael and
at the Federated Church to cele
j Nellie Boynton Shadie and is surevening with a goodly number in Cemetery.
brate their first birthday At this
' vived by two brothers. John Shadie
attendance. Reports of various
t me. 10 Brownie Scouts will “fly
"f US. MARY K. FRENCH
of Hypoluxo. Fla., and Herbert
greups in the church were given.
up’’ to be’eme members of the Pine
Shadie of Camden.
Mrs.
Mary
B
French.
66.
widow
Officers elected fcr the ensiling
Cone Troop.
A program will be
Five sisters also survive: Mrs
year were: Clerk, Mrs. Fred Bur cf David V/. French, died at her
pr: sented and refreshments will be
MacNaughton,
Greenville
gess; treasurer, Frank D Ellict; home in Camden Feb. 6 after a long Jane
served.
Parents and friends are
financial secretary, Miss Jessie illness. She was horn in Moncton. Junction; Mrs. Grace Dougherty,
cordially invited.
Stewart: benevolent treasurer, Miss N. B. July 21. 1887. daughter of Cunden: Major Olive Shadie, Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Miller and
Helen Studley; auditor. Miss Har- John and Christina (Potter) Bishop den; Mrs. Ethel Blumer, G’en Falls.
son John, and daughter Patty, were
r et Williams- beard of finance F ar.d
anQ had
naa been
aeen a3 resident of
oi Camden
vamaen , N. Y.. and Mrs. Edna Walker of
Sunday visitors at the home of
L. S. Mcrse. Dr. Laurence Shesler/ fGr 38 years, Rsckland; also four nieces and four
Mrs. Flcrence Vannah in Winslows
Jr.. William C. Brooks. Jr . Howard
Deceased was a member of the nephews.
Mills.
Stackpole, Miss Rita Smith, Mrs. Chestnut Street Baptist Church and .
. -----------------The Wed-Co Club met at the Florence Gardiner. Miss Jessie ■'“ ■i:den Cliff Rebekah Lodge.
A TRIBUTE
Baptist Church Monday evening to
Stewart, Frank D Elliot, and Orett
Surviving are a daughter. Mrs : In the death of Katherine Aageenjoy a Chicken Fricassee supper
Roinson. Church Ccuncil members: Hazel Hunt, Pasadena, Calif., a ( sen, Spruce Head has lost one of its
After the business meeting, a spell
Rev. George H. Gledhill, F. L. S. brother, John Bishop. Monston, N. finest citizens. She was born in
ing bee was the highlight of the
Morse. Forest Stone, Richard B and two sisters Mrs. Mamie this little village 70 years ago and
social hour. There were 42 mem
Wcodcock, Albert Harjula. Frank D. Weir and Mrs Agnes Stiles, also of
bers present.
The next meeting
Elliot, Miss Nellie Gardiner, Miss Moncton.
will be March 8.
Funeral services were held Tues
Jessie Stewart, Miss Helen Stud
The Woman’s Auxiliary of the
ley, Mrs. Weston Young Mrs. Bow day at the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
St. John's Episcopal Church met
Join Grafton, Mrs. Howard Stack- Hcme with Rev' MeMn Do0r °fn'
with Mrs. Holiis Young last Friday pole, and Mrs. Laurence Shesler I c'a^n8- Interment was in Mounwith 10 members present.
Plans jr
i lain View Cemetery.
were made to sponsor a cooked food
After the business meeting. a
a'e later this month.
Mrs. E
program was presented. Musical MRS. MERTIE GAY BAKER
Tonaid Gills was appointed as
Mertie Gay Baker died after se
selection by the choir, “Bless This
their representative to assist in the
louse,” by Mary Brohe. “Wir.ter- veral months of Illness on Jan. 31
program on the fluoridation of the
:me in Maine,” by Di. E. R. Morse. at her heme in Haverford, Pa. She
public water system. Refreshments
Piano selections rendered by Joan was born in Rockland in 1873, the
were served by the hostess.
Grafton, "Flying Leaf" by Spend daughter of John T. and Ella Gay
Thomaston Boy Scout Troop 215
er; Theodore Stone, "Flying Squir Collins. on Leland street in Rock
was awarded second place at the
rel;” Edward Mofse, “Lightly Row. land, and in Brunswick, Ga., she
Scout Rally ln Waldoboro last Sa
i folk song; Linda Brooks, “After spent the first 20 years of her life.
turday.
Seventeen scouts from
After taking a degree at Boston
the Ball," by Ward; William Flint,
Thomaston participated and did an
'Petite Walse" by Denne. A mo University Medical School and
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
excellent job by winn’ng two blue
tion picture, "The Hidden Heart, briefly practicing medicine in Elk*ribbons, one for compass reading
2.00-6.30-8.30
was shown by Orett Robinson. Re hart, Ind., she married Dr. William
and one for weight Judging. A
freshments were served by mem- W. Baker of Boston and moved
fourth place for first aid and fifth
bers of the Friendly Circle with' with lllm to Haverford, Pa., where
dace for knot tying, also.
Mrs. Carolyn Stackpole, Mrs. Frank !s!le tiad since resided. She is surFor the remainder of the winter
Zlliot. and Mias Anna Dillingham ;ived *»y two sons, Donald Oay and
cginning Saturday, the Camdenn charge. Miss Anna Dillingham
______
- ------.Tockiand bus will leave the prisor
Seductive
and Mrs. Ruth Rockwell poured.
10 minutes past the hour, and wil'
■ ' I#;
park at the Amoco Service Station
At Camden-Thomaston Bus',s
cn Main street near the public li will leave the prison at 10 minutes
WALDOBORO
brary.
past the hour, starting Saturday.
TEL.
TEmple 2-5345
Supper Party
A voodoo woman held
18-19
Every Evening at 8.06. Matinees
Judy Young, daughter of Mr. and
her under a spell!
^.Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
Mrs James Young of Cushing,
Camden Theatre
celebrated her 13th birthday re
M-G-M’s hot-blooded romance of exotic
J
TODAY AND FRIDAY
cently with a supper party. There
Morocco! Actually filmed on location
FEBRUARY 11-12
were two beautifully decorated ENDS TODAY—In Ansco Color
in color by
Burt
Lancaster.
Joan
Rice
In
birthday cakes, one made by her
"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND"
"HIS MAJESTY O’KEEFE"
grandmother. Mrs. Edith Young, Richard Widmazk, Karl Malden,

she would have made"!
Hei
friends often thought her
“The sweetest woman ever Fate
Perverse denied a household mate
But she had learned what denial
meant, and they could not dlsturl
too much her deep sea of equanim
ity and cheerfulness. We shal
miss her and feel poorer for h|
absence. Bue we shall always
thankful—we who knew her—tha
her presence brightened our villag
and our lives for a season.
Wilbert Snow.

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of
Commercial PhotographyGroups, Weddings,

Industrial, Marine

and Insurance, Aerial.

S. L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

MASONIC BUILDING

9.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M.

$ALE OF SALES
fiT

THE WOMEN’S EXCHANGE

JET’S MAKE A DATE (FEB. 13)
EVERYTHING GREATLY REDUCED
Profits To Charity

Camden Junior Women's Club

18-lt

1

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Now On the New Panoramic Screen
With Voice of the Theatre Sound!

...as females clash
for their man I

iWALDOTHE*™E

(

Studley

Hardware Co.
THOMASTON, MAINE

18-1

I

Elaine Stewart.
Carleton Carpenter

ON

YOUR NAME
ONLY
come

ini

or lo save time,
phone first

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION OR ROCKLAND

359 Main St., 2nd fi., Phone: 1720

FRI. Si SAT. — 2 BIG HITS!
The Indian Wan That Smashed
America’s Life Line! Technicolor.
Jeff Chandler, Faith Domergue

— In Technicolor —

CORNEL

SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 13
Rock Hudson, Donna Reed,
Phil Carey, Roberta Haynes in

WILDE

— In Technicolor —

UPRISING"

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

"CHINA VENTURE"

Plus Ch. 9 of "LOST PLANET”
18-lt

|

yea. Doctor!"..

>
fantastic conflict of
science and sorcery!

sUrnnf

PAUL D°UGL^PAT CROU'ZEZ

KL

Produced by PAT Dl’CCAN • Directed by 1RVINC RAPPER
Written by JULIES J. EPSTEIN and PHILIP C. EPSTEIN V
Suggested by J. M. Barrie’s play "Ruaalind”* A Paramount Picture c'i'.'.Ja

raw

"GUN FURY"

"THE GREAT S:OUX
Plus . . , The Amazing Adventure
Washington Cannot Conf-nn or
Deny! Starring Edmund OBren,
Barry Sullivan, Jocelyn Brando

"I nN Mt bars my
secrets avaa ta

FEBRUARY 14-15

'Ginger Rogers, William Holden

nn

GAM

Oread Maraccaa
Prises bewitched
by tbe haunting
batbanc beauty of
tbe wild Berber girt!

jTWIMBob
k

Paul Douglas, Pat Crowley
Janies Gleason in
“FOREVER FEMALE”
l»-lt

W Zockcand

is-;t

rec &92

it-
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D. A. R. Good Citizens Chosen in Three Schools

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Social Matters •
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd and
children Harriet and Walter, 2nd. i
spent the weekend with her brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs '
Sherwood Small, and her mother.
Mrs. Adelaide Small in Greenland,
N. H. On Saturday, Mr. and Mrs.
Ladd and Mr. and Mrs. Sma’l at
tended the opening of the Sports
man’s Show in the Mechanics
Building in Eoston, the children
remaining w th their grandmother.

The special program of the South 1
School P.T.A. was presented Mon- !
day night to an audience of over
2M parents and friends cf the
school. An interesting and varied
pr gram was presented, climaxe
by the performance of the 23 pleje
school band. The s i er colle.t o
to promote f.ourine trra’ments al
the schco! netted nearly t”5. At
a br ef business meeting before the
program, it was voted to hold th"
annual card parly on March 12.

—
The Rockport Junior High boys’
basketball team defeated Wiscas
set bey? ’team in a game played
Monday evening evening at Wis
casset, the score being 31-23.

Anniversary Party
Those attending the 25 h anni
versary party of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Carr of Rockland wh’ch
was held at their home Sunday
evening w re: Mr. and Mrs Roar.i Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Crockett and son Charles;
Miss Priscilla Crockett, Maurlr»
Allenwood, Mr. and Mrs. V. B
Crockett. Mr. ard Mrs. Keith
Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Crockett Mrs. Nellie S’aples. Dctty
Staples and Royce Carroll.

Guest Night will be observed Fri
Mrs. Adah Roberts, chairman cf
day by the Rubinstein Club in the
Farnsworth Museum. A fine pro the Emblem Club Card Party to
gram will he presented and the be held at the Thorndike Hotel Feb
26 had her first meeting with her
public will be welcome.
committee Monday night at her
Bay Scouts Rally'
The Junior Youth Fellowship of home. Plans were made for the
Rockport Boy Scouts, Troop No.
event.
Refreshments
will
be
served
the Universalist Church will meet
214 amended a ra'ly held at Walat The Manse, 68 Talbot avenue this table prizes and a door prize will i dotoro High School Saturday evpbe
presented.
Those
making
up
Sunday at 6 p. m, for box supper,
j ding. They were accompanied by
tables please take cards and a tray
business, devotions and study.
for each one. Those meeting with Leroy Gar jner, explorer. advisor
and Troop Committee Chairman
Mrs. Rberts were Mrs. Not 11a Sim
Miss Eonnie Kay Cummings,
j Russell S.aples, Jr. Transjxsrtamons, Mrs. Gladys Rokes, Mrs
daughter of Master Sergeant and
i tion was furnished, by Maynard
Marian Cook, Mrs. June Swanson
Mrs. John Gladych 8f Hochect,
j Graffam. Doug Ladd and Alden
Mrs. Eemice Holbrook and Mrs
Germany, was selected early in the
Davis.
Vivian Whittier.
month, as Miss March of Dimes at
Two games were played: “3watI 'em" and “Skip the Snake" and
the Army base where her ste.pNeil A .Fcgg, Jr . is heme on
father is stationed. The 16-year-old
! contests were held, such as, a
'.eave from Fort Dlx, N. J. await::,
j knot relay comes;; tleing band
former Rockland High student, now
transfer to At'anta. Ga„ about F. b.
a sophomore, in an American high
ages, compass contest (finding
20.
school in Frankfurt, Germany, was
different d rections), and a judging
awarded a prize of a trip to Paris.
■ contest (judging the weight of
Obituary
different articles).
Two third
Jusl Arrived: Master Sheers and
place ribbons were won by the
FRANK HENRY YATTAW
Pure Silk Shantung Dresses in
troop for placing in these contests.
Rev. Carl Small of the Rockport
one and two-piece models. BurThe rally dosed with everyone
dell’s Dress Shoo.
18-lt Baptist Church will officiate Friday j repeating the F'ag Salute and the
at 2 p. m. at that church at the fu i Scout Cath.
Remaining winter coats greatly neral services of F’rark Henry Yat | Those attending were: George
Entombment will be in i and Herbert Hoche, Walter and
reduced. Lucien K. Green & Sen, taw, 78.
16 School Street, City.
17-18 Mountain View Cemetery Camden. lc. aid Ps idle on Melvin Arthur
Deceased was born July 29. 1875 ; Alden Davis, Richard Salmlnen,
in Vargins, Vt„ son of Antwaln i Linwood
Thorndike,
Waldron
Children's Special and Agnes iMitchell) Yattaw and , Chandler, Kenneth Morton, Herhad been a resident of Rockport ' bert Annis, David Pound, John
the past 16 years. He was a mom- | Annis, Jr., Sandy Graffam. Lawber of the
Rockpor’ Baptist ■ rence Frye, Charlie Crockett, John
Church.
Ladd, Hclar.d Nutt, Granville
(FEBRUARY ONLYl
Surviving are two sens, 'Walter C. I Ames and Carl Rhodes.
1 Large 5x7
Yattaw of Rockland and Lewis A
Yattaw of South Hope; also six
Studio Portrait
Hummingbirds Are
daughters, Mrs. Lillian F. Dodge
Of Your Child or Baby
of Rockport, Mrs. Dorothy Gagne Highly Interesting
Proofs Shown.
cf Rockland. Mrs. Els'e Pierce cf
SPECIAL PRICES ON
Camden, and Mrs. Goldie Tutanus. And Useful
ADDITIONAL PICTURES
Mrs. Violet Maker and Mrs. Mar
jorie Abshlre of Clark Island. Sur
viving also are 43 grandchildren
UZZELL
and 10 great grandchildren.

$1.95

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

It's next to impossible for a man
to marry for money without mar
rylng a boss.

Amos ‘n’ Andy SALE

i fftw;

HU O..EDS OF MONEY-SAVING BA16A1KS
79c

Non smear ink; press top to write or retract

Klenza HA!R BRUSHES, $2.00 Values .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

89c

Professional Oval. Half Round and Men's Club styles.
Assorted colors. Durable nylon bristles

Genuine Leather BiLLFOLDS, Reg. $2.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

99c

Men's and Ladies. Assorted styles and coloijs with
many special features.

Dura-Press FLASH BULBS, Pkg. of 8, Reg. $1.04.. .. .

ESc

Midget flash bulbs for genera! purpose flash pictures.
Factory approved

Cascade PEN AX’D PEXC1L SET, $2.50 Value.. .. .. .. $1.19
Steel-tipped pen; propei-repel pencil. Bo’h with goldfinish me:al caps and sturdy pocket clips

Rex ALARM CLOCK, Reg. $2.79 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2.39
Beautiful nrahegany finish. Luminous shut-off button.
40-hcvr mo emend

CAMERA GADGET BAS, $2.98 Value .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2.19
Calf finish plastic with extra long shoulder strap.
Zipper closing. Large outside pocket

Plastic RAINCOATS, $1.98 Values .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1-29
Ladies—in clear, blue, cr green with belt and hood. Men’s in
smoke grey with snap closings. Each in pliofilm bag.

Plastic RAIN BOOTS, Reg. 98c .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

67c

Heavy transparent vinyl. Black grip-soles. Snap
fastener. In carrying pouch

nA

One of our country’s major zoo
logical gardens maintains what it
calls the Jewel Case. In it appro
priately are kept a variety of hum
mingbirds that certainly represent a
maximum of beauty in a minimum
iz.e so far as birds are concerned.
The Rufous Hummingbird is a
Westerner. It breeds ’rom southern
Alaska north to the 60th parallel
and south to southern Oregon and
east to southern Alberta and Mon
tana. It winters in southern Mexico
and occurs in migration in Wyom
ing, Colorado, and Texas. It has
been found accidently in South
Carolina. The northern migration
is to the west ard February and
March may' see the birds in the
California orange groves. The
ate summer southern migration is
.0 the eastern part of the range and
follows along the mountainous area
to be found there. There are at
least a dozen hummingbirds to be
found in the western United States
but the Ruby-throated Humming
bird Is the only one common in the
East.
The female Rufous Hummingbird

Socket wrenches and multi-purpose screwdriver set
in plastic carryall case

W*/

A-

c

VOU'RE SURE IT'S "JUST WHAT HE
WANTS" WHEN YOU GIVE
ARROW
DRESS SHIRTS
Cn Valentine's Day
Available In: Round.
Spread. Button-Down
Collars

bushes or on trees. In it the female
places two white eggs. Incubation
' is for about two weeks. The male
Rufous Hummingbird is an aggres
sive little fellow.
He displays
himself with acrobatic flights dur
ing the courtship and attacks ani
mals much larger than himself to
defend the territory he has staked
out as his own.
Hummingbirds serve a useful
function in pollinating some deepthroated flowers. Their food con
sists not only of nectar from flowers
but of small insects as well. Food
is often captured while the bird
remains in flight and the young
may be fed while the bird re
mains poised in the air with rapidly
moving wings. The transfer of
food from the parent bird to the
youngster is a violent proedure
which to the uninitiated would
seem to result in fatalities. However
that is the style with hummingbirds
! and a more orthodox system would
: be probably most unsatisfactory
to all concerned.
E. Laurence Palmer

5(4” dia. Metallic silver frame; plain and magnifying
sides; to hang on wall or stand on table

97c

Her First Birthday
Miss
Janice
Eileen Kinney cele
RADIO—TV—PHONOGRAPH
brated her first birthday Saturday
Sales and Service
by having a party at her home with
108 MAIN ST.
TEL. 708 several young friends and their
18-20
Musical Instrument Repairs

SATURDAY

Sl.CO to S2.50

REXALL

Klenzo FACIAL T SSUES

4 boxes for 83c

RUBBING ALCOHOL

JEWELRY

Our ' finest quality.
Ideal
for gym, sick room and gen
eral home use.

By Swank
TIE BARS
• CUFF LINKS
• SETS

8 Ounces
REG. 39c

19c

TO

Rexall MI

31 Multi-Purpose

ASPIRIN TABLETS

ANTISEPTIC

No Faster-Acting Aspirin
Made! Foil 5-grain tablets.
Now, 3 tablets for less
than lc.

Ideal mouth wash, gargle,
breath deodorizer and many
purpose antiseptic.

*’•
REG. 32c

6 Ounces
REG. 39c

16c

HEAD

VOVE

BILLFOLDS

SIZE 35" x 35".

By BuVon

19c

FOR LOVE OR FUN
WE HAVE THE ONE

Store

AND COLORS.

Cor MAIM ST & LIMEROCK

OFF/A
/?. -iHlPNlsWi ■5E0/s«^W>WF0R
'-389 MAN' ST -FOCKuW "fo

438 MAIN STREET

ROCK LAND
18-lt

nnttttn ttttt-rtAtAXAX’*’-*’ ‘**************'*’**A*J’AA-'’

17-18

ea.

OUR TAILOR SHOP
AT V OUR SERVICE

CHISHOLM'S

PHAR RACISTS

ASSORTED PATTERNS

$3.95 to $10.00

|
i

! Friday, Feb. 26

j

'

8 P. M.

I
’(

THORNDIKE HOTEL

’
v
a Door Frize and Table Prizes «
I

REFRESHMENTS
S

I
I

Auspices Emblem Club

i8-it

I

y
i

smeiic
VALENTINE

SPECIALS
DUBARRY
2.00 Hand Lotion
2.75 Crere Super!, e

$l.C0
1.75

DOaO'HY CRAY
3.50 Hormone Cream
and Lotion
$2.50
5.00 Cellogen Cream
2.50
2.25 Cold Cream
1.25
2.00 Blustery Y/eather
Loticn
1.00
2.00 Hormone Loticn
1.00

TUSSY
Beauty plus Hormcni Cream
and Lotion, 5.00 val. $3.00
2.00 Cleansing Cream 1.25
2.00 Emulsified Cream 1.25
2.00 Hand Cream
1.00
1.00 Hand Lotion
50c

HUDNUT
Permanent Refills
Were 1.50, Disc.

89c

REVLON
2.00 Val. Jeweled Top

ON SALE
i ::

CARD PARTY

RUBINSTEIN
6.00 Val. Hormone Cream
and Lotion
$3.50

SQUARES
VCU

Best selections now!

(A

RAYON

$1.50 to $6.00

evervone

REXALL

DOORBUSTER

6

!

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER
2.59 Hand Cream
SI.00
2.50 Luxuria Face Cream 1.25

J. J.

Smart New Ties in
Fancy and Solid Colors

5'4” dia Handv p’ain and magnifying mirror. Nickelplated frame and handle

Polio and T. B.

.

NECKWEAR

AKOUND-THE-NECK MIRROR .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Extra - strong,
extra - soft,
extra-absorbent.
White or
colors. 300 sheets to box.

ST. GEORGE

Rev Archibald Craig, secretary
of this district in the .Maine Eapt st Convention will hold the ser
vices Sunday Feb. 14 at the Wiley's
Corner Baptist Churih.
Lewis Rob . son fell on the ice
Friday evening walking home from
Grange and sprained his shoulder.
Mrs. L I’.'aii Ercwn is spending
the rest cf the winter in Rochester,
N. H. with her daughter and sonin-’aw. Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Evans.
Sonja Skog'ur.d accompanied by
Joan Nciwiod of Rcckpcrt were
weekend gue is of Fatricia Day in
Auburn, while there they attended
the concert by the Auburn school
band.
Mr. and Mrs. John Faustini and
con Robert of Long Beach, Calif.,
are home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Jr.,
'.ttended the Rice & Miller Co. open
house in Ba: or. Friday, that was
held for dealers and their wives.
While lcckir.g at the merhandise
displays, te'ev sion cameras were
hem and they had the
rtunity of seeing themselves on
Trouble seldom comes to those
It. v.
who enjoy their life’s work.
| Mr. a d Mrs. Flcyd Earnes had
Good habits are easier to form is weekend guest their nephew
Kenneth Dinsmore who is an en
than bad ones are to break.
gineering student at the University
of Maine.
MAINE MUSIC CO.

$3.95 lo $7.00

44c

SHAVING & MAKE-UP MIRROR .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

4

$

99c

TOOL SETS, ........................................................ Both for

A*

Rufous Hummingbird

As Advertised in Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post,
Cal hr;. Cauntry Gei.t eman

RETRACTABLE SAIL POINT PEN, Reg. $1.29.. .. ..

J5

*i0

, C19I2 No.lonal Wildlife Federation

FERRUARY 16 thru 28

A Bulwark Against

It is interesting to lcok back and
The Junior Choir of the Congre remember the part The American
gational Church will hold their re Red Cross played in the early years
hearsal Thursday at 3.30 p. m. and of work with tuberculous. In 19C7
the Senicr Cho;r will rehearse at Zmily Bssell, an ardent Red Cross
winker, brought the idea of Christ
7.15 p m.
Alert Eennett. son fo Mr. and mas Seal Sales to America which
Mrs. Albert Eennett, Douglas Green. had been so successful in Dencn of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green 'tnark- Three hundred dollars was
and Parker La te, all midshipmen I urgently needed to keep open the
at the Maize Maritime Academy, at "Irandywine Shack In Delaware for
Castine left Saturday on the Train- T B patients. By her faith and
g Ship State of Maine, on a perserverance that first year she
v
tra’ning cruise. Also on the cruise raised not *330. but S3.COO. In 1906
W- &
are Messman Frederic Wheeler, son and lf-9 the Red Cross sponsored
Mrs Elmer Young and Messman the Seal Sale o- er the nation. The
'arl Buck, son of Mr. and Mrs. following year the National Tuber
culosis Association joined forces
heater Euck.
with Red Cross and they continued
Mrs. Everett Gr'eve is a surgical.
Photo by Uzzell
together until 1923 when the Asso
patient at the Knox County General
Miss Virginia Mary Archer
Miss Eunice Simmons
Miss Janice Putnam
ciation was able to carry on alone
Hospital.
Miss Vlrg'nia Mary Ar her. 17. a
Principal Brainard Paul of Wal
M ss Janice Putnam. 17 daughter
until the present day.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner of Ma
St. Geor :e H eh Schorl Senior, was doboro High School has announced of Town Manager and Mrs. Harold
And again in Polio. The stop
imed for the Good Citizenship that M ss Eunice Simmons, 18. Putnam, has been named Good chias were Sunday guests of Mr gap unt 1 the new serum is per
‘ ird by the Lady Knox Chapter daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray P Citizenship award
fected. Gamma Globulin. This is
winner for ar.d Mrs. Francis Johnson.
A C3 Charles Dudley, son of Mrs. precessed by the Red Cross from
Daughters of the American Revo S mmons of Friendship has been Thomaston by Lady Knox Chapter.
lution, of Thomaston.
named as the D. A. R Good Citi Daughters of the American Revolu Marguerite Dudley, is expected to blood which they have collected
arrive heme by the first of March: and turned ever to the Dept. of De
Miss Archer has been active in zen Candidate from the Waldoboro tion of Rockland.
from the Philippines, after com fense to be distributed where need
s 1: ;cl affairs. She has served as schools.
Miss Putnam is a Senior at the
pleting two years of service.
class secretary for four years. In
ed. '
M ss Simmons is a senior at Wal- Thomaston High S hool. An honor
Mrs. E hel Cain has entered the j
isr sc, honiore year she was Assis ebero High School and is enrolled student, she is a member cf the
employ of the Gecrge H Thomas mothers as guests.
tant Business Manager of the year- in the ccmmer.ial ceurse.
National Honor Society and is tak Fuel Co.
beck, The Harborl ght. She was a
A centerpiece of spring flowers
She has been active in many ing the college preparatory course
Tag Day for the Heart Fund
member of the newspaper staff in school clubs and organizations and
During her Junior year she took ; Drive will be observed Saturday flanked by pick tapers decorated
her Junior year, she also served at the present time is secretary of part in the Junior Prize Speaking
the refreshments table.
is Ass’s ant Manager cf the an her -lass and assistant editor of the contest and was a member of the w th the Boy and Girl Scouts parMrs Maynard Klnr.ey her pater
t cipating. Chairman of the Heart nal grandmether made Janies birth
nual magazine drive.
yearbook.
student council.
She has taker, Tag Cay Committee is Mrs. Bramp
She is the daughter of Mr. and
day cake whi h was cut by her
In addition to her school work part in both the Freshman and
Mrs. Samuel Archer of Spruce and extra-curricula activities, she Senior plays and has been a mem ton Parker.
maternal grandmother, Mrs. David
The Camden Extension Associa S. Beach of Rcckland.
Head.
is acting as an office assistant in ber of the Glee Club and a cheer
tion will meet at the Megunticook
There were favors of balloons and
the high school office at the pre leader for the past four years. She
Grnage
Hall, Friday’ at 10.33. The horns for the little guests and
is almost 4 inches long, being slight sent time.
j s a member of the mixed chorus sub'e t will be "Living With Color”
colored slides cf the group were
ly larger than her mate and slightand is vice president of the Senior
. sma’lcr than a Ruby-throated and white interpretation of which class. In January, she represented with Assistant Heme Demonstra- taken by Janie's lather John Kin
t on Agent, Miss Pierson conducting ney.
Hummingbird. The male Rufous is used here.
Through these the Thomaston school on the pro
Others present included: David
Hummingbird has a bright red- stamps and these news-releases gram "Youth Cavalcade" broadcast the meeting. Dinner will be served
brown ba k and a brilliant red the National Wildlife Federation over a television station in Port by tile dinner committee, Mrs. Jes S. Beach. Janie's grandfather, Mrs.
sie Be. ra e. Mrs. Ruth Heald. Mrs. Sten Skoglund ar.d daughter, Mar
throat. It is the only humming- e.ndeavors to encourage in the public land.
Ruth Dean and Mrs. Maude Green ta. Mrs. Floyd Wat's and daughter
turd with a red-brown back which a more wholesome appreciation of
law.
Christine. Mrs. J. C. Robinson and
makes
identification
relatively the value of all living things to expressing satifaction through a
daughter Marilee.
Fish * Game Meeting
simple.
man. Certainly a life without a smile Many become so interested
Mrs. True Hall and children Ron
j The color is adequately pictured smile is hopeless and it is difficult in these feathered mites that they
The monthly meeting of the Me1 in the National Wildlife Federa- to conceive of anyone who can feed them in their gardens using guut cook Pish & Game Associa nie and Sandra were unable to at
lion's scamp series for 1952. a black >atch any hummingbird without glass vials filled with sugar and tion w.ll be held Friday evening tend on account of illness.
'
The little hostess received appro
water and with appropriate imi at 7.33 at the club house. Refresh
tation flowers at the throat. These ments will be served and moving priate gifts for the occasion.
THE 83D CONGRESSIONAL DANCE
devices properly placed in a gar pictures will te shown. Business
Nowadays you have to pay as
den may be visited regularly by will include the coming “Ice out
tSB----Contest’ ; discussion cf plans for you go if you expect to go far.
hummingbirds.
The Rufous Hummingbird builds the annual F.shin< Derby will be
Marriage gives a man a new
its diminutive nest of down, covered discussed.
lease on life—at double the rent.
with lichens, mosses and bark in

PHOTO STUDIO

572 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1456-W
ROCKLAND. ME.
17-18*20

Red Cross Long

CAMDFN

Lipsticks

$1.10

SATURDAY ONLY.

A KS’JIAa E9c VALUE

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.—Rockland
18-lt

CANDY CUPBOARD
CHOCOLATES
For Vahniins's Day
HEARTS from $1J5

18-lt

Fag* Eight

Rocklond Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 11, 1954
by all interested parties, the Maine
Port Authority will complete the
construction cf the terminal facul
ties af Bar Harbor by May 1, 1055.
The State cf Maine has voted
$1 million W the Port Authority
to cover the cost of the pier and
necessary buildings. This capital
expenditure will ue refunded by
the Canadian National Railways on
the basis of annual rentals ever a
pc:led i 30 a ears and at the end of
the ' rse the Rai w ■ will take over
ownership of tbe terminal. Tire
?. N. R. will operate and maintain
the Terminal.
Prcv.slon s made ir. the agree
ment fcr the U3S of tire terminal
NEW INTERNATIONAL i* EE g. —This
> skis' ws the new
' v sir. cf ether i,,:es "fcr the precar ferry which will ply between ' .rm- .•!•
< . • ,1 Bar HrNow being built for the Nova St ia
F
,
G
D vie nte'en cf seaxoirg -rade bentShipbuilding Limited at Lauzor. Que It
ill ! e
rat'd !■•.
I , r.t Bar llaraor"
National Railways. The ves ■ I v
v
e. the Canadian Go'-ern6(C passengers and 150 vehicles. Prop.1’-. .', by i x tw r rev .1 , ; c;
a
th Pre ::ce of Nova
its speed will be 181
knots,
I trip it
:
-t ahead with
Overall length . f tlie it:, w... '
J •'.. J
- - ■
■
breadth 65 feet
i
accommo tion includes day cabins, main plan; snd seei.icationc for the
observation and ladies lounges, chi Iren's playroom, dining room statin.
rm.
Yarmouth N 8. En114 persons, a lunch counter ar.d news u - .'.1.
g r.eer :data will be exchanged
Rockland h.is a very special in- 1 tr.v - si-nod a .-cement to Leon between the Canadian ana State
tee::
ill
the Bar Harbor— I 2. Sai.bcrr. cf Gorham a member • : bernies and work on the two
• Governor’s Council ropre- : rml.iah s expe.ted to go. on
Yarmouth ferry stemir.ir.;; : cm ti e f
: ii irten M Cross, paving the
y al ant effort made lccai'y to h.i ?
f .r o . unir.t mate start on the
Rockiand ihe United States te nCt. str t.
rf . $4 million ship
...............
■ 3
i t.rbcr Term- fcr the new ser i’c is well under
to success. Hence the appended . . ,1 ic. the New I .ternat.onal way at Davie Shipbuilding Yard in
erry which will ply between Maine Lt:v..:cQue The C nadian Govstory is published.
Kenneth Baird Canadian Na- : d Nova Scctia.
ment and Nc 'a Scctia will joint
Under the a. ret nit: : new signed ly share the cost of the new ferry
ti. nal Railways attorney, today de-

FINAL FERRY PAPERS SIGNED

Between
The Bookends
The Young Traveler in Holland

How would you like the advanture of “going Dutch" for a year?
How would you like to see the Zui
derzee? Well, if you would, you
can travel vicaricusly with George
Ferguscr.. Young George goes to
Holland, the :uest cf ms father's
business associate, and there he
meets Mr Ta: oil's son and daugh
ter. Jan ao? Ma p te i-acerc like
h ;ns:'f.
All over Hc'lar.d tc character t'
c ar •
"‘s th 'a sens 1 ok the’guest. J’e saw the wealth ar.d
taste of tli D tctirr.r:. t r u.
verslt'es,
cathedrals tr.vzeutnj
cheese factories, in their new; ...pers bocks, authors, and artists
Anywhere a 'anal could he s.en. it
seemed, barges were iaden with
delicate flowers The wind was al
ways blowing. Gee. c called Hol
land the land ot • o-l slv clean
hcuses stan:
here a d there, the
.land of black bread, the land of
shining windows that had scarlet
geraniums on the sills.
Returning to the Jarsen house
from each trip. Gee:
. .knitted to,
his hosts That places he visited
looked like picture postcard Hol
land. He had found that this is
no dry-as-dust sort cf thing. He
could see new w y the children of;
Holland have to .udy so hard, with ;
so many languages spoken all I
around them. Then to bed in a '
bed that folded up against the wall,
hidden by a curtain. George found
himself staring mentally at the'
typical Dutch landscapes.
Oh!
what he would teli the young peo
ple back in America!
L:'esje Van Scmeren has written
“The Young Traveler In Holland"
IE. P. Dutton. New York $3.CO) for
The Young Traveler Series. Fran
ces Clarke Sayers, formerly head of
w\rk with children at the New
York Public *T i'orary, has ''Ameri
canized" the text, making the
"Young Traveler' an American
The vocabulary has been changed
to meet the familiar . or- cf the
young American rev.de:. Fine pho
tographs of this part of the world
further aurmen.ed by pen and ink
sketches by henry C. Pltz. illus
trate the text. It is a back that
will st.r your imagination.!
Leah R Fuller.

which will have six decks and ac
comodation for 000 passengers and
150 motor Vehicles.
Propelled by
six twin screw diesel engines, it
will be capable of 1854 knots and
make a round trip daily in day_!:t hours. The overall length
wbe 348 feet, and the displace
ment. loaded, approximately 4 370
tons.
Passengers space includes day cabmu n observation and ladies
.: ch ".tJreu's playroom, dining
cn lunch counter ard news
i~d. A special feature will be
li ers which will practically
-c rolling cf the ship.
Desk ..ed to encourage tourist
—! lie and
onmerce between
c a cd Nova Scotia T ie New
Ferry w"1 ce operated by the CaxaNa'io a! Ralways.
ce ew In e r.at o a’. 1 r.k has
cn ler.ed through the good wil’
oo-o:eration of the Governor
, c his council in Maine: thc Ma ne
Pci: Authority: The Governments
I Canada and Neva Scotia; Canaa: i.i National Railways and the
iunicipalitles of Bar Ha cor and
V -mouth.
Parties singing the
rc.c, were: Maine Port Authority,
John D. Toft. President; Canadian
Na' onal Railways. Maynard A.
Metcalf, vice president and execu. ’ assistant and John M. Young,
assistant secretary.

Tuwday- Thursday-Saturday

VINALHAVEN BOWLING CONTEST
ENDED WITH FEATHERS FLYtNG
AS GANDERS BEAT THE DICKS
The Ducks flew all to pieces
when they matched eyes and wings
with the Ganders last Monday
night and me Gander boys flapped
off with thc championship for die
first half of the bowling season
in the Vinalhaven Bowling League.
The old Goose had been laying
p ans and eggs for a whole week
In order to get the most out of hi;
team, bui he could have saved
him -if a lot of trouble and quite
a few white hairs if he had known
how easy the' Ducks were to be.
One of his worries beran when
"PM " Dr w reported himself on
the sick list due to a fall on tha
ice and an injury to his knee cap,
but a worthy subs.itute was found
in Tibblts of ihe Duck; who haii
just been traded to the Worms and
was full of desire to show wh.;,
mistake it was. Tib turned in a
rice 282 to help swamp the
Duckies. In fact the only man on
;he Ducks able to beat his oppo
nent was Capt. Pooie who had 15
pins up on the Goose. No big
scores were ir. evidence but ihcGoose plans a big celebration is
soon as he can lay a golden egg.

Score Ducks.vs. Ganders:
Ganders: Bickford 243, Tibbitts
for Drew 232, Sutliffe 263 Peacock
287. Goose 273, total 1328.
Ducks: Grimes 738. Loveless 208
Nelson 244. Smith 255, Poole 288,
tciai 1231.
—
» « » »
I:: spite of the new blood inject
ed Into the Worms they are still
unabie to g<: hot enough to win a
male , ,.:.d las; Wednesday night
saw them again ground beneath
the heels of the Pirate crew cap
tained bv Cant. Kidd Shields.
Frem the looks cf the score it ap
pears everybody must have been
all tiicd cut bv the time it was
over for r.earlv every bowler's
.core shewed a decline as the game
went on. Shields scored a 111 in
, is first string but dropped off
along with everybody else to fin
ish with 2S3 which was the high
est fcr he evening. While pretty
much discouraged with his team's
showing In tiie firs' half, Capt.
Wtymle
thinks with a
little
juggling he can finish with the
leadns at the end of the second
half.

Score Pirate* v». Worm*:
Pirates:

MacDonald 228, Olaon

244, Peterson 250, Sanborn 251,
Shields, 290. total 1283.
Worms: Adam3 234, Tibbitt* 238,
Johrton 231, Peacock for Rae 243.
Wymie 263, total 1230.

OWLS HEAD
Fiourine Treatments for the
hl'.dren will ie given at the Cenra! School starting Feb. 22. Childr. who wili be three vears old by
iv.r.e 1 are a'so eligible for this
real mer t. Permission slips must
c sig. e l. however, by the parents
i d be taken care of through the
;;hcol.
' others wishing such
''a:,rent fcr their three year old
v' ldrcn should contact Mrs. Marcwltc : by February 18.

OUTH WALDOBORO
' Irs. Henry Crowell of the village
. a; gut. t recently of her daughter
.rs. Fred Genthner.
Mrs. James Ba n is guest of her
tncther in Massachusetts.
Guest cf Mrs. Edna Dyer, Sun
day were Frances and Verna Dyer,
Edward Matthews and Dennis
Ciieresky of Lew:ston.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
i West Wa dcioro were recent
; of Mr. and Mrs. Freeland
Vannah.

Service Notes
Army Pfc. Julien R. Sirois, son
of Eugene Si.ois, 247 Wa;er St..
Bach, recently spent a eeven day
rest and recupei ation leave in
Tckyo. Sirois. who arrived over
seas las. July is : m ■ y sta
tioned in K ca with Company A
of the 2d Infantry D vision's 7O2d
Ordance Battalion. He entertd
the Army in January. 1953. nr,'
cimp'.cted basic training at Camp
Polk, La.
* * * *
Staff Sergeant Wain© W. Waisaneir. son cf Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Wasaren cf Warren has been
re. ssigned to Grandview Air Base.
Kansas City, Me . to yrrlcrm .he .
duties cf a control tower techni
cian. Sergeant Waisanen returned
from Japan in October. 1951 and
has served as a control low i
te-hnlc an in fhe 1911th Airways J
and Air Communication'; Service
Squadron, Wrirh--Patterson Aii
Force Pass. Day on. Ohio ar.d the
1814-9 Alrw vs ar.d A r Communic- loo; Scrv.ce Detachment. Clin- !
ton County Air Force Base, 7711- !
miiurton, Ohio for the pas: 28 1
months. Mts. Lucille Waisanen
ha; received curr... travel with
her husband, Sergeant Waisanen.
• • • •
A/Sc Albert Moody has com
peted hi; training at Sampson
AF1B and 1 s a '.toned at Amarillo,
Texas A'3.. Moody Is
son 'I
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody. His
address is: A 3c A'.b.rt Moody,
AF;i26063, 3283th Stu., Box 9,
Amarillo, Air Force Base, Texas.

n ■
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y <: -..ves entwine v >ar, boosts perform-

,ves you extra values worth far more

motor oil so super ior it t
?.4 gallon of gas in every 5

. ..,! the slight extra cost. This amazing

far ahead that just ent

iiAiiOi- oil is CALSO Gasoline’s newest com-

all year round, in all cL

par

a op-ano .

ll in

the toughest

i

product. Stop at your CALSO Sta
. y and start -aving wiih “RPM”

10-30 Special.

starting “RPM” 10-30 L

RPM TO-cO SOCIAL MOTOR OIL
docs mo e fcr new cars—old cars—a’! cars

SPECIAL ■ ••Can

boost •

ng* vp to

SPZCLAL

... Stepperi-up power—for better

acceleration, more pull on hills.

15%- more miles per gallon in tough step-and-

C: AL • . . Eas
SPECIAL.. • Less oil consumption — savings

er storting —battery-saving

stalls In all kinds of weather.

as high os 33% compared with light grade oils.

SPECIAL ...

SPECIAL.. .

cation—cuts

Money-saving motor protec

tion—tops for preventing wear of critical en

Tops for hydraulic vaive lubri

nclse and sticking.

gine parts.

CIAL.. • Designed for older ccrs as
well as new—covers all car manufacturers
motor oil recommendations.

SPECIAL . . . One oil for alt purposes—
coversSAEgrcd- 10W, 20W, 30; recommended
for all seasons, all climates.

Marine TS ' Linwood F Wil
liams tor. of M.. and Mrs Clar
ence Williams of Warren recently
reported to the U S Marine
Corps Air Station at Cherry Point,
N. C. for duty with the 2nd Marine
Aircraft Wing.

Actual-size gallon container used to illustrate one feature of "RPM" 10-30 Special

Too many politicians imagine
they are mcdern Sampsons and try
too accomplish too much by swing
ing a jawbone.

Bronchial
Coughs!
Reod This Generous Offer
Ask yourself if it’a fair or not.
Bronchulino is so good no matter
whether your cough comes from a
cold or upper Bronchial Irritation
that we say to you without reserva
tion' Try it—Prove It—at our ex
pense. Take two or three doses
(one teaspoonfu! in a little milk)
before bedtime; then if that trouble
some irritating coughing still per
sists—if you're not breathing easier
—if yo« have not slept belter—Get
Your Money Back.
Put Bronchuline to the test to
day on our Money Bark Guarantee.

GOODNOW'S PNWIUCY

CERTIFIED

l t»^r »,«««*

This is fo certify that we hove made our own

Try a crankcase fail of
New "RPM" 10-30 SPECIAL
at your CALSO Station

inbaratories

THE TWINING LABORATORIES

investigation of PPM 10-30 Special Motor Oil.
Our findings confirm fhe above claims regard
ing fhe qualifies of "RPM" 10-30 Special.

products of THE CALIFORNIA OIL COMPANY

•

D'ntriruted by

MARITIME OIL COMPANY,

Rockiand, Maine
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stage presence. Here (Augusta) I
went backstage and got Ms auto
graph—my niece told me I had
joined the bobby-soxers!
"Thought you might be inter
ested
in our Cecilia Club program
by
which I am enclosing. 1 always
enjoy William Eves and Mrs Col
Gladys 8. Heistad
gan is charming, as you know
I had never heard her sing before
and was happily surprised in her
rendition of the interesting songs
Ruth Draper, who has long oc playing will remember that hls in programmed.
“Mrs. Desjardins
makes
a
cupied the foremost place as a terpretations of Chopin’s music
charming oresldent of the Cecilia
are
particularly
outstanding.
monolngiat, is performing her
There will be no charge for this Club."
* « « •
character sketches in what she is
musical event, but those who wish
Yes, I have the article from Mu
calling her “farewell appearance tc contribute to the Heart Fund
on Broadway " I am speaking of will be given he opportunity to sical America about Luboshutz
and Nemenoff—the famous duothis for there are many in this do so.
I heard Prof. Tillotson in recital pianists , and hope to tell you
area who recall Ruth Draper’s ap
something about it, also the ar
pearances in Camden and at the a few years ago and the memory
ticle from the Christian Selene?
Samoset, made possible through of his superb playing remains
Monitor which I think it much
her summer residence for many fresh and vivid in my mind. It is
better than the Musical American
years at Dark Harbor, By means hoped that there will be a group
article.
of a chair, an old tattered shawl, of our representative musicians—
I was particularly Interested in
particularly
pianists
—
attending
a gay hat, and other such simple
what Edith had to say about Jorge
“props,” she could bring to life all the concert on Feb. 14
Bolet, for he is winning triumphs
• • • ♦
types of human beings, from a
wherever he appears, and only
A letter from Edith Besse Greene
stern New England spinster to a
last week Lillian Whitmore sent
bewildered refugee, from a flirta is always an event as she "gets me a letter from a friend of hers
tious society bud to a smug dow around” for musical activities and who plans to hear Bolet in the
ager. I was rather curious in moreover has something of inter Dartmouh College Concert Series
hearing Ruth Draper that she est to report. In a letter just re on Jan. 19 This friend wrote:
used the same sketches over and ceived she writes:
"Should you have the opportunity
"Your article relative to Ruth to hear this pianist, both you and
over, and it interested me to note
in the program of monologues to S’.enczynska was of interest to me, your mother will enjoy him.”
be presented in this “farewll ap since I heard her as a chl'd
Bolet in his Dartmouth College
pearance" that she was using prodigy, and wondered what had appearance will play :Intermezzo
some of the numbers familiar to become of her. It seems to me iSchumann); Variations Serleuses
us from those summers long since the critics oould have been a Uttle ((Mendelssohn); Prelude, Rlgaupast, doubtless these numbers be more lenient.
don, Forlane, Toccata, from “Le
"Referring to the Cimbollek Tombeau de Couperin" (Ravel);
ing the most famous over the long
period she has been before the Quartet, I dropped ln at the Au Sonata ln B-flat minor. Op. 35
public. I read once, I recall, that gusta Music Store last week and iChapin), Forest Murmure iLiszt);
she traveled practically all over my friend, Mr. Karda. who has Three Preludes (Chasins); and
the world to procure material for charge—and is a very fine cellist - Fiedemraus Waltzes (Strauss-Cotold me that he was rehearsing powsky). I'd guess this same pro
her sketches.
One reviewer in oovering this with them and if his health per gram was heard by Mrs. Greene.
♦ ♦ * ♦
"farewell" performance, labeled mitted (he has not done much in
her "the greatest artist, in heT music of late because of a heart
Louise Colgan is a contralto—
line," and remarked, too, that “no condition), he would take Mr. El It Is a voice most pleasing to the
one else has the warmth and un der's place. I hope he is able to ear and at the same time the
derstanding she has for the wom continue, for he was 'brought up' eye is delighted with Mrs. Colon string quartet, he told me, and gan's charm and good looks, these
an she acts.
• * ♦ »
would be ust the right one to qualities no doubt contribute a
Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Profes complete the ensemble.
large share to the marked success
sor of Music at Bowdoin College
"Did you see the December num she has attained as President of
and distinguished pianist, is pre ber of Musical America with the the Maine Federation or Music
senting a program for the benefit Interesting pictures and write-ups Clubs, since Mrs. Greene speaks
of the Heart Fund in Brunswick. of your friends. Luboshutz and of the interesting selections she
He will play in Memorial Hall on Nemenoff? I am enclosing one I has presented before the Cecilia
the Bowdoin campus from 3 to cut out of the Christian Science Club, here is the list:
4.30 p. m. on Sunday, Feb. 14.
Monitor.
Life (Curran); Der Ring, from
The program will include se
"The highlight of our Commun Frauen Liebe und Leben (Schu
lections from Bach, Scarlatti, ity Concerts so far—to me at least mann); Zueignung (Strauss); A
Rachmaninoff,
Faure,
Livens. —is Jorge Bolet. I heard him Dream (Grieg; Loveliest of Trees
Scriabin, Medtner, and a group of both in Waterville and Augusta. (John Dukei; O Don Fatale from
Chopin compositians. Those who To me he has 'everything' coupled "Don Carlos" (Verdi);
Mr. Eves chose selections byare familiar with Prof. Tillotson’s with good looks and charming

REALM of

tatiwee’R1
Hudson cats
...wtthpnees
swrtin9neat
Hie lowest’-

Bach, Chopin, Poulenc, Ctaabrler
and Debussy.

Bowdoin Will

It does not surprise us at all
that Alcada Hall DesJardins makes
a charming president of the Ce
cilia Club. She graces anything
she undertakes, and performs hsx
duties with sincerity and devotion
• • • *
For nature lovers I am quoting
from another letter from Lillian
Whitmore in which she mentions
attending the annual meeting of
the Massachusetts Audubon So
ciety where she heard an original
playlet "Little Blind Riding Hood."
written by Mrs. Maxwell E. Foster
of Ipswich. Mass Quoting from
the letter:
'“lhe original sketch of Uttle
Blind Riding Hood' is rather
unique inasmuch as 'Little Riding
Hood' was blind because she could
not see qualities. For example—
If she saw a tree, it was onlv a
tree—it wasn’t a white birch tree
with golden streams of light giving
life to the leaves, with a light greysquirrel looking out through its
branches, a chipmunk’s hole at
the base, several purple violets
near by and a small ant hiH on
the other side of the base—and
she didn’t see the place on the
bridge where the beaver had
chewed a bit. smell the fragrance
of the woods, see the small turtle
crossing her path, see the color of
the water change color with the
seasons and the many, many other
things which make life work liv
ing.
"Living Birds in Three Di
mensions’. presented by G. Blake
Johnson of Framingham. Mass.,
was magnif’cent. I wonder If you
have had the opportunity to see
colored slides in three dimensions.
The oirds looked as if they were
about four inches in front of your
eyes!"

Aid Knox County

• ♦ ♦ •

For some reason or other when
I think of or mention the Audu
bon society, Allan D. Cruichahank
comes to mind, probably because I
associate him with the Audubon
Gamp at Hog Island. In any
event his "Shore Birds” is being
shown as one of a large number of
photographs in the Audubon
Photography show at Kodak In
formation Center. Grand Central
Terminal, New York. Mr. Cruickshank’s pictures are superb.
In speaking of nature lovers, I
am reminded of Edwin Way
Teale's delightful book “North
With the Spring." and would sug
gest a reading of it if not alreadydone. It Is a good time to read

in New Instant Action Engines
• Nothing can touch It for

9

develop* extra power

getaway at any point in the

ful! So solidly responsive that

from every drop of gat!

driving range!

it's thrilling!

Leighton Fund

Members of
the . Governing
Boards of Bowdoin college, con
cluding their winter meetings here
today, authorized improvements
and further architectural studies
of the College Library, enlargement
of playing facilities at Pickard Field
and designated the income of two
recent bequests for the use ot the
Library and additional scholar
ships.
Taking cognizance of the need for
Improvements in the Library, the
Boards authorized the ex?)enditure
ot funds to provide 28 study spaces
in the stack area and construction
plans and estimates for improved
lighting, additional faculty studies,
and additional toilets for students.
Preliminary plans and estimates for ! - ya-i-rrur.
a new wing on the stacks were also
authorized.
In taking action on recent be
quests the Boards voted that the
income from the Brooks Leayitt
Fund be used for the support of the
Library and that students receiving
aid from Income of the recent gen
erous bequest of Edward K. Leigh
ton of Rockland be designated Edw-ard K. Leighton Scholars In ac
cordance with Mr. Leighton's re
quest, such scholarship aid as is
BEST CHOICE
necessary will be given to students
entering Bowdoin from Knox Coun
ty, Maine.
Among the Pickard Field im
provements is the construction of a
new baseball field with provision in
the outfield for a soccer field. This
new baseball diamond will be lo
cated south of the present surface.
The practice footfield field will
Women’s
be reconditioned and a new plastic
YES
pipe water system will be Installed
to insure proper maintenance. The
ONLY
tennis courts located at Pickard
Feld are slated for Improvement
and a tree windbreak of hemlocks
and vines will be provided to shelter
the courts.
Pickard Feld was presented to
Bowdoin in 1926 by the late Fred
erick W. Fckard of the Class of
1894. Eleven years later, in 1937.
he and Mrs Pickard gave the Pick
ard Feld House, which stands at
the entrance to tlie field. One of
Bowdoin's most generous benefac
tors, he gave to the College more
than one million dollars, including
1300.000 for a permanent endow
ment for a professorship. $-50,000
for the construction of a theatre,
and another $250,000 for books and
It now for Mr Teale’s journey
with spring began not too much
later than this, from the Florida
Keys. Incidentally a cousin of
mine, Leigh Cleveland of Houlton,
and his wife, vacationing in
Florida a year ago. followed Mr
Teale’s Journey with spring, visit
ing the same places and at the
same time re-reading the proper
portions of the book, until they
arrived back in Maine. Fascinat
ing? Yes.
* * * »
Chester Wyllie writes me: “I
was so glad to see your article a
week ago about the Roland Hayes
concert in Bangor. How well I
remember that night and his sing
ing which was Just wonderful.
His last, encore—that you men
tioned—‘Were You There’—I can
still feel the soell—no applause,
and then one by one folks rising
from their seats and quietly slip
ping out. So I say thank you for
uringing it to my mind again!”
• * ♦ *
The Railroad Hour on the NBC
Network Monday nights, 8 to 8.30
will present for this month:
Peb. 8: The Schumann Story'
with Dorothy Warenskjold. Feb.
15. “Through the Years" with Na
dine Conner. Feb. 22 “Martha"
with Gladys Swarthout.

TWIN HPOWER

triumph

• Engineering

Boys Under

materials for the library and im income of which is to be used for
provements to Pickard Feld. His the support of the Library, in rec
son, John C. Fckard of the Class ognition of his lifelong devotion to
of 1922, is at present a member of literary interests.
the Board of Overseers.
Mr Leighton, who died a year
Mr Leayitt of the Class of 1899 ago ln Fonda, was a member ot
was an Overseer of Bowdoin from the Bowdoin Class of 1901. For
1981 until hls death in 1941 A na many years he was president of the
tive of Wilton, he lived there after C. F. Hathaway Shirt Company ol
his retirement from the Investment Waterville. Mrs. Leighton died last
field in New York City. He was a summer in Rockland.
noted book collector, particularly
concerned with young authors and
contemporary writers Some of the SEARSMONT
Fre of unknown origin com
most interesting Nathaniel Haw
thorne and Franklin Ferce Items pletely destroyed the long lumber
I
n the Bowdoin Library came from mill, with the power unit and all
machinery,
also
two
trucks
on
Wedaim.
As a result of the expiration of a ; nesday Feb 3. They plan to re
trust in Mr. Leavitt’s will Bowdoin build ln the near future.
Mrs Amon Morse and family of
las received a bequest of some’hing over $100,000. This has been Northport, Mr. and Mrs. Hale Spar
designated , by
the
Governing row and children of Montvllle and
Soards as the Brooks Leavitt Fund. Richard Fairbrother and son Paul

So smooth that it’* delight

of Prospect called on Mrs. Ada
Howard and son Dudley Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harcourt Daniel of
Vivtor Grange attended he Waldo
Pomona meeting at Sliver Harvest
Grange. Waldo v«b 2.
Boy Scout Sunday was ooeerved
by the Boy Scouts, their leaden
Norman Withee, the Scout sponsors,
parents and friends attending
church. The pastor Rev Roy Graf
fam gave an appropriate sermon
on "Be Fepared”.
Rosewood Chapter O. E. S. will
hold its regular meeting Friday
Feb 12.
At which time there
will be initiatory work
The good either die young or
outgrow it
Opportunity knocks but it has
never been known to turn the knob
and walk in.

PARK AND UNION - ROCKLAND, MAINE’5*4*4*********'****

OPEN 9 A. M. to 9 P. M. EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

......

COME EARLY

Everything Must Go!!

INDIAN

BARGAIN
ONLY

FIRST SERVED

Women’s

Misses' - Boys'

Women's - Men's

CAMP MOCCASINS
With CAMP RUBBER SOLES
Sizes 11 to 2 — iS to 8
6 to 12 Men’s

Women’s
Girls'
Camp )l«
New Colors

Here Are the Shoes That Made
Wig-Warm Famous

MEN’S

RUBBER GOODS SOLD AT COST
Women's Hand Sewn

MEN’S

L

LOAFERS

KING OF

Dungaree Loafers

Xub

Tea,

THEM ALL

unbelievable

the NEW

Even when you drive it,
Hi hard to believe/
Hudson's sensational Twin H-Power*
combines with new Instant Action
Engines to give you reserve power
beyond any you’ve ever seen—and at
any point in the driving range!
Twin H-Power is a multiple fueling
system that develops more power from
every drop of gas—and you don't need
premium fuel!
And when you add the road-hugging
ride of Hudson’s exclusive "step-down"
design—you have a brand-new kind of
motoring: exciting, smooth, safe! We
have a Hudson with Twin H-Power
ready and waiting for you. See ua!

HOMELITE

HUDSON HORNET
HUDSON

WASP

HUDSON

JET

♦

a**-’*’*—* —- “•*

*

tP '

—* ' “

$1,

L

YOU IN SAVINGS ON FOOTWEAR

SAVINGS
ASK TOK FKtC OTMOMSTKATIOK

G. F. PAYSON

Rockland, Maine
» 4

Sued'

Glamour, Performance, and Quality

SIMMONS GARAGE
-

mad
and

♦WE HAVE MADE A KILLING FOR

- TOP VALUE WHEN YOU BUY...TOP VALUE WHEN YOU TRADE!-----

-

i Also Men's Dress Shoes
▲

a
♦Boys' - Girls' Shoes $1.50

Compact, economical edition of tha
Hornet, with outstanding gas economy
and handling caae. Has the amazing
roadability of the Hornet. Prices start
near the lowest.

Spectacular running mate of the Hudson
Hornet, gives you Hornet-like glamour
and power in the lTw-medium price field;
at a new lower price for 1954.

THREE OF A KIND... in

ONE MAN

CHAIN SAW

Standard trim and other ^sriftrstinns aad aecaoaoriee subject to cban*c without notice.

tf

bat True’

MODEL 5-30

•Optional at extra coat.

10 Lindsey St

$2.01

*—

b— ••

•

-M — A

• s —

••

Farm Machinery Dhnswn
UNION

TEL. M

MAINE
U-Th-31

H44*$$*$**n>*H*Hminiiiiin

J
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Tbesday-Thursday-Saturday

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Broadway Varieties, Midway, Side Show
Opening Day Features Of Kippy Karnival

No High Honors
On Rockport Rolls

Cushing School Presenting Valentine Varieties Tonight

Past Quarter
The following are the honor stu
dents (A's and B’s) at Rockport
High School for the second quar
ter:
Seniors

Richard Cash, Alden Davis and
Carol Jones.
Juniors

Edward Sullivan
Wentworth.

and

Patricia

Sophomores

Sally Anderson, Carlton Farley
Joan Hewes. Linda Johnson and
Joan Norwood.
Freshmen

Balloting for the Kween of Kippy Karnival was carried out Monday at Rockland High with the stu
dents following the conventional system used in city and state elections. Voting booths and ballot boxes
were set up and ballot clerks, wardens and ward clerks appointed. Paul Merriam, right, and Joe Pellicanj
are shown casting their ballots. Election officials are, from left to right: Edward Hanson. Joan Duncan
aad Jack Coakley.
Photo by Jura

Shirlene Heath, Donna Leonard,
Carole Lunden.
There were no high honor stu
dents.
The following were neither ab
sent nor tardy during the second
quarter:
Seniors: Alden Davis, Marjorie
Hunter, Ninon Ingersoll, Roland
Nutt,
Janice
Rowling,
Dotty
Staples.
Juniors:
Candace
Alexander.
Herbert Annis. Harold Crockett,
Arlene Heath and Patricia Went
worth.
Sophomores:
Linda
Johnson,
Harold Leland. Herbert Stewart,
Astrid Thorvaldson, Lloyd Tolman,
Robert Nape.
Freshmen: John Annis. Mary

time Melody".
Peter Armata, "If You Knew Snow White, Beverly Dorr; Old
Mother Hubbard. Bernice Doak,
BALL SATURDAY EVENING WILL SEE Music”.
Little Miss Muffett, Mary Rowling:
Chorus. "Make Believe".
KROWNING OF SCHOOL'S NEW KWEEN Linda Ladd, "Lullaby of Broad Little Bo Peep. Sylvia Doherty.
"The Case of the Stolen Pocket
way”.
Kippy Karnival opens Friday The program of Broadway Va
Chorus. "Give My Regards To book” starring Mary Cole, Mary
afternoon at Rockland High School rieties follows:
Soule, Carolyn Bird and Gail Ladd
Rockland”.
Broadway Varieties
under the direction of Mrs. Ivy
Junior High Side Show
“Spike Bones and His Octet” will
Muscles Moran and Killer Dem offer. Billy Emery, Fred Stoddard.
Hart who has for several years Opening song, Kippy Carnival
served as faculty advisor to the an chorus, “No Business Like Show mons, "The Strong Men", Patrick Lee Gamage, Larry Rundlett, Todd
Moran, Donald Demmons and ref McIntosh, Bob Plummer, Wes
Business."
nual show. Roger Orindle is stu
Burge, Peter Stratton, Kenneth
Jeannette Cummings and Benny eree, Ronald Long.
dent manager of the event.
Master and Madam Gabor. "The Marsh, Bruce Rubenstein and Har
Perry, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band"
Theme of the show is The Great and "Tell Me Why.”
Gypsy Fortune Tellers”, Barbara riet Ladd.
Barkers: Billy Bird and Preston
White Way and the shows, which
Senior girls, dancing the Can- Day and James Falzarono.
"The Handkerchief of Romance”, Beal.
will be staged in the auditorium at Can.
x
Bandsmen are: Arthur Lawrence,
an act including: Wayne Dinsmore.
2 and 730 p. m. are known as the
Chorus in “Bye Bye Baby.”
Jackie Kaler, Bobby Brown, Caro Earl Withee, Alice Lord. Florence
Agnes Kent. “AUez-Vous-En”.
Broadway Varieties.
Directing Broadway Varieties are
Paul and Bob Coakley in a song lyn Flanagan. Edward Moffitt, Sam Withee and Richard Mitchell.
Students in the Kippy Karnival
Glover, Violet Widdecomb, Janice
Mrs. Norma Connors, Mrs. Martha and dance routine.
Viik and Miss Elaine Luce of the
Chorus, "Walking My Baby Back McIntosh, Frances Larrabee, Anne Chorus are: Sandra Hardy, Mabel
Foster, Sylvia Sulides. Judith Rackfaculty. Jan Adelmann is master of Home”.
, Peterson and Edward Miller.
Janice Hutchinson and Mary St. | “Hi-Ki”, the Wonder Horse: Rob liff, Jean Stuart. Prudence Iott,
ceremonies.
ert Brown, Perry Barnard, Barry ! Alice Chaples, Jeanette Bisbee,
The Junior High students have Peter, “Blue Moon".
Black, Edward Miller, Edward Mof Sheila Brackett.
scheduled a side show which, it is
Laverne Orcutt, “Keep It Gay”.
I Annette Shafter, Joyce • Black,
said, is better this year than ever
Diane Spurling and Jar Adle fitt.
A pantomime, "A Real Mystery" Barbara Trenholm, Judy Hudson,
This event is .directed by Principal mann. “I Said My Pajamas’’.
by David Hall and Bernard La Carol Stratton. Rosalie Halligan.
Miss Ida Hughes and members of
Chorus. “On Moonlight Bay".
, Barbara Marsh. Cynthia Sherman.
the Junior High teaching staff.
Helen Snowman, "Honky Tonk Croix.
"Professor Dolliter On Tour” by Pleasance Kaufman.
In addition to the Broadway Va Angels".
rieties and the side show, the gym
Barbara Brazier, acrobatic dance, Lowell Bridges and Linda Daniels. | Mary Kent, Carolyn Bray. Carol
“Punch and Judy Play" with per Grant. Ann Tracy, Mary Nichols.
will be turned into a midway where “Dancing In the Dark".
a multitude of booths will offer a
Roger Orindle, Bill Brazier, John formers: Richard Cummings. Earl Pat Kent, Evelyn Naum, Marion i
wide variety of entertainment and Black, Cliff Perry, Clarence Coffin, Withee. Hazel Bickford, Thomas Talbot, Dolores Galiano, Joan Wil
liamson.
and John Boynton in "No Business Egan and Charles Huntley.
refreshments.
“A
Sketch of
Characters":
Russell Wixson, Leslie Makinen,
Saturday evening, the Kippy Kar Like the Pushcart Business”.
nival Ball will be held in the Com
Chorus, “Some Enchanted Eve Clowns, Alan Korpinen, Walter Joe McLain, Steve Palka. Joe PelliLeo, Neal Smith and Dennis Hill; cani, Buster Coffin, Roger Grindle.
munity Building gym- and the ning”.
John Black, Cliff Perry, Fred LaKween of Kippy Karnival crowned.
Clayton Dorr, Eugene Wiggin, Little Red Riding Hood, Hortense
Balloting for the Kween was car J Betty Jewell, instrumental en- Mlcue; The Wolf, Barbara Beal; Branche, Paul Ross, Gene Wiggin,
ried out Monday at the school with 1 semble, “Chattanooga Shoeshine Mistress Mary, Sandra Minott; Benny Perry.
a field of five beauties as candi 1 Boy”.
| Betty Withee and Bill Brazier in
dates.
Candidates for Kween are: Sonia "Give Me a Little Kiss".
Curry, Delores Oaliano. Carol I Joyce Black and Jan Adlemann,
Stratton, Sylvia Treneer and Joan "Charleston".
| Skit, The Gaslight Players in
Williamson.
The identy of the new Kween “Gentle Janice, Flower of Coyote
will be kept secret until the mo Gulch”.
Chorus, "Oh, What a Beautiful
ment the royal court starts its
march to the stage for the corona Morning!”
Joan Scarlott, tap dance, "Show
tion ceremony at 10 p. m.

KOLORFUL KARNIVAL KORONATION

Players in the Valentine Varieties this evening at Cushing include, from left to rirht: Betty Vose, Ralph Laaka, Bettv Lalne, Judy Young,
Billy Sherman and Gene Robbins. They are pictured in one of the acts of the show which is the first to be staged ln the town's new central
school opened last fall.
photo by Jura

Children of the Cushing Central
School will present their first pub
lic program in the new school
building this evening at 8 o'clock.
The program is being produced by
members of the Cushing Town
Club as part of their campaign to
raise funds for tlie purchase of
school playground equipment.
James Connors, president of the
Town Club, will present a message
from the group at the opening of
the program.
Members of the club who have
been active in coaching the chil
dren and preparing the program
are: Mrs. Edith Degler. Mrs. Jean
nette Orff, Mrs. Agnes Young
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery, and

Mrs. Marion Grover.
Two shtort plays will be part of
the program. The first, "The
Wandering Valentine" will be put
on by Jimmie Sevon, Curtis Young
Irene Saarl and Laurel atone. The
second, "Cupid’s Conspiracy” will
include in Its cast Judy Young,
Billy Sherman, Gene Robbins,
Betty Vose. Betty Laine and Ralph
Laaka.
A variety of musical numbers
will ■ be presented. Instrumental
solos will be given by Robert De
lano at the piano. Curtis Young
playing the trumpet, and Verleigh
Miller the saxophone.
Vocal numbers will
include
duets by Susie Geyer and Robert

Delano, and Betty Laine and Judy
Young. A quartet made up of Susie
Geyer. Laurel Stone, Irene Saari
and Mary Ann Klsklla, and a mu
sical reading to be given by MaryAnn Klsklla and Verleigh Miller.
The entire school will sing selec
tions at the opening and closing
of the program. In addition, the
sub-primary and primary grades
will present a musical number,
"Singing Valentines.”
The audience will be welcomed by
Marie Fales, David Saastamoinen,
and Jay Spear.
A “Valentine
Greeting" will be given by Carol
Wood.
The closing recitation is to be
given by Lawrence Wotton, Robert

Demmons. Shirlene Heath, Helen
Leland, Mary Lovejoy, John Robi
son.

Thomaston and

Correspondence

Friendship Girl

School Schedules

Is Waldoboro's

Lewis E. Webber, superintendent
of the Camden-Thomaston School
union has announced that at a re
cent meeting of Camden School
Committee several changes In the j
school calendar for the remainder
of the year were approved.
Schools will not be in session
on Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22
as originally planned, but will be ,
closed on that date.
The date of the spring vacation
has been changed from the week
of April 19 to the week of April
26 with schools closing on Friday,
April 23 and resuming on Monday,
May 3. This change was made
necessary by difficulties met in ar
ranging for the Washington trip
of the high school seniors.
Patriots’ Day, Monday, April 19,
will be observed as a school holi
day with all schools closed on that
date.

Good Citizen
Principal Brainard Paul of Wal
doboro High School has announced
that Miss Eunice Simmons, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray P
Simmons of Friendship has been
named as the D. A. R. Good Citi
zen Candidate from the Waldoboro
schools.
Miss Simmons is a senior at Wal
doboro High School and is enrolled
in the commercial course.
She has been active in many
school clubs and organizations and
at the present time is secretary of
her class and assistant editor of the
yearbook.
In addition to her school work
and extra-curricula activities, she
is acting as an office assistant in
the high school office at the pre
sent time.

Camden Change

Oenthner, and Edward Maloney.
Readings and recitations will be
presented by Kenneth Wadsworth,
Sharon Young, Susie Geyer, Buddy
Maloney, Beverly Vose. Donald
Saastamoinen, Joey Pitt Montgom
ery, Betty Laine, Lauriston Crute,
Nancy Orff and Richard Olson.
A special number will be "The
Animated Valentines” done by Ra
mona Ames, Ethel Wadsworth, Pa
tricia Hysom, Sandra Sevon, Stevie
Haskell,
Douglas
Montgomery.
Lynn Geyer, Arthur Kiskila and
Richard Olson.
Stage manager for the production
will be David Ames and ushers will
be Karl Crute, Lucinda Hysom and
Sonny Sevon.

curriculum at the school.
Subjects offered include practical
electricity; creative writing: book
Schools Courses
keeping; salesmanship, and auto
mobile engine tune-up.
At Warren High
Students enrolling in these _ sub
Warren High is introducing jects will receive school credits.
the International Correspondence
The trouble with many people is
School courses, for the second
semester of the occupation course. that they are given to small talk in
This is being done to widen the large quantities.

MUSTANGS WINNERS IN SECTIONAL

BATTLE WITH BEAVERS OF ROCKPORT
IN CAMDEN GYM TUESDAY NIGHT
Camden retained its supremacy Rockport
13 27 40 49
Referees: Reed, Wood.
over Rockport as the Mustangs
trounced the Beavers, who are un
defeated against 8 school competi
tion, 70-49 at Camden Tuesday
night. Too much Camden height
It s feiwna( to be sur
and too much Paul Davis spelled
downfall for the Beavers.
A repeat of that one point thriller
which took place at Rockport be
tween these same two clubs earlier
in the season, with Camden win
_ _ _ •
b 4// amp/aya/peopti *
ning, seemed likely Tuesday night.
r ary Ma/conrt/
The first period found the score
at 13-all.
Davis, Howard Hamalainen and
John Christie began to find the
range in the second quarter and
the Mustangs shot to the front by
the half, 40-27.
Rockport gained back four of
| Pick Voir Owe Payments
these points by the end of the third
IS Ms. PUi, 24 Ma. Plan
period, which had them trailing
$250 $20.79
$
40-49. Camden exploded in the last
$550
44.38
30.60
quarter and won going away 70-49
$750
50.51
40.77
Davis led the Mustang offense
Above payment* cover everythin* I
with 21 points, while Rockport's
loan* of other amount*, or for other
period*, are In proportion.
(Me.)
best bet was Ted Sullivan with 14.
The Camden girls stressed de ► Your loan it made for your benefense Instead of offense and rolled fit . . . payment dates fit paydays.
to an easy 83-36 win over Rockport Phon*, writ*, coins in.
Camden fTO): Christie, If, 8 (3);
039 to $2900
Wheaton, If, 3 (2); Dinsmore, rf, 2:
Bean, rf. 1 (1); Hamalainen. e, 6:
Rivard, c. Davis lg. • (t); Arne. lg.
eiscwai. i is\m i
2 (1); Blake, rg. I; Whitelwage,
rg. 1
M FIser * Yrwsstfi Msamtsl M9g)
Rockport (4#): W. Farley, If,
356 MAIN STREET
8 (3); Dean, If; Crookett, rf, 8:
Phomi Utt s Rockland, Ma.
Cash, rf; 8ulllvan, c, 8 (4); C. Far Mile* R. Sawyer, YES MANager

U.JJ’H
.CAW I GET,
.$ioooX>
Jr

Photo by Cullen
The Kippy Karnival side show has even come up with a wrestling
l>out this vear. On the mat are Don (Killer) Demmons and Patrirk
: Muscles) Moran. Killer is the underdog but Muscles doesn’t seem to
he in exactlv a comfortable situation. The referee is Ronald Long. All
are eighth grader*.

ley. lg, 1 (I); Annis, lg, (1); Gross,
rg, 4 (3).
Camden

13

40

40

70

tsass osds Is naidsstt sf stl isnsssdlsf tsvss
, SshII Isa Stststs ikssu Ns..IS
Isas sin os* W nslt

We’ll give you this complete 10-piece

BRUSH, BROOM and MOP SET
with the purchase of a new

EASY Spindrier
with POWER FLUSH-RINSE
New 2-tub Easy Spindrier
does a week’s wash in 1
hour. One tub washes
clothes whiter, brighter,
while the other Power
Flush-rinses, then whirls
clothes 25% drier then any
wringer. Portable, too . . .
no set tubs needed.

$179.95 Spindrier Reg.
20.00 Brush Set Rfifl.
$199.95 VALUE

WITH YOUR OLD WASH tilt

CAVE SCHOO MURR7/ 7HE
w s ww
$up«r « iimitid
centr/iAmaine
FOWffiKz^COMeeNvjg

..mniMHgNHMMaaaanW
108 0Vl« 40TIAIS

OUAU’T *»P;,»NCIS OlPINDSIlt AWIIANCI SEBVIc NG
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Plenty Of Pep In Owl’s Head Cheerleaders

R.H.S. Students

Volunteer For

South School Turns Out Snappy Little Band

Sky Watch Duty
Students at Rockland High
School who are members of the
Ground Observer Corp work the
four to six shifts seven days a week
at the Yacht Club at the Public
Landing.
Volunteers are: Annette Bisbee.
Peter Leavitt, Ben Perry. Charles
Staples. Margaret Sawyer, Jess
Sleeper, Richard Cornell
Robert Benner. Peter Ross. Jan
ette Cummings. Beatrice Harvey,
Patricia Kent. George Doak. Jeanne
Stewart.
Carol Hubbard. Yvonne Belmore,
Delores Reams. Leona Demmons,
Winola Gerrish, Sheila Brackett.
David Philbrook. Harold Cummings.
Keith Harper and Donna Kenney.

tSL

XJ

Committees For
Tyler PTA Fair

Named Monday

Photo by Cullen

Owl's Head Central School has turned out a scrappy basketball squad this year and one that has
battled great odds against teams with better training facilities. Despite a rough record tor the season,
they have been supported to the hilt by the little ladies above who are the school's cheerleaders. In the
front row are: Elsa Ilvonen, Judith Knowlton. Virginia Pipicello and Lona Harvey. Standing are: Kathleen
Harvey, Doris Dow. Alice Walker, Priscilla Newbert and Joan Knowlton. Janet Stewart, one of the Rock
land High varsity cheerleaders is coach of the peppy, neatly attired squad.

Girls

KNOX-LINCOLN WINDUP GAMES ON

W

L

Camden
11
Boothbay Harbor
10
AND BOOTHBAY SHOOT FOR WINS Rockland
6
Lincoln Academy
5
By Jerry Audet
this slim pre-tournament docket,
Thomaston
3
The Rockland Tigers are taking Warren is at South Bristol for an Wiscasset
2
a 10 day vacation before they take intra-divisional scrap. These are Waldoboro
0
on the brilliant Ellsworth Eagles at the only two teams from the East
BULWER LEAGUE
the Rockland Community Building
(Final Standings)
ern and Western division of the
in their season's final, that vaca
Boys
tion Is from games only, as daily Bulwer League that meet.

0
1
4
5
7
9
11

FRIDAY NIGHT AS THOMASTON

practice session will be held in
preparation for the high flying
Eagles.

KNOX-UNCOLN

LEAGUE

Boys

Rockport
Union
L Appleton
1 Warren

W
Thomaston
8
Girls
The Knox-iLincoln League has : Boothbay Harbor
Rockport
its final go tomorrow night with alll Camden
Union
six teams slated for action. The Lincoln Academy
Appleton
pressure will be on Gerald Brigg's Wiscasset
Warren
Boothbay Harbor Seahawks and Waldoboro
Clyde Hatch's Thomaston quintet.
Both clubs must win their games
SMALL SCHOOLS TOURNEY IN
to force a playoff.
Wiscasset, with not a worry in CAMDEN NEXT WEEK; WARREN IS
the world, plays host to Thomaston,
and if there is to be an upset, it OUT OF PLAY AND ISLESBORO IN
could be here. If “Demi’’ Morrill,
Arrangements for the first Region lishments in Camden can handle
Wiscasset ace has as hot a night as
the expected visitors.
he had against Waldoboro last Fri 1, Small Schools Basketball Tourna
The tournament will be run in
day when he scored 36 points, Dave ment at Camden on Feb 19 and 20
Stone, Dennis Sawyer, Ronnie are rapidly being completed. Seed four sessions and the price of ad
Jameson and Co. might know what ing and pairing of teams will be mission to each session will be 60
cents for adults ana 40 cents for stu
It was like to stop a tribe of Red
made on Feb. 14.
dents.
skins on the warpath.
The tournament committee for
Preliminary plans call for the
Boothbay, on the other hand, will
Region 1 consists of Principal first session to start at 2 p. m. on
be playing at home against the
Norman Marriner of Union High Feb. 19 when two preliminary games
Camden Mustangs, a team which
School, chairman. Principal Booth- will be played. Two other prelimin
needs a win to assure itself of out
by of South Bristol High School, ary games will be played in the
right possession of third place.
and Principal MacComb of Bridge evening session on Feb. 19, starting
Lincoln Academy travels to Wal
Academy. Athletic Director Dailey
at 7.30 p. m.
doboro for a game it must win In
of Camden High School will be the
order to gain a tie for third position.
The two semi-final games will be
official in charge of building and
Lincoln now stands in fourth posi
played in the afternoon session on
locker room arrangements.
tion, one game behind Camden.
Feb. 20. starting at 1 p m. The
No special arrangements for ser
final game will be played in the
Bulwer League
ving meals have been made as it is
evening session on Feb. 20, start
In the only other game booked on believed the regular eating estabing at 8 p. m.
The two teams playing in the
final session will automatically
represent Region 1 at the state
tournament for Western Maine to
be held in the Lewiston Armory
during the following week.
Warren High School has decided
not to participate in the tournamen this year and Islesboro will be
substituted. The other entrants are
Union, Wiscasset, Rockport, Appleton, Vinalhaven, South Bristol and
Bridge Academy.
K-L Final Friday

THIS “pweu"

Notes All Schools
Your watch represents an important In
vestment. Don't lake chances on repair
work. Bring your watch here where all
work is scientifically checked on a . . .

Your watch "prints"
a record oi its own

performance
PROVING
the efficiency of
our work
ASK US TO TtST TOUR WATCH. Hit

NEW WATCHES SIMILARLY TESTED
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURE
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS

Rockport—Rick Hoc kings a soph
omore, has left Rockport High.

Rockland—John Corbett of the
: Balsam Wool Company, iectured
i and showed a movie "Happy Home"
| on Tuesday morning. He also dem
onstrated the fire-resistant qualii ties of insulation materials. Classes
i attending were Mr. Manzo's gener; al science class and Mrs. Coughlin's
i shop English class.
Rockport—Wednesday night, Feb

I 3, the band members, their parents,
I and the teachers, had a dinner at
the new gym. A meeting followed.
Rockport—The seniors are an
xiously awaiting their trip to Wash
ington.
Washington—Marlene Tibbetts ot

Washington Is among thooe on the

At the regular meeting of the
Tyler School PTA Monday evening,
plans and committee appointments
were made for the annual school
fair which is to be held March 19.
As a special feature of the evening
program, Rockland Chief of Police
Bernard Thompson spoke to the
group on safety practices, and par
ticularly the safety problems in the
general area of the Tyler School.
Chief Thompson stressed the need
for developing safety consciousness
in the home and tne school in order
to safeguard our children
This discussion of safety is to
be followed at a later meeting by
the showing of safety movies.
The monthly attendance award
was won by Miss Webster’s room
with 23 parents present. As a re
sult of this the children of her room
will be given a room party in the
near future.
Committee appointments made
for the annual fair were as follows:
General Co-Chairman. Mrs Mar
garet Lord and Mrs. Maude Winchenbach; food table. Mrs. Polly
Gray and Mrs. Marcia Rowling;
candy. Mis. Lillian French and Mrs.
Betty Madore.
Fancy work, Mrs. Muriel Thurs
ton, Mrs. Virginia Kennedy and
Mrs Mabel Barnard: Grabs, Mrs.
Margaret Simmons and Mrs. Pris
cilla Sukeforth.
Doll sale, Mrs. Ruth Wiggins,
Mrs. Barbara Wooster, Mrs. Helen
Fogarty and Mrs. Margaret Lord;
White elephant. Mrs. Norma Scho
field; Parcel Post, Mrs. Corrine
Hughes.
T V Lunch room, Mrs. Eloise
Hasting, Mrs Delia Low elf Mrs.
Shirley Jackson, Mrs. Helen Clark,
Mrs. Rose Stafford and Mrs.
Frances DiRenzo; Door prizes, Mrs.
Alma Dow and Mrs. Vera Miller.
Decorating committee, Mrs. Rose
Stafford; publicity Miss Madeline
Philbrick; silhouette booth, Mrs
Louise Kelley, Mrs. Mina Boardman, Mrs. Sally Haskell and Miss
Kay Pernald.

Photo by Jura
One of tlie youngest of school bands in the Coastal Area in length
of existence, and certainly in the vears in which Its members have
been on this old earth, is the outfit representing Rockland's South
School. They huff and they puff — and they come out with some
really good tunes, according to those who heard them at a recent
IT A event at the school. Pictured in the front row from left to

TIGERS' TOURNEY CHANCES WIPED
OUT IN HARD BATTLE TUESDAY

WITH FAST GARDINER OUTFIT
Rockland Tigers left their tourrament chances on the bank of
the Kennebec River in Gardiner,
as a result of their 64-60 defeat byGardiner Tuesday night.
This
loss just about eliminated Rock
land from the Class L tourney to
be held in Orono. March 4, 5 ard 6.
Hook shooting Bill Koiwalski led
the Gardirer attack in the first
half that at one time had built up
a 13-point lead 27-14. Bill netted
16 of his 21 points in this first
half.
It was a fighting Rockland five
that came back into contention
that second period. With 15 sec
onds left to play, the Tigers had
closed the gap to 33-31.
The Rockland defense, which
had been doing a terrific job in
the latter part of this second peri
od, relaxed, and Gardiner took ad
vantage and countered two quick
baskets, making the score 27-31
at the whistle.
Gardiner scored seven straight

Union Hoopsters
Scalped By the

MOKE SCHOOL NOTES
ON FAGE FOUR

Dess'! List ef Nmbom College to

TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS
The following children are cele
brating their sixth birthday in Feb
ruary; Angela Doak, Donald Whiffin. Kevin Young, James Peterson,
Sharon Howlett, Joe Hughes, and
Linda Philbrook.
Sue Dow's mother visited us thus
month, also Craig Candage's mother
and grandmother.
Susan Genevicz transferred from
the morning to afternoon group,
and to surprise the morning group.
Susan and her mother gave us a

surprise parly.
Mrs Genevicz
served us at our lunch oeriod skippy
cups, cookies, and crackers. Susan
brought her doll house and furni
ture to school and has left it for
both groups to enjoy for a while.
We are enjoying so much the
record album. "How you Talk,”
which Mr. Ciaravmo brought to the
building. These records are an oral
language readiness album.
Nancy Barnard's mother was also
a visitor during January.

points and Rocklands Ralph
Hooper with 19.
The Gardiner J.V.’s ran rough
shod over Rockland in the prelimi
nary 66-45
Rockland 60:
Kenniston, If,
(1); Smith, If, 2 (.1); Deshon,
4; Hooper, c 8 (3); Flanagan, lg,
3 (4); Hanley, lg, 3(1); Gardiner,
rg, 3 (4).
Gardiner, 64: Harvey, If 1 (7);
Nixon. If, (1); Koiwalski. rf, 8 (5):
Hanning, c, 7 (3); Bukt-r, lg. 2;
Baker, lg, Haselton, rg. 2 (1);
Dineen. rg, 2 (3).
Referees: Aliberti, Raymond.
Rockland,
14 31 46 60
Gardiner.
22 37 53 64

One day last week Charlene Mun
sey, Jon Dean, and Howard Lowell
came down from Mrs. Hill's room.
Each one read a story to us. We
enjoyed them very much.
Gary Demmons treated us all to
candy hearts and Karl Low brought
us some books to read.
Linda Bisbee celebrates her birth
day in February.
Last week, we took a safety walk
to learn how to watch for cars be
fore we cross streets.
Friday morning Mrs. Haskell's
group invited us downstairs to hear
records which showed us how to
speak correctly. When we came
(Continued on page twelve,

Grade I—Mrs. Kelley

gives you all these features
at lowest prices!

Wiscasset Redmen
Loss of two key players in the
first half, via the foul route, cost
Union High its chances ot making
a close contest when It met Wis
casset Tuesday night at Union.
With only five point lead at half
time Wiscasset climbed to a 14 point
margin at the end of the third per
iod and in a big fourth quarter
rolled up 21 points to win 66 to 40.
Left guard Marritt was the out
standing scorer for the evening,
making good on 11 field goals and
two foul shots for a total of 24
points. Grover and Cowley of Wis
casset also hit the double figures
with 10 and 11 points.
Austin led Union's scoring with
13 while Athearn played an out
standing defensive game until he
fouled out in the third period.
In the preliminary game, Wiscas
set junior varsity doubled the score
on the Union junior varsity to win
82 - 41.
Wiscasset 1661, rf, 4 (1); Lewis
rf, Colby rf, 1 (3); Grover If, 4 (2);
Cowley c, 4 (3); Dowling c; Rankin
rg, 3 (1); Maybury rg, Marritt lg.
11 (2-; Fahey If.
Union (40) Austin rf, 5 (3); Cal
derwood rf. 2: Barker If, 4 (2);
Creamer c, 2; W. Jacobs rg, 0 (2);
Athearn lg. 1 (2); Doughty lg, I (1);
A. Jacobs lg.
Wiscasset
17 30 45 06
Union
15 25 31 40
Officials Foes and Gay.

points to start the second half,
and Rockland found themselves
down 44-31. Swapping baskets for
the remainder of the period, the
margin remained the same until
after the two teams took the third
quarter break with the score 53-40
With their backs to tlie wall the
coastal quintet came up with their
best period in the last quarter, by
scoring 20 points to Gardiner’s 9.
Towards the end of the game,
Rockland was setting a fast pace
when Gardiner went into a semifreezc and slowed the game down
to a walk.
With the score 62-60 Harold
Harvey swished two foul shots to
ice the game lor the Kennebec
Valley five.
Little Dickie Gardiner played
himself a whale of a ball game.
Scoring 10 points, Dick was also a
whirling dervish as he went right
through the Gardiner defense to
set up plays and was his usual
bothersome self on the defense.
High point men for the evening
were Gardiner's Kowalski, with 21

light are: Sanford Ames, Bradford Knight, Billy Fifield, Robert
Lord. Paul Arho, Sandra Sylvester. Carolyn Chatto and Director
Anthony Palleria. In bark are: Wesley Nichols, John Sawyer, Darold
Paulin, David Morey, Rebecca Dow, F.arlene Sayward, Barbara Phil
brook. Elizabeth Sulides. Michael Coakley, Woodbury Post, David
Barstow, Leona Gagne. Frank Post and Gary Anderson.
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The new 1954 Chevrolet Bel Air 2-door sedan. With three greet senes,

Chevrolet offers

Striking New Luxury-Line Styling. Here are the
best-looking Chcvrolets of all time. Available in
161 model-color combinations!
Luxurious New Modem-Mode Interior!. Richer fab
rics—vinyl trim—interior colors keyed to exterior
colors in "Two-Ten” and Bel Air models!

New Power in "Blue-Flame 125" Engine." More
power—more smoothness-more economy-with this
PERFORMANCE! brilliant Powerglide engine.

POWERED FOR

New Power in "Bluo-Flome 113" Engine. The “BlueFlame 115" Engine also "gives you new highFOR ECONOMY I compression power, finer performance and im
portant gas savings.
ENGINEERED

Highly Perfected Powerglide. Now you can have
the finer, thriftier Powerglide automatic transmis
sion* on all Chevrolet models.
Extraordinary Four-Fold Economy. (1) Lowest-priced
line f2) extremely low operating costs (3) excep-

the

most

beautiful choice

booths at the carnival.
Rockland—School
ISM

closes

RUBBER STAMPS
ANT SIZE
On Ordor at

Friday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

models

in

its field.

New Low Price on Power Steering. Gives fingertip
control. Available on all models.*

New Power Brakes for Your Safety-Protection. I he
first and the outstanding Power Brakes* in Chev
rolet's field. Do much of the work of braking lor
you. (Available on Powerglide models.)
Now Automotic Window and Seat
a button fo raise or lower front
the front seat up and forward or
with the same case. Available on
Bel Air models.*

Controls. Touch
windows. Move
down and back
“Two-Ten'’ and

SYMBOL OP
SAVINGS

CHEVROLET,

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

MORE

PEOPLE BUY

CNEVROUK
THAN ANY

OTHER CAR!

Come in. see and drive the new 1954 Chevrolet at
your earliest convenience, and we believe you'll
decide it’s the car for you!
'Optionalat ntracost.

Sprtogsnle Mr the that nmrilM

Ibockport—TUB classes hare had
meetings making plans lor their

of

tionally low maintenance costs (4) traditionally
higher resale value.

EM9LIM OT|
EXCfcUXNGg

tag* Twtfvt
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participate ln our* program as
“Guests by Request.”
Myron Hastings and William
(Continued from page eleven)
back Robert Kwapiszerwski shared Willey have brought some fine
magazine pictures.
his wafers with the class.

Tyler School

STEAMBOAT YARNS

of Ships and Men
John

M

Biohardson

Dale Bodman and Dale Harriman group Richard Barnard brought Flag", Diane Sewell; story, “Why Mank
have been ill and ln the hospital. ‘‘Black Beauty’’ which we will read Jimmy Missed The Parade" Jon
We were happy to have Joyce We hope that they will be well soon. later.
Dean
She is from

Paula Conway has come from Mc
Lain school. Loren Bennett has
IN WHICH WE GET CAPTAIN
Our class contributed <9 02 to the come from Thomaston, and Q-nest
Bodman has come from Portland
Polio Fund
LOOK TALKING ON WORLD WAR
Claudia Hasting wil! celebrate There are now 10 girls and 20 boys
in our room.
her birthday this month
I AND II EXPERIENCES
Those having surprises for us re
Grade 2—Mrs. Rogers
During World War 1. I served as KI devices and 24.000 detonato-s.
cently were Michael Bosley, Stephen
Tyler School donated $54.30 to the
Miller. Pamela Kennedy, Lynda March of Dimes.
Ueutenant on USS. Mercury. Navy These were in boxes of 1000 each,
packed around my quarters
I
Cummings, Joy Williams. Claudia
Trooper, transporting troops to
Catherine Eagan has the only
transported 15,000 mines to mine
Hastings, Linda Winchenbach, Don Febraury birthday to be observed.
Prance, some 4500 troops atid 700 the North Sea
ald Barbour, Caroline Radcliffe. It falls on Valentine’s Day.
crew.
Other than visiting on
After the Armistice, the Navy
Anne Stevens, and Donna Haskell
Raymond Wooster brought his
board of a naval ship prior to that had the idea of keeping this ship
Every surprise was fun. Donna View Master to school. The class
time, I had no idea of a Navy for a navy supply’ ship. I made
made cookies with a little help from enjoyed the many lovely reels which
grandma. There was a star-shaped were shown.
chip operation. Because of the two short trips with navy supplies,
one for the teacher.
| jane Lor(j brought a deliciuos
fact I at that time held a mas one to Key West and a second to
Cuba. On this trip to Cuba I got
Grade 2—Miss Fernald
home-made cookie treat for the
ter’s license 1 was placed as junior
into a gale off San Salvador ar.d
The second grade is busy plan-' en^re classwatch officer in charge of a watch. this tin can nearly folded up in
The toy corner is being well pa
ning the schcol assembly for toMy senior officer was a man w ho the middle.
morrow Children who have chosen tronized during indoor recesses.
never served on board a ship in any
On my return to Norfolk, the
to learn poems are William Willey, Those who have brought toys for it
capacity, but had very good politi Navy had a load of coal for the
Paula Conway. James Lombardo, are: Stanley Levco, Barbara Knowl
cal connections with the Navy and ship for Tlberon Bay. Calif.
Dolores Hall, Sharon Harrington. ton, Yolanda Torok. Jane Lord,
Ashley Hubbard, Rebecca KwapiseI had a survey made by the
Captain Look entered the Navy i Leslie Raye. Judith Chase. Loren
was commissioned 24 hours ahead
zewska, and Elinor Nye.
of my enlistment. I soon discovered, Navy. Tnis board condemned the in World War I as a Lieutenant, Bennett, Barbara Lure. Randy Cole.
senior grade, i above i and his rise Ronald Beale. Victor DiRenzo. and
Roger Dow is the possessor of the
this gentleman did not know ship, and gave me a letter of was rapid.
mosts 100 per cent arithmetic
thanks
for
calling
to
their
atten

Sharon
Marston
which way the propellers turned
Marie Thibodeau Phyllis Conary. papers displayed on the bulletin
Lines, New York to Mexico. Vera
to drive the ship ahead, and abso tion the condition of this ship.
Later
this
ship
was
re-condiMyron
Hastings and Frederick Hod board for the past three weeks.
Cruz
and
Tampico.
lutely nothing about the rules of
Other than being chased by gkins will give a recitation on the Jane Lord and Robert Genevicz are
the road, but my. oh my! he cer tionea and chartered to a Balti
tied for second place and Richard
tainly could quote the Navy more steamship company, a load submarines in the Gulf and around important dates in February. Mary
of coal to Denmark. While cross Cuba, where the subs were par Morang will be the announcer. Mansfield and Scott Bickford hold
manual.
third honors.
To cap all this, he could not ing North Sea, the ship struck a ticularly active, during the latter Children from the other rooms will
In connection with our study of
mine
and
sunk
and
14
men
were
1
part of the war, my career was
see too well either night or day.
unever.table. other than a few feet away, killing 17 G.Is and in the Eskimos, each pupil has made
We were in convoy with five other lost, so I was informed.
a booklet containing stories and
The Navy Department wanted hours of rather anxious moments. juring several others.
transports, all loaded with troops
Naturally the concussion was drawings dealing with their dress.
as I recall. There were around ; me to remain in the Navy, but I Well, that was all routine during
terrible when these bombs ex;- |homes- food‘ means o: transporw30,000 men, troops, not counting felt the Navy was not my field, so the war.
I, along with several tion, and children's playthings,
the crew or Navy personnel.
I was placed or. the inactive list ' Going back to 1943. I was in ploded.
Those deserving special mention
This aeniilemnn was naturally to the balance of my enlistment of command of S.S. Christopher others, was knocked flat. One or
disliked by the ward room officers! four years and was subject to call Flanigan. Army Supplies, Boston two did become unconscious. How were made by Philip Miller, Yolan
da Torok, Richard Mansfield. Scott
because of his superiority complex. for 20 years, to 1936 when I was to Antwerp, Belgium, ilOO ships in ever I did not, but for an instant
Bickford. Robert Oenevtcz, Elinor
Instead of making friends with thc retired as physically unfit by the convoy. This was during the Buz could not get up.
Crossing the Atlantic eastbound, Nye, Avis Hill, Jane Lord, Roger
Bombs. VI -and V2. I spent two
officers, who would have given him Navy Department
Dow. Stanley Levco. Mary Beal, and
help and taught him the ropes
My career with US. Lines in weeks in Antwerp on my first trip. as I recall, we only had two days
Robert
Vanorse.
that
were
free
of
sub
activities.
On
he took the attitude that he knew cluded chief officer and master. I To give an idea of what it wras
Robert Genevicz' mother visited
lt Ml.
port superintendent at New Lon-! like, Vis were coming over every arrival off Ireland, the convoy split
us recently.
As I recall one very dark night don, then master of four ships of1 five minutes during the day. At 40 ships to the Irish Sea and 60
Grade 3—Mrs. Boardman
about half-way across I was ad that Line. I believe was covered by night they would slow a bit. mixed to the English Channel. From
Dennis Simmons. Andrew Withee,
with V2s which weighed about six Ireland to Antwerp there was not
vised by our communications offi my service record.
cer that we were passing a west
Passing over the depression years tons. One of these V2s struck one hour without depth charges! Luciile O'Dell, Roger Rowling
bound convoy, and we would pass I was with 'he Board of Educa- , within 1000 feet of our ship, cov beng exploded. Coming westbound Jaynee Cummings and Patricia
very close
I remember it was tion. New York Maritime Com ering our decks with shrapnel, one 135 ships in convoy and plenty Porter brought Interesting items
around 10 p. m. when I saw the mission, eight months and ba”k | piece of which I brought back, subs, plenty depth charges, nighi for our bulletin board.
and day. Of our 15 escorts. I saw
weighing six pounds.
Barbara Morang has her new
bone of a ship's bow water almost on beard a ship, 1943
classes.
dead ahead. I changed the course
World War Two, I commanded [ Fortunately no one was hurt, al two subs sunk.
I broke convoy off Sable Island.
Dennis Simmons brought his plasto clear without consulting the six Liberty-type ships .three Lake ; though there were around 50 men
senior officer as there was no type, all in the government serv around deck when this bomb came independent to Portland: 11 j tic block city. Everyone has enstevedores
and
crew, i ships went to Halifax. three were ' joyed building with them,
time to tell long stories. This ice supplies, to one year before the struck.
Roger Rowling brought his boxing
senior officer, noting I had finish. This last year I was in com- j around five p m. A second V2 sunk off Sable Island from this
gloves, and we had two interesting
changed the course, drew a 45 , mand of SB. Medina. A.C.W.C. 1 struck one afternoon about 2000, convoy.
and placed it in my back. The
chief quartermaster punched this
gentleman cold and saved my life
The chief quartermaster called
captain who came on the
bridge immediately. Seeing the
senior officer prone on the deck
the captain relieved me imme
diately and took over the ship and
when the senior offioer revived, he
ordered him to his room or quar
ters. From that time on, to our
return to New York I was senior
officer. On arrival I requested
transfer and by this move I saved
the face of those concerned.
Needless to say I was pretty well
fed up with the Navy, however,
my name was on the dotted line,
“You’re in the Navy now.” After
a week ashore I was appointed
executive officer USS. K. Luchenback. building at Quincy, Mass.,
After being placed in commis
sion we loaded naval supplies at
Norfolk for Marsailles, France.
Our trip eastbound. was un
eventful. except for some sub
marine activity, radio reports, etc.
After three weeks in France we
started back to the US.A. When
nearly out of the Azores our boil
ers broke down. We were able to
keep enough steam to control our
steering gear, but not enough to
turn a shaft.
We were taken in tow by the
BS. Oailie Prince, a 14.000 ton
ship of the Prince Line, Olasgow. I
believe we wore around IS days
to Cape Henry. I recall we an
chored off Cape Henry around
midnight.
That evening around
9 p. m. a sub sank a ship off Cape
Henry. Later this sub was blown
up off Cape Charles Lightship.
After a month at Portsmouth
Navy Yard, Norfolk. I was rated
Ueut. Commander and placed in
command of USS. Lake Placid, a
North Atlantic Mine Carrier. We
carried 7000 mines, complete with
the

boxing matches, one between Hail, Joanna Robarts, Donna Bar end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
Wayne and Roger, the other be ter, and Aleene Kaler.
Mank.
tween Jeffery and Dennis.
Our patriotic program: George
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank and
John Cross brought a book of Washington, Lincoln McRae: “The daughter Rhonda were dinner
Bible Stones to be read to the Flag Goes By’’ Aleene Kaler; “Our guests Sunday of Mrs Florence

Grade 1—Mia* Webster

Huntley join our class
Freeport.

X guess.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

BLUE SUNOCO
PRIMED WITH BUTANE FOR

QUICKER STARTS

"Flag our Flag”, Joanna Robarts:
song, "Little Month of February”,
Jon Dean, Donald Johnson, Donna
Barter.
Flag song, Paul Spaulding; -‘My
Country’s Flag,” Timothy Flaherty;
Flags, Donna Barer; story, “When
Abe Was a Boy”, Karen Seavey.

Robinson Crusoe written for
children between the ages of five to
nine was brought by William Bark
er. Everyone enjoyed it.
Patricia Porter brought her
“double doll” and her boy doll to
school last week and Jaynee Cum
mings brought her Chinese checker
game
Our only February birthday is NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Joan Robinson of the Teach
that of Ervin Robinson, which is
ers College Gorham, spent the
today.
weekend with her parents, Mr and
Grade 3—Mrs. Hill
Mrs. Levi Robinson.
The pupils who completed their
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon Lawson
health charts and brought them to and son David of Barre. Mass., spent
school were: Jon Dean, Howard the weekend at there home here.
Lowell, William Wiggin, Steven
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank and
Winchenbach, Karen Seavey, Judy son Wilfred of Bangor were week

FEBRUARY
SAVE UP *

vVo* »39-*

[COMPLETE BtXiKCASE

HOLLYWOOD BEDS

lfle.o '‘'fe^E^RO88 sea

I Includes Plastic Bookcase
Headboard, White Cross
Mattress and Box Spring
•vith legs

I Keg. 102.00 Now $66.50

HOLLYWOOD BEDS

BEDROOM SETS
425.00
296.00
339.50
337.00
283.95
298.50
225.09
215.00

I Reg. 69.50

A

Ke«- 3

Now
5-pc. Mahogany $269.00
3-pc. Maple
$196.00
3-pc. Walnut
295.00
4-pc. Mod. Blonde $285.00
4-pc. Blonde
$249.00
3-pc. Birch
$258.50
4-pc. Oak
$189.00
4-pc. Mahogany
$179.00

$89.95

Ottoman $69.50
$59.95

C°VCHEs

Now
327.50 3-pc. Boucle
$259.00
339.50 3-pc. Foam Rub. $298.00
349.50 2-pc. Lawson
$299.50
338.50 3-pc. Boucle
$289.00
295.00 3-pc. Matalaise
$239.00
229.50 Tweed Sectional $189.00
131.50 Plastic Sectional
$79.50
183.25 Love Seat - Chair $131.50

Now

89.50 5-pc

l’phol. Rockers, Ottomans $49.50

99.50 5-pc.
96.50 5-pc.
106.50 5-pc
111.50 5-pc

Plastic Rockers

$49.50

119.50 5-pc.

Maple Rockers

$29.50

154.50 5-pc,

59.50 Lounge Rocker

c^ion‘

LIVING ROOM SETS

Now
118.50 Lounge
82.50 Plas. Ch.
81.95 Lounge

Now $ 19.50

;i,h Backs

>ow >59.50

'^.fabric.

GROME KITCHEN SETS

CHAIRS

BUTANE IS ADDED to High-Test Blue Sunoco to step
up its volatility in cold weather. Result: Instant starting.

Birthday Party

A birthday party was held Bunday
Feb. 7 for Mrs. Winnie Sherman
at the home of her brother and sis
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
Mank. those present were: guest of
honor Mrs. Winnie Sherman, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Dean. Mrs. Gall
Robinson. Mrs. Emma Walsh. Mrs.
Maude Mank, Mrs Josephine Cros
by of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Mank and son Wilfred of Bangor,
Mrs. Isa Teague and Maurice Watts
of'Warren. Mrs. Lyndon Lawson of
Barre. Mass. a delirious dinner was
served with a Birthday cake made
by Mrs. Ralph Dean. She received
a purse of money and other nice
gifts, also a collection of nice Birth
day cards.

$11.50

$65.00
$60.50
$84.50

$89.50
$95.00
$98.50
$129.50

au *'ducV,on
Ai. RX>CE’

-'gS.lM*

«*

nil C®«'«r*‘

BLUE SUNOCO fires right away, needs less choking.
And it’s unexcelled for anti-stalling and quick warm-ups.

9 x 12 Wool Rugs

[

TESTS CONDUCTED BY U.S. TESTING CO. PROVE BLUE SUNOCO

Reg.

GAVE MORE MILES PER DOLLAR THAN
15 PREMIUM-PRICED GASOLINES

79.50
89.50
113.50
143.95
136.50
139.50
108.25
113.95

Blue Sunoco, at regular gas price, gave up to
12.4% more miles per dollar than 15 premiumpriced brands. It matched over-all performance
of these brands, costing up to 3c more per gallon.

Now
$59.50
$69.50

$98.50
$129.95

$119.95
$98.50
$95.00
$89.95

FRIENDLIEST
CHDITPLAH

TIRMS AS LOW

l25

M

A WEEK

MEREDITH

RUB CAS A HOME SUPPLY
MAIM rr.
ROCKLAND

tm. an

were divided into five-car teams. The
tests were run in Penna., N. -J., Conn.. Mich, and Ohio.
Make your own 10-galIon test and see for yourself.
25 TEST CARS

RADIO NEWS “Susac# > Star Mrs”

141 r.B.. MsaAty b FrtAaf. HM

HIGH*TEST OAS PERFORMANCE AT REGULAR GAS PRICE-SEE YOUR SUNOCO DEALER TODAYI

313 Main St

Tel. 1425

FURNITURE

COMPANY
Rockland, Mo.

